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Preface

This volume contains the papers presented at BSNLP 2015: the fifth in a series of Workshops on Balto-
Slavic Natural Language Processing. This BSNLP Workshop is the first endorsed by SIGSLAV—the
newly established ACL Special Interest Group on Natural Language Processing in Slavic Languages.1

The driving motivation behind convening the BSNLP Workshops is twofold. On one hand, the languages
from the Balto-Slavic group are important for NLP due to their widespread use and diverse cultural
heritage. They are spoken by over 400 million speakers worldwide. Due to the recent political and
economic developments in Central and Eastern Europe, the countries where Balto-Slavic languages are
spoken were brought into new focus in terms of rapid technological advancement and rapidly expanding
consumer markets. In the context of the European Union, the Balto-Slavic group today covers about one
third of all speakers of EU’s official languages.

On the other hand, research on theoretical and applied NLP in many of the Balto-Slavic languages is
still in its early stages, although it is continually progressing. The advent of the Internet over twenty
years ago established the dominant role of English in a broad range of on-line activities, which further
weakened the position of other languages, including the Balto-Slavic group. Consequently, as compared
to English, there is still a lack of resources, processing tools and applications for most of these languages,
especially ones with smaller speaker bases.

Despite this “minority” status, the Balto-Slavic languages offer a wealth of fascinating scientific and
technical challenges for researchers and practitioners to work on. The linguistic phenomena specific to
Balto-Slavic languages—such as rich morphological inflection and relatively free word order—present
highly intriguing and non-trivial challenges to building NLP tools, and require richer morphological and
syntactic resources. Related to this theme, the invited talk by Tanja Samardžic, titled “A computational
cross-linguistic approach to Slavic verb aspect” discusses challenges encountered in the computational
treatment of the complex phenomena related to verbal aspect in Slavic languages. The talk presents
how fine-grained aspectual classes can be automatically extracted using parallel corpora, and then used
in temporal classification of events across languages. In the second invited talk, titled “Challenges in
launching an NLP start-up company: Research meets the Real World,” Josef Steinberger discusses his
experience in transferring research results related to Slavic languages into commercial products.

The main goal of the BSNLP 2015 Workshop is to bring together all related stakeholders, including
academic researchers and industry practitioners who are involved in work on NLP for Balto-Slavic
languages. The Workshop aims to further stimulate research on NLP for these languages and to foster
the creation and dissemination of relevant tools and resources. The Workshop serves as an interactive
platform for researchers to exchange ideas and experiences, discuss difficult and shared problems, and to
facilitate making new resources more widely-known.

This Workshop continues the proud tradition established by the previous BSNLP Workshops:

1. the First BSNLP Workshop, held in conjunction with ACL 2007 Conference in Prague, Czech
Republic;

2. the Second BSNLP Workshop, held in conjunction with IIS 2009: Intelligent Information Systems,
in Kraków, Poland;

3. the Third BSNLP Workshop, held in conjunction with TSD 2011, 14th International Conference
on Text, Speech and Dialogue in Plzeň, Czech Republic;

1http://sigslav.cs.helsinki.fi/
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4. the Fourth BSNLP Workshop, held in conjunction with ACL 2007 Conference in Sofia, Bulgaria.

This year we received 29 submissions, out of which 16 were accepted for presentation: 13 as regular
papers and three as interactive presentations (resulting in an overall acceptance rate of 55%). Compared
to previous BSNLP workshops, this year we have a mixed balance of papers on enabling technologies and
higher-level tasks, such as information extraction, sentiment analysis and text classification. This shows
the ongoing trend towards building user-oriented applications for Balto-Slavic languages, in addition to
working on lower-level NLP tools.

The papers directly deal with at least seven Balto-Slavic languages: Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech,
Lithuanian, Polish, Russian, and Serbian. Three of the papers discuss approaches to syntactic and
semantic analysis. Three papers are about information extraction. Three papers cover sentiment
analysis and text classification. Other papers address a broad range of topics, including word-sense
disambiguation, corpus analysis, text and author modeling, and linguistic resources.

It is our sincere hope that this work will help to further strengthen the community and stimulate the
growth of research in this rich and exciting field.

BSNLP Organizers:
Jakub Piskorski (Polish Academy of Sciences)
Lidia Pivovarova (University of Helsinki)
Jan Šnajder (University of Zagreb)
Hristo Tanev (Joint Research Centre)
Roman Yangarber (University of Helsinki)
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Universal Dependencies for Croatian (that Work for Serbian, too)

Željko Agić
University of Copenhagen, Denmark
zeljko.agic@hum.ku.dk

Nikola Ljubešić
University of Zagreb, Croatia
nljubesi@ffzg.hr

Abstract

We introduce a new dependency treebank
for Croatian within the Universal Depen-
dencies framework. We construct it on top
of the SETIMES.HR corpus, augmenting
the resource by additional part-of-speech
and dependency-syntactic annotation lay-
ers adherent to the framework guidelines.
In this contribution, we outline the tree-
bank design choices, and we use the re-
source to benchmark dependency parsing
of Croatian and Serbian. We also exper-
iment with cross-lingual transfer parsing
into the two languages, and we make all
resources freely available.

1 Introduction

In dependency parsing, the top-performing ap-
proaches require supervision in the form of manu-
ally annotated corpora. Dependency treebanks are
costly to develop, and they typically implement
different annotation schemes across languages,
i.e., they are not homogenous with respect to the
underlying syntactic theories (Abeillé, 2003). To-
day we know this hinders research in cross-lingual
parsing (McDonald et al., 2011), and subsequently
the enablement of language technology for under-
resourced languages.

The Universal Dependencies (UD) (Nivre et al.,
2015) project1 aims at addressing the issue by pro-
viding homogenous dependency treebanks. The
treebanks feature uniform representations of parts
of speech (POS), morphological features, and syn-
tactic annotations across 18 languages in the cur-
rent release (Agić et al., 2015).2 The POS tagset
is a superset of Petrov et al. (2012), while the de-
pendency trees draw from the universal Stanford

1http://universaldependencies.github.
io/docs/

2http://hdl.handle.net/11234/LRT-1478

dependencies of de Marneffe et al. (2014). The in-
tricacies of UD are well beyond the scope of our
contribution. Instead, we spotlight the parsing and
cross-lingual processing of two South East Euro-
pean (SEE) under-resourced languages (Uszkoreit
and Rehm, 2012).

In their pivotal contribution to cross-lingual
parsing, McDonald et al. (2013) reveal the twofold
benefits of uniform representations, as they i) en-
able more exact evaluation of dependency parsers,
and ii) facilitate typologically motivated trans-
fer of dependency parsers to under-resourced lan-
guages with improved accuracies. In short, their
research indicates that enabling POS tagging and
dependency parsing for, e.g., Macedonian would
largely benefit should a treebank for a similar
language—say, Croatian—exist within an uniform
representations framework such as UD.

This work opened up a cross-lingual parsing re-
search avenue that addresses issues such as multi-
source transfer, in which multiple source tree-
banks are combined to improve target language
parsing (McDonald et al., 2011), or annotation
projection, in which the trees are transferred via
parallel corpora and parsers trained on the projec-
tions (Tiedemann, 2014). Apart from dependency
parsing, this line of work also includes the de-
velopments in cross-lingual POS tagging, mainly
drawing from the work of Das and Petrov (2011),
even if seeded much earlier through the seminal
work of Yarowsky et al. (2001). Most of this work,
however, does not include the under-resourced
SEE languages, and thus we stress that topic in
particular in our paper.

Contributions. We focus on dependency pars-
ing of two under-resourced South Slavic lan-
guages, Croatian and Serbian, and its implications
on cross-lingual parsing of related languages. We
list the following contributions: i) a novel, UD-
conformant dependency treebank for Croatian, ac-
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a)

b)

Figure 1: An example sentence from the treebank (training set, #143), with a) SETIMES.HR, and b)
UD annotations. Gloss: Added weight to-this gives the-proclamation of-independence of-Kosovo and
the-risks that from it arise.

companied by cross-domain test sets for Croatian
and Serbian, ii) a set of experiments with pars-
ing the two languages within the UD framework,
and iii) cross-lingual parsing experiments target-
ing Croatian and Serbian by source models from
two sets of 10 treebanks. We make our datasets
available under free-culture licensing.3

2 Treebank

UD requires adherence to POS tagset, dependency
attachment, and edge labeling guidelines, as well
as to the universal morphological feature specifi-
cations, the inclusion of which is at this point not
mandatory. We provide an UD treebank for Croa-
tian, implementing all the annotation layers.

2.1 Text

Our treebank is built on top of an existing Croat-
ian corpus, the SETIMES.HR dependency treebank
(Agić and Ljubešić, 2014). We apply the UD an-
notation layers on top of its training and testing
sets. The sample amounts to 3,557 training sen-
tences of newspaper text, and another 200 devel-
opment sentences from the same source, which
sums up to the 3,757 sentences of the original
SETIMES.HR corpus. The training sets are avail-
able for Croatian and Serbian, from newswire and
Wikipedia, equaling 4 × 100 = 400 sentences.

In summary, we take the Croatian text from the
SETIMES.HR treebank as a basis for building the
Croatian UD treebank, and we include its train-
ing, development and test sets in the process. SE-
TIMES.HR also provides Serbian test sets, so we
include those as well. As a result, we provide
a multi-layered linguistic resource for Croatian
and Serbian, offerring two layers of morphologi-
cal and syntactic annotations on top of the same

3https://github.com/ffnlp/sethr

text. While the usefulness of this particular ap-
proach in contrast to opting for an entirely dif-
ferent text sample could be argued, our decision
was motivated by i) facilitating empirical compa-
rability across different annotation schemes, and
by ii) the line of work by Johansson (2013) with
combining diverse treebanks for improved depen-
dency parsing, which we wish to explore in future
work focusing on sharing parsers between closely
related languages.

2.2 Morphology

SETIMES.HR implements the Multext East ver-
sion 4 morphosyntactic tagset (MTE4) (Erjavec,
2012). We manually convert it to UD’s univer-
sal POS tags (UPOS) and universal morphological
features, and we make the mapping available with
the treebank. Out of the 17 UPOS tags, 14 are used
in our treebank, leaving out determiners (DET),
interjections (INTJ), and symbols (SYM) as no re-
spective tokens of these types were instantiated in
the treebank text. We cast all MTE4 abbreviations
into the appropriate UPOS tags—predominantly
as nouns, but sometimes also as adverbs such as
the Croatian equivalent of “e.g.” (“npr.”)—by ob-
serving the sentence contexts. We also map all
the MTE4 morphology into the universal feature
set, which accounts for a total of 540 morphosyn-
tactic tags, compared to the 662 in the original
dataset, as certain MTE4 features are currently not
present in the UD specification. We closely ad-
here to UD, i.e., we do not introduce any language-
specific features at this point.

2.3 Syntax

The annotation for syntactic dependencies was
conducted manually by four expert annotators.
We decided in favor of manual annotation over
implementing an automatic conversion from SE-

2



Syntactic tag % Gloss Syntactic tag % Gloss

acl 1.89 adjectival clause expl 0.00 expletive
advcl 0.70 adverbial clause modifier foreign 0.01 foreign words

advmod 2.12 adverbial modifier goeswith 0.08 goes with
amod 8.34 adjectival modifier iobj 0.22 indirect object
appos 1.69 appositional modifier list 0.00 list

aux 4.35 auxiliary mark 3.59 marker
auxpass 0.71 passive auxiliary mwe 0.32 multi-word expression

case 9.80 case marking name 1.56 name
cc 3.09 coordinating conjunction neg 0.30 negation modifier

ccomp 1.03 clausal complement nmod 17.05 nominal modifier
compound 3.02 compound nsubj 5.97 nominal subject

conj 3.80 conjunct nsubjpass 0.65 passive nominal subject
cop 1.41 copula nummod 2.05 numeric modifier

csubj 0.12 clausal subject parataxis 1.47 parataxis
csubjpass 0.03 clausal passive subject punct 12.86 punctuation

dep 0.01 unspecified dependency remnant 0.14 remnant in ellipsis
det 0.98 determiner root 4.51 root

discourse 0.71 discourse element vocative 0.00 vocative
dislocated 0.01 dislocated elements xcomp 1.50 open clausal complement

dobj 3.92 direct object

Table 1: Syntactic tags in Croatian UD, sorted alphabetically, and listed together with their rela-
tive frequencies and short glosses. The frequencies are calculated for Croatian only, and for the en-
tire collection (train, dev, test). The syntactic tags are further explained in the UD documentation:
http://universaldependencies.github.io/docs/u/dep/all.html.

TIMES.HR to provide Croatian UD with a clean,
unbiased start, contrasting the manual creation ex-
perience of McDonald et al. (2013) to the one
of automatic conversions within the HamleDT
project of Zeman et al. (2014).

As with morphology, we use only the uni-
versal dependency relations, without introducing
language-specific dependency relations. We apply
39 out of 40 universal relations, leaving out only a
single speech-specific function (reparandum). We
list all the relations with their relative frequencies
in Table 1. The annotators strictly adhered to the
UD attachment rules, which focus on the primacy
of content words in governing dependency rela-
tions, which is different from all the existing an-
notations of Croatian syntax (Agić and Merkler,
2013). Once again, as a general discussion on UD
is well beyond the scope of our contribution, we
refer the reader to the official UD documentation
for all matters relating to the formalism itself. In-
stead, we focus on a brief comparison of Croatian
UD and SETIMES.HR regarding their dependency
annotations.

The two schemes apparently differ both in the

sets of dependency relations, and in the attach-
ment rules. For the most part, the 15 syntactic
tags of SETIMES.HR are generalizations of the
39 Croatian UD concepts. As for the attachment
rules, we exemplify some of the differences in
Figure 1. First and foremost, there are apparent
differences in the treatment of coordination and
subordination. In SETIMES.HR, coordinated sub-
jects (“proglašenje” and “rizici”) are governed by
the coordinator (“i”), while in UD, the first en-
countered subject (“proglašenje”) is assigned the
subject role, and the remaining two coordination
members are attached to it as siblings with dis-
tinct labels. Subordinate clauses are governed by
subordinating conjunctions in SETIMES.HR, and
in UD, the conjunction (“koji”) is attached to the
clause predicate (“proizlaze”). A similar rule ap-
plies to prepositional phrases (“iz toga”). There
are also minor differences in the treatment of gen-
itive complements.

We also look into the non-projectivity of the
two syntactic annotation layers. We note from the
work by Agić et al. (2013b) that approximately
20% of sentences are non-projective in a Prague-

3



Croatian Serbian

NEWS WIKI NEWS WIKI OVERALL

Treebank Features UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS UAS LAS

SETIMES.HR MTE4 POS 82.2 76.3 77.1 67.9 80.8 74.0 79.8 71.1 80.0 72.3
+ MTE4 FEATS 84.3 79.2 80.7 73.7 83.0 77.8 82.6 74.7 82.7 76.4

Croatian UD UPOS 84.8 77.9 80.8 72.4 82.4 75.8 82.1 75.2 82.5 75.3
+ UPOS FEATS 86.9 81.5 84.5 77.3 86.0 81.5 83.7 77.9 85.3 79.6

Table 2: Parsing accuracy on Croatian and Serbian test sets for the lexicalized models trained on the two
Croatian treebanks. Overall scores are highlighted.

style treebank of Croatian (HOBS) (Tadić, 2007).
We observe that 10.1% of all sentences are non-
projective in SETIMES.HR, while the UD syntax
further lowers this figure to only 7.6%. This bears
relevance in dependency parsing, as long-distance
non-projective relations are more difficult to re-
trieve by dependency parsers. To some extent, it
also reflects the scheme-dependent properties of
languages, as it is hard to argue about the ex-
act amount of non-projectivity in Croatian beyond
simply confirming its existence given these three
distinct figures.

3 Experiments

We conduct two sets of experiments. The first one
features monolingual parsing of Croatian and the
transfer, albeit trivial, of Croatian parsers to Ser-
bian as a target language, while in the second one,
we transfer delexicalized parsers from a number of
well-resourced languages to Croatian and Serbian
as targets in a cross-lingual parsing scenario.

3.1 Setup

Parser. In all our test runs, we use the graph-
based parser of Bohnet (2010).4 It trains and
parses very fast, and it records top-level perfor-
mance across a number of morphologically rich
languages (Seddah et al., 2013). Other than that, it
natively handles non-projective structures, which
is an important feature for languages such as Croa-
tian and Serbian, and treebanks exhibiting non-
projectivity in general. We evaluate using standard
metrics, i.e., labeled (LAS) and unlabeled (UAS)
attachment scores.

Features. Given the specific experiments, we
run either lexicalized or delexicalized parsers. We

4https://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/

train lexicalized parsers using the following fea-
tures, which relate to CoNLL-X specifications:
word forms (FORM), coarse-grained POS tags
(CPOS), morphological features (FEATS), and the
dependencies (HEAD, DEPREL). In delexicalized
parsing, we drop the lexical features (FORM),
and the morphological features (FEATS), to arrive
at the single-source delexicalized transfer parsing
baseline of McDonald et al. (2013). As the focus
of our assessments lies exclusively in dependency
parsing, we do not experiment with POS tagging,
and we use gold POS tags in all experiments, as
well as gold morphological features. For a de-
tailed account on the predicted tag impact in pars-
ing Croatian and Serbian, see (Agić et al., 2013b),
and note here that the decrease is easily quantifi-
able at 2-3 points LAS on average.

Data. In the first batch of experiments, we train
the parsers on the 3,557 sentences from SE-
TIMES.HR and Croatian UD, i.e., we omit the de-
velopment set from all runs. In the second batch,
we use the source treebanks from the CoNLL
2006-2007 datasets (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006;
Nivre et al., 2007), and the UD version 1.0 re-
lease.5 The test sets always remain the same, al-
beit they do appear in their lexicalized or delexi-
calized forms: they are the 4 x 100 Croatian and
Serbian newswire (NEWS) and Wikipedia (WIKI)
samples.

Next, we provide a more detailed insight into
the experiments as we discuss the results of the
two batches.

3.2 Croatian as Source

Here, we train parsers on Croatian training data,
and evaluate them on Croatian and Serbian test
sets. We parse with the SETIMES.HR data and

5http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-1464
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Figure 2: Learning curves (LAS) for the two tree-
banks with original and exchanged POS annota-
tions. Tested on the merged test sets.

MTE4 features, as well as with the UD data and
UPOS features. As for the features, we compare
the POS-only setups to the setups using POS and
full morphological features. The results are pre-
sented in Table 2. Note that we should not (and do
not) directly compare SETIMES.HR and UD accu-
racies, as they are not directly comparable due to
different annotation schemes.

Overall—on the merged Croatian + Serbian test
sets—the parser scores at 76.4 points LAS with
the best SETIMES.HR model, the one using full
MTE4 morphology. Around 4 points are lost
when dropping the morphology and using only
POS. The system performs the best on in-domain
newswire data, and records drops when moving
out to Wikipedia text. Accuracies on Croatian
and Serbian data are virtually identical on aver-
age, with slight preference to Croatian in-domain
and Serbian out-of-domain text. Identical pat-
terns hold for the UD experiments as well, but
the scores surpass the previous ones by 2-4 points
LAS, reaching the average accuracy of 79.6 points
LAS for parsing Croatian and Serbian with UD.
This is the highest reported score for parsing Croa-
tian and Serbian so far, cf. Agić et al. (2014b). The
average gain from adding full UD morphology on
top of UPOS amounts to 4.3 points LAS. All UAS
scores reported in Table 2 correspond to their re-
spective LAS patterns.

To actually compare UD to SETIMES.HR, we
perform another experiment. Since the same text
is annotated twofold in our treebank—with two
sets of morphological and syntactic annotation
layers—we control for the morphological annota-
tion to observe its effects on parsing. Namely, in
the Table 2 report, we used each syntactic layer
with its native morphological layer: SETIMES.HR

with MTE4, and UD with UPOS. Now, we flip the
morphology, and report the scores: we parse for

CoNLL UD

hrv srp hrv srp

Source UAS UAS UAS LAS UAS LAS

Bulgarian 49.8 49.2 64.1 50.6 66.6 53.8
Czech 36.3 36.1 69.9 54.8 71.9 57.3
Danish 42.1 42.2 56.7 44.2 56.9 45.6
German 40.6 41.5 58.1 41.8 60.0 45.1
Greek 61.7 63.4 52.0 32.8 53.8 35.1
English 46.3 46.5 54.6 41.3 57.1 44.1
Spanish 30.4 33.5 60.8 43.7 64.1 47.5
French 40.3 42.7 56.6 41.4 56.3 42.3
Italian 43.2 45.0 61.3 45.5 62.5 47.6
Swedish 40.2 41.2 55.9 42.7 56.4 44.4

AVERAGE 43.1 44.1 59.0 43.9 60.6 46.3

Table 3: Cross-lingual parsing accuracy for the
delexicalized parsers on Croatian (hrv) and Ser-
bian (srp) as targets. We highlight the best CoNLL
and UD scores separately.

SETIMES.HR syntax by using UPOS features, and
for UD syntax by using MTE4 features. This way,
we get to see whether the difference in LAS scores
is accounted for by the morphological features,
or facilitated by the annotation schemes them-
selves. We report this experiment in the form of
learning curves in Figure 2. We notice that SE-
TIMES.HR parsing does not benefit at all from us-
ing the UPOS features, as the scores remain vir-
tually identical. In contrast, the UD parsing ac-
curacy slightly decreases when using MTE4 in-
stead of UPOS, while still maintaining the edge
over SETIMES.HR. From this we conclude that
1) the decrease in the UD scores reflects the bet-
ter parsing support provided by UPOS in compari-
son to MTE4, and that 2) the SETIMES.HR scheme
is inherently harder to parse, since it plateaus for
both POS feature sets, while UD benefits from the
change (back) to UPOS. The first observation is
unsurprising given that UPOS differentiates, e.g.,
between main and auxiliary verbs, or common and
proper nouns, while MTE4 POS does not. The
second observation is much more interesting, es-
pecially given the syntactic tagset differences, as
there are only 15 tags in SETIMES.HR, and 39
in Croatian UD. The result seems to indicate that
UD outperforms SETIMES.HR without sacrificing
the expressivity. However, we do note—following
Elming et al. (2013)—that our evaluation is intrin-
sic, and that the two treebanks should be compared
on downstream tasks that require parses as input.
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3.3 Croatian and Serbian as Targets

In this experiment, we basically replicate the
single-source delexicalized transfer setups of (Mc-
Donald et al., 2011; McDonald et al., 2013), but
with Croatian and Serbian as target languages.
We select ten languages with treebanks in both
the CoNLL 2006-2007 datasets and the UD ver-
sion 1.0 release, making for 2 x 10 = 20 different
treebanks. We delexicalize the treebanks, keep-
ing CPOS the only observable feature, and train
the delexicalized parsers. Finally, we apply the
parsers on the Croatian and Serbian test sets, eval-
uating for attachment scores.

Before discussing the scores, we record a few
relevant details about our setup. First, we only
parse the SETIMES.HR test sets using the CoNLL
models, and the UD test sets using the UD models.
This is to illustrate the difference between eval-
uating cross-lingual parsers in heterogenous and
homogenous environments regarding the treebank
annotations, but now with an outlook on Croat-
ian and Serbian. Second, building on that setup,
we only evaluate the CoNLL parsers for UAS,
while the UD parsers are inspected for both UAS
and LAS, as the syntactic tagsets do not over-
lap between the CoNLL datasets or with the SE-
TIMES.HR tagset. In contrast, the core UD tag col-
lection is uniform across the languages. Third, the
CoNLL datasets we use are the POS tags of Petrov
et al. (2012), so we map the UPOS tags to those
in all our CoNLL experiments. The mapping it-
self is trivial, as UPOS is a simple extension of the
(Petrov et al., 2012) tagset. Fourth and final, all ten
source languages are European by virtue of over-
lapping CoNLL and UD, and not by deliberately
excluding other datasets. The group does have ty-
pological subsets of interest for cross-lingual pars-
ing of Croatian and Serbian.

Our observations for transferring the CoNLL
parsers are consistent with those of McDonald et
al. (2011): the accuracies do not seem to bear
any typological significance, and the scores are
relatively low, signalling underestimation. The
best cross-lingual parser seems to be the one in-
duced from the Greek treebank, while those of
more closely related Slavic languages—Bulgarian
and Czech—fall far behind in scores. Actually, in
this scenario, Czech is the second worst choice for
parsing Croatian and Serbian, in spite of having
a very large and consistently annotated treebank.
This is apparently due to the treebank heterogene-

ity, as we know from a large body of related work
from McDonald et al. (2011) on.

In contrast to the CoNLL scores, the UD parsers
perform much better, and in much more accor-
dance with our typological intuitions. The best
two parsers are trained on Bulgarian and Czech
data, the latter one scoring a notable 69.9 and 71.9
points UAS on Croatian and Serbian. The LAS
scores are expectedly much lower, and the accura-
cies are consistent with related work (McDonald
et al., 2013; Agić et al., 2014b). On average, the
UD treebanks score 15 or more points UAS above
the CoNLL treebanks. This figure in itself only
instantiates the concerns with evaluating parsers
on heterogenous resources, and the alleviation of
these concerns via resource uniformity. On top of
that, we establish a typological ordering of ten lan-
guages as sources in parsing Croatian and Serbian.

4 Related Work

Tadić (2007) marks the beginning of Croatian
treebanking by discussing the applicability of the
Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) syntactic
annotation scheme (Böhmová et al., 2003) for
Croatian, supporting the discussion with a small
sample of 50 manually annotated Croatian sen-
tences dubbed the Croatian Dependency Tree-
bank (HOBS). By the time parsing experiments
of Berović et al. (2012) and Agić (2012) were
conducted, HOBS already consisted of more than
3,000 sentences. Its latest instance—complete
with Croatian-specific annotations of subordinate
clauses, but otherwise fully PDT-compliant—
encompasses 4,626 sentences of Croatian newspa-
per text (Agić et al., 2014a). A version of HOBS
is available under a non-commercial license.6

SETIMES.HR is a treebank of Croatian built
on top of the newspaper text stemming from the
SETIMES parallel corpus of SEE languages.7 It
was built to facilitate accurate parsing of Croa-
tian through a simple dependency scheme, and
also to encourage further development of Croat-
ian resources via very permissive free-culture li-
censing. The treebank currently contains approxi-
mately 9,000 sentences, and it is freely available
for all purposes. Agić and Ljubešić (2014) ob-
serve state-of-the-art scores in Croatian lemmati-
zation, tagging, named entity classification, and
dependency parsing using SETIMES.HR with stan-

6http://meta-share.ffzg.hr/
7http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/SETIMES.php
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dard tools. Furthermore, this line of research ex-
plores the usage of Croatian resources as sources
for processing Serbian text (Agić et al., 2013a;
Agić et al., 2013b), and also the possibility of
sharing models between SEE languages (Agić et
al., 2014b). These experiments result in promis-
ing findings regarding model transfer between re-
lated languages, and they bring forth state-of-the-
art scores in processing Croatian, Serbian, and
Slovene, offerring freely available resources.

Given the extensive lines of work in Croat-
ian treebanking—with three different reasonably-
sized dependency treebanks, cross-domain test
sets, and practicable accuracies—it is safe to argue
that Croatian is departing the company of severely
under-resourced languages when it comes to de-
pendency parsing. In contrast, Serbian treebank-
ing is at this point virtually non-existent. To the
best of our knowledge, its only reference point
seems to be a study in preparing the morpho-
logical annotations for a future—possibly also
PDT-compliant—dependency treebank of Serbian
(Djordjević, 2014). In absence of such a tree-
bank, Agić et al. (2014b) provide state-of-the-art
scores in Serbian parsing using the PDT and SE-
TIMES.HR schemes, while our work presented in
this paper offers a very competitive UD parser for
Serbian via direct transfer from Croatian.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a new linguistic resource for
Croatian: a syntactic dependency treebank within
the Universal Dependencies framework. It con-
sists of approximately four thousand sentences,
and comes bundled with two-domain test sets for
Croatian and Serbian. It is built on top of an exist-
ing treebank of Croatian, the SETIMES.HR corpus.
We have intrinsically evaluated the resources in a
monolingual parsing scenario, as well as through
cross-lingual delexicalized transfer parsing into
Croatian and Serbian using twenty different source
parsers. We recorded state-of-the-art performance
in parsing the two languages, at approximately
80 points LAS. All the resources used in the ex-
periment are made publicly available: https:
//github.com/ffnlp/sethr.

Future work. We have described the first in-
stance of Croatian UD. We seek to improve the
resource in many ways, and to utilize it in experi-
ments featuring dependency parsing. The treebank
is currently not documented, and we aim at pro-

viding proper documentation via the UD platform
for the next release. Moreover, we currently do
not make use of any language-specific features in
morphology and syntax. Following the experience
of other Slavic languages in the UD project, we
might augment the Croatian annotations with lan-
guage specifics as well. Finally, albeit not exclu-
sively, the research in Croatian parsing and shar-
ing resources between the SEE languages requires
extensive downstream evaluation, which we hope
to provide in future experiments, together with re-
sources facilitating future downstream evaluations
for these languages.
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Abstract

We present an account of analytic verb
forms in a treebank of Czech texts. Ac-
cording to the Czech linguistic tradition,
description of periphrastic constructions is
a task for morphology. On the other hand,
their components cannot be analyzed sep-
arately from syntax. We show how the
paradigmatic and syntagmatic views can
be represented within a single framework.

1 Introduction

Analytic verb forms (henceforth AVFs) consist of
one or more auxiliaries and a content verb. The
auxiliaries can be seen either as marking the con-
tent verb with morphological categories or as be-
ing part of a multi-word expression, to which the
categories are assigned. This is the perspective
taken by all standard grammar books of Czech,
which treat AVFs as a morphological rather than
a syntactic phenomenon. AVFs are listed in con-
jugation paradigms quite like synthetic forms for a
good reason: from a meaning-based view, whether
a certain category in a certain language happens to
be expressed by a single word or a string of words
is an epiphenomenon.

From a different perspective, each of the com-
ponents has its role in satisfying a syntactic gram-
maticality constraint and in making a contribution
to the lexical, grammatical or semantic meaning
of the whole. This approach is common in both
corpus and generative linguistics (including the-
ories such as LFG or HPSG),1 where each form
is treated as a syntactic word and AVFs belong to
the domain of syntax. As a result, morphological
categories are not assigned to units spanning word
boundaries. This is for several reasons: (i) an AVF
does not emerge as a single orthographical word

1See, e.g., Webelhuth (1995), Dalrymple (1999), Pollard
and Sag (1994).

(often even phonological word); (ii) AVFs may
be expressed by a potentially discontinuous string
of a content verb and multiple auxiliaries, some-
times in an order determined by information struc-
ture rather than by rules of morphology or syntax
proper; (iii) some auxiliary forms share properties
with some content words – like weak pronouns,
the past tense auxiliary is a 2nd position clitic.

Our claim is that the two views are compati-
ble, complementary and amenable to formaliza-
tion within a single framework, combining the
traditional paradigmatic view with a syntagmatic
view. This reconciliatory effort is part of a more
general goal: a choice of different interpretations
of annotated corpus data, depending on the prefer-
ences of a user or an application.

AVFs are assigned a syntactic structure: the (fi-
nite) auxiliary is treated as the surface head, gov-
erning the rest of the form – the deep head.2

In Czech, AVFs are used to express the verbal
categories of mood, tense and voice in periphrastic
passive (all moods and tenses), in periphrastic fu-
ture, in 1st and 2nd person past tense, in pluper-
fect and in present and past conditional. In all
these forms the auxiliary is být ‘to be’. Here we
focus on past tense and conditional forms, includ-
ing pluperfect and past conditional, but the solu-
tion works for all the above AVFs, and covers also
negation of some components of the AVFs by the
prefix ne- and can be extended to some other kinds
of function words, such as prepositions and con-
junctions. In (1)–(4) below we show some prop-
erties of the past and conditional forms. The fi-
nite auxiliary is marked for person, number and
mood, while the l-participle3 is marked for gender
and number. Past tense (1) consists of the aux-
iliary in the present tense and the l-participle of

2We use the term government in the sense of “subcatego-
rization” or “imposition of valency requirements.”

3We avoid the frequently used term past participle be-
cause the same form is also used in present conditional.
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the content verb. Present conditional (2) consists
of the conditional auxiliary and the content verb’s
l-participle. Past conditional (3) includes an addi-
tional l-participle of the auxiliary. In (4) we show
that other words can be inserted, the auxiliary
l-participle can be repeated, and any l-participle
can be negated.

(1) Já
I

jsem
be.PRS.1SG

přišel
come.PTCP.M.SG

‘I have come.’

(2) Já
I

bych
be.COND.1SG

přišel
come.PTCP.M.SG

‘I would come.’

(3) Já
I

bych
be.COND.1SG

byl
be.PTCP.M.SG

přišel
come.PTCP.M.SG

‘I would have come.’

(4) Kdybys
If-be.COND.2SG

tenkrát
back then

nebyl
be.PTCP.M.SG.NEG

býval
be.PTCP.M.SG.ITER

tak
so

duchapřítomně
readily

zasáhl...
intervene.PTCP.M.SG

‘If you haven’t intervened so readily back
then...’

We exemplify the solution using a treebank of
Czech. The framework is based on the HPSG.4

The annotation, originally produced by a stochas-
tic dependency parser, is checked by a formal
grammar, using a valency lexicon and imple-
mented in Trale.5 Trees complying with grammat-
ical and lexical constraints are augmented with in-
formation derived from the lexicon and any anno-
tation provided by a stochastic parser.

2 Previous Work

Grammars of Czech take a paradigmatic perspec-
tive, treating AVFs as an exclusively morphologi-
cal phenomenon (Karlík et al., 1995; Cvrček et al.,
2010; Komárek et al., 1986), glossed over without
describing their syntagmatic and word-order prop-
erties. In Komárek et al. (1986), components of
AVFs are assigned a particular grammatical mean-
ing (person, number, tense, mood, voice) but their
syntactic status is not specified.

The syntagmatic approach has been introduced
to Czech by Veselovská (2003) and Veselovská

4See, e.g., Pollard and Sag (1994).
5See http://www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/hpsg/archive/

projects/trale/. For more details see Jelínek et al. (2014).

and Karlík (2004), who analyze past tense and pe-
riphrastic passive within the Minimalist Program.
A non-transformational account was pursued by
Karel Oliva in an HPSG-inspired prototype gram-
mar checker of Czech (Avgustinova et al., 1995).
HPSG and LFG have been used to account for sim-
ilar phenomena in closely related Polish, where
the border between morphology and syntax is even
less apparent than in Czech: all forms of the past
tense and conditional auxiliaries are floating suf-
fixes, attached either directly to the l-participle,
or to some other preceding word. In the follow-
ing, we briefly review several proposals for Polish,
with an extension to Czech.

Based on the analysis of similar phenomena
in West European languages, Borsley (1999) pro-
poses two structures for modelling Polish AVFs:
(i) classic VP complementation where the auxil-
iary is a subject-raising verb selecting a phrasal
complement headed by an l-participle (Fig. 1),
and (ii) flat structures where the auxiliary subcat-
egorizes for an l-participle and its complements
(Fig. 2).6 The former is used for future tense while
the latter for present conditional and past tense.
This distinction is motivated by the ability or in-
ability of the auxiliary to be preceded by the asso-
ciated l-participle and its complements: while the
future auxiliary allows for VP-preposing, the other
auxiliaries are prohibitive in this respect.

VP

Aux VP

Figure 1: VP complementation.

VP

Aux V C C . . .

Figure 2: Flat structure.

Kupść (2000) follows Borsley (1999) but rejects
the flat structure for past tense and present con-
ditional as it makes incorrect predictions with re-
spect to clitic climbing. Instead, she assumes VP
complementation for all AVFs.

Kupść and Tseng (2005) argue against the uni-
fied treatment of AVFs. Only the future tense aux-
iliary behaves like a full syntactic word. In con-
trast, the forms of conditional auxiliary, albeit syn-

6Heads are denoted by boxed nodes in the figures.
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VP

VP+MRK XP

Figure 3: Local agreement marker.

VP

XP+MRK VP

Figure 4: Nonlocal agreement marker.

tactic words, are clitics and thus subject to spe-
cific word order constraints (dependencies on var-
ious clitic hosts). Past tense is viewed as a sim-
ple tense and the past tense agreement markings
are treated as inflectional elements, even if they
are not attached to the l-participle. This analysis
builds on (i) an observation that agreement mark-
ings are much more closely bound to the preceding
word than conditional clitics, and (ii) the fact that
there are no agreement markings used in the third
person. As a result, the l-participle becomes the
head of the whole structure. In order to ensure that
the agreement marking appears somewhere in the
structure the head acts as its trigger, carried by an
agreement marker, either the head itself (Fig. 3),
or some other preceding element (Fig. 4).

In light of diachronic and comparative consider-
ations, Tseng and Kupść (2006) and Tseng (2009)
extend the analysis of Kupść and Tseng (2005)
to other Slavic languages, including Czech. The
Czech past auxiliary forms are at the same time
syntactic words and clitics with a restricted distri-
bution (2nd position, cannot be negated). More-
over, the 2nd person singular clitic -s is similar
to the Polish floating suffixes, suggesting that the
head is the l-participle. As a result, the analysis
of the Polish past tense can be applied to Czech
with only a slight modification: the agreement
markings are carried (mostly) by syntactic rather
than morphological elements. No changes are pro-
posed for the analysis of the Czech conditional
either, where the only complication is the sepa-
rable ending -s in the 2nd person singular (bys).
However, the extremely restricted distribution of
this phenomenon (only in combination with the
si and se reflexives, resulting in the sis and ses
forms) does not motivate treating Czech condi-
tional structures like Polish past tense structures.
The authors admit that the analysis based on the
standard VP complementation is equally possible.

SurfHead
bych2

DeepHead

SurfHead
nebyl1

DeepHead
spal3

Figure 5: Structure of nebyl bych spal ‘I wouldn’t
have slept’.

3 Our Approach

3.1 Two Types of Heads: Surface and Deep
In addition to strictly linguistic criteria for an op-
timal analysis of AVFs, our choice of the core rep-
resentation format was influenced by the treebank
design, which should allow for the derivation of
syntactic structure and categorial labels of vari-
ous shapes and flavours to be used in queries, re-
sponses and exported data. Adopting a uniform
analysis for all AVFs simplifies the task. Each
AVF is represented as a syntactic phrase with two
constituents: a surface head daughter represent-
ing the auxiliary, and a deep head daughter rep-
resenting the auxiliary’s VP complement, which
includes the content verb.7 Multiple auxiliaries
within a single AVF are surface heads within re-
cursively embedded deep heads (see Fig. 5).8

3.2 Modifications of the HPSG Signature
HPSG represents linguistic data as typed feature
structures. Words and phrases are subtypes of
sign, a structure representing their form, meaning
and combinatorial properties. Fig. 6 shows a sim-
plified representation of an English sentence dogs
bark. Types are in italics, attributes in upright cap-
itals, boxed numbers indicate identity of values.

Each word consists of two parts: PHONOL-
OGY for the analyzed string and SS (SYNSEM)
for its paradigmatic analysis. Phrases have two
additional attributes: SD (SUBJECT-DAUGHTER)
and HD (HEAD-DAUGHTER). The value of SS

has L (LOCAL) as its single attribute; its NON-
LOCAL counterpart, used for discontinuous con-
stituents, is not relevant for our example. The CAT

(CATEGORY) attribute specifies (i) morphosyntac-
tic properties of the expression as its HEAD fea-
tures and (ii) its VALENCY. The CONT (CONTENT)
attribute is responsible for semantic interpretation.

7Cf. Przepiórkowski (2007) for an equivalent distinction
between syntactic and semantic heads.

8The node labels in Fig. 5 are actually feature structure
attributes modelling phrasal daughters, abbreviated as SH and
DH in Fig. 7.
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phrase
PHONOLOGY 〈dogs, bark〉

SS

L


CAT

HEAD 1

[
verb
VFORM finite

]
VALENCY 〈 〉


CONT 2

[
bark
ARG1 3

]



SD



word
PHONOLOGY 〈dogs〉

SS 4


L



CAT

HEAD

[
noun
CASE nom

]
VALENCY 〈 〉



CONT


INDEX 3

[
NUMBER pl
GENDER neut
PERSON 3rd

]
RESTR

{[
dog
INSTANCE 3

]}








HD


word
PHONOLOGY 〈bark〉

SS

L

CAT

[
HEAD 1

VALENCY 〈 4 〉
]

CONT 2





Figure 6: An HPSG representation of a sentence.

Some values are shared due to Head Feature Prin-
ciple – HFP, projecting features of the head daugh-
ter to its phrasal mother, Valency Principle – ValP,
a general valency satisfaction mechanism, and Se-
mantics Principle. Morphosyntactic categories of
the noun relevant for pronominal reference are
the properties of CONTENT’s INDEX, while those
of the verb relevant for agreement are specified
indirectly, as properties of its subject. For lan-
guages with rich morphology, NP-internal agree-
ment and null subjects, such as Czech, other ar-
rangements of morphosyntactic and valency fea-
tures have been proposed.

In addition to the introduction of surface and
deep heads, the standard HPSG signature has been
modified in two main aspects: (i) at least in the
current version, attributes such as LOCAL and
HEAD are missing to simplify annotation of ex-
tensive data – discontinuities are treated as word
order variations and head features are the value
of CATEGORY; and (ii) the signature is extended
by introducing a cross-clasification of morpholog-
ical and morphosyntactic categories along three
dimensions: morphological (inflectional), syntac-
tic and semantic (lexical).9 This is useful espe-
cially for word classes where classification crite-
ria in the three dimensions do not coincide, such

9See Rosen (2014) for more details.

as numerals and pronouns. Their standard defini-
tions are based on semantic criteria, but otherwise
cardinal numerals and personal pronouns behave
like nouns, whereas ordinal numerals and posses-
sive pronouns behave like adjectives. The cross-
classification can also be used to model some regu-
lar derivational relations, e.g., deverbal nouns and
adjectives (inflectional classes) are derived from
verbs (lexical class).

3.3 Representing Analytic Categories
To accommodate AVFs, the 3D classification has
been extended by an analytic dimension. The
AC attribute specifies categories appropriate to the
AVF as a whole. A verbal AC includes three ba-
sic properties: TENSE, MOOD and VOICE. Their
values are encoded in the lexical specifications of
function words, including the deep head’s con-
tribution, which is mediated through the valency
frame of the auxiliary, including the content verb’s
ALEMMA. The rest is the task of ValP and HFP.
More specifically, the surface head and its mother
share their head features, including the analytic
categories, and their deep valency frames – the
deep structure is thus available in the phrasal cat-
egory. Since AC is a head feature, tense, mood
and voice are projected from the auxiliary as the
surface head of the AVF.

3.4 An Example
The mechanism is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 7, us-
ing the past conditional form of the verb spát ‘to
sleep’ (5).10

(5) nebyl
be.PTCP.M.SG.NEG

bych
be.COND.1SG

spal
sleep.PTCP.M.SG

‘I wouldn’t have slept’

Past conditional consists of the finite condi-
tional auxiliary (bych), the l-participle form of the
‘to be’ auxiliary (nebyl) and the l-participle of the
content verb (spal).11

10Fig. 5 ignores word order, which is specified within the
PHON list of the phrase.

11Past conditional may include additional l-participle aux-
iliaries with the meaning unchanged: an iterative and a plain
form (6). Passive past conditional, where two l-participle
auxiliaries are obligatory (7), shows that the iterative is used
to avoid two identical l-participles.

(6) nebyl
be.PTCP.M.SG.NEG

bych
be.COND.1SG

býval
be.PTCP.M.SG.ITER

(byl)
(be.PTCP.M.SG)

spal
sleep.PTCP.M.SG

‘I wouldn’t have slept’
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The auxiliary bych is the surface head of the en-
tire structure (see Fig. 5). Its sister phrase, i.e.,
nebyl spal, is the deep head, consisting of nebyl
and spal as the surface and the deep head daughter.
The auxiliary bych takes a single l-participle, un-
specified as a content verb or auxiliary (see Fig. 8
below). This distinction, related to the interpre-
tation of tense and/or voice of the AVF, is han-
dled by grammar – see (8)–(12) below. In our
example, the conditional auxiliary takes an aux-
iliary form nebyl, which in turn can take another
l-participle as part of (i) indicative pluperfect (as
in byl spal, ‘he had slept’), or (ii) past conditional,
as in our example. It is the presence or absence of
the conditional auxiliary that identifies the struc-
ture as conditional or indicative. The substructure
nebyl spal determines its tense as past, the result-
ing phrase is thus identified as past conditional.

The binary tree shown in Fig. 5 is represented
as a feature structure of the sdheaded type (i.e., a
surface/deep-headed phrase) in Fig. 7. The struc-
ture is similar to that in Fig. 6, except for the
additions and some abbreviations: PH stands for
PHONOLOGY, SH for the surface head daughter,
DH for the deep head daughter, C for CATEGORY

and COMPS for non-subject valency.12

The C attribute consists of three parts, repre-
senting three aspects of the category: analytic in
AC, inflectional in IC and lexical in LC.13 The AC
attribute includes the lemma of the content verb
(ALEMMA, shared as 2 with the lexical deep head
and all its deep head projections), its mood, po-
larity (minus due to the negated auxiliary nebyl),
tense and voice (actv for active). As in ALEMMA,
3 shows that the lexical deep head shares AVOICE

with its projections. AMOOD and ATENSE are un-
specified, because they can be determined only
when the AVF is evaluated as a whole. E.g.,
the embedded DH phrase nebyl spal can be either
part of indicative pluperfect or past conditional
and the content verb participle spal can be part of
past or pluperfect indicative, pluperfect indicative,
present conditional or past conditional.

(7) byl
be.PTCP.M.SG

bych
be.COND.1SG

býval
be.PTCP.M.SG.ITER

/
/

?byl
be.PTCP.M.SG

dopaden
catch.PASS.M.SG

‘I would have been caught’

12Subject valency, specified by a separate attribute, SUBJ,
is not shown in Fig. 7.

13sC for the syntactic aspect is omitted for brevity.



sdheaded
PH 〈nebyl, bych, spal〉

SS



ss

C 1



cat

AC


aVerb
ALEMMA 2 spát
AMOOD cond
APOL minus
ATENSE past
AVOICE 3 actv


IC iFinCond: být, sg, first
LC lVerbAux: být, imperf, plus


COMPS 〈 〉



SH


word
PH 〈bych〉

SS

[
ss
C 1

COMPS 〈 5 〉

]


DH 5



sdheaded
PH 〈nebyl, spal〉

SS



ss

C 4



cat

AC


aVerb
ALEMMA 2

APOL minus
APPLE more
AVOICE 3


IC iLPple: být, ma, sg

LC

[
lVerbAux:
být, imperf, minus

]


COMPS 〈 〉



SH


word
PH 〈nebyl〉

SS

[
ss
C 4

COMPS 〈 6 〉

]


DH



word
PH 〈spal〉

SS 6



ss

C



cat

AC


aVerb
ALEMMA 2

APOL plus
APPLE one
AVOICE 3


IC iLPple: spát,ma,sg

LC

[
lVerbMain:
spát, imperf,
plus, reflno

]


COMPS 〈 〉








Figure 7: Analysis of nebyl bych spal.

Values of the other two attributes IC and LC are
abbreviated: the categorial type is followed by a
list of attribute values. More importantly, they re-
fer only to the surface head of the phrase. They
are obtained from the input parse. The grammar
checks that some of them (person, number, also
gender) agree with corresponding values in the
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rest of the predicate and/or in the subject.
Inflectional properties of the surface head as

the finite conditional auxiliary (iFinCond) are first
person singular of the lemma být. As the value of
LC shows, bych is an imperf ective positive (plus)
form of the verb být.

The top-level SS part, concerning the entire
phrase, is followed by two daughters: (i) SH

bych, whose categorial properties are identified
with those of the whole phrase ( 1 , due to HFP),
and whose single valency is identified with the SS

part of its deep head sister ( 5 ); and (ii) DH nebyl
spal. As for AC, the negative polarity minus as the
value of APOL is due to the negative form nebyl.
The rather technical APPLE attribute specifies the
number of l-participles (more) and helps to deter-
mine AMOOD and ATENSE. The attributes IC and
LC refer only to the l-participle (iLPple) nebyl as
the surface head of the embedded phrase in sin-
gular masculine animate. LC (the lexical cate-
gory) states that nebyl is a negative form of the
imperf ective auxiliary být.

The COMPS (non-subject valency) list is empty
– the phrase nebyl spal is saturated. It is made up
of DH, the content verb spal, and SH, the auxil-
iary participle nebyl, whose C is shared with that
its mother’s C ( 4 ) and whose single item on the
COMPS list ( 6 ) is identified with its deep head sis-
ter, the content verb’s SS. The categorial features
of the content verb are specified in SS|C. The form
is positive (APOL plus) and the phrase spal con-
sists of the single form (APPLE one). As above,
the values of the IC and LC attributes refer to the
form spát itself: lemma = spát, masculine animate
form (ma), imperf ective voice, polarity positive
(plus), non-reflexive (reflno) content verb (lVerb-
Main). The intransitive content verb has no non-
subject valency – the COMPS list is empty.

Representations of AVFs are built from: (i)
skeletal phrase structures, converted from depen-
dency trees produced by the parser, including mor-
phosyntactic information about the terminals, and
(ii) valency of auxiliaries (except for subject, va-
lency of content verbs are irrelevant for analytic
predicates).

3.5 Lexical Entries for the Auxiliaries

The forms bych and nebyl, used in Fig. 7, are de-
rived from lexical entries shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
The entries stand for all forms of the conditional
auxiliary and l-participle.



entry

SS



ss

C



cat

AC

aVerb
AMOOD cond
AVOICE 1


IC iFinCond

LC

[
lVerbAux
LASPECT imperf
LLEMMA být

]


SUBJ 3

COMPS 〈



arg
SFUN dhead

SS



ss

C


cat

AC

[
aVerb
AVOICE 1

]
IC iLPple


DVAL 2

SUBJ 3




〉

DVAL 2




Figure 8: Lexical entry for the conditional auxil-
iary (e.g., bych).

Fig. 8 describes the conditional auxiliary irre-
spective of person or number, i.e., including bych.
The value of C determines the conditional mood
(in AMOOD) for the whole AVF. Its voice is the
same as the voice of its l-participle complement
and of the entire structure. Inflectional category is
finite conditional and lexically a form of the im-
perfective auxiliary být (lVerbAux). The valency
(COMPS) specifies an l-participle (iLPple) whose
deep valency is shared with that of bych itself.
The subject of bych is also shared with that of its
complement, including a potentially null subject.
The lexical entry for the form nebyl in Fig. 9 dif-
fers from the entry for bych in the following re-
spects: (i) no value of mood is present (there is
no AMOOD in the AC attribute), (ii) the type of
the IC attribute is iLPle, i.e., the form nebyl is an
l-participle, and (iii) there is an SC (syntactic cat-
egory) attribute whose sLPple value states that the
form is a syntactic participle rather than iFinPlain,
reserved for 3rd person l-participles.

3.6 Constraints for the Analytic Categories

Additional specifications are due to constraints of
the grammar. Deep and surface heads share their
ALEMMAs (8), deep head shares AVOICE with its
auxiliary (9), l-participle surface head is marked as
APPLE:more if the deep head is also an l-participle
(10), tense is determined by the mood and num-
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entry

SS



ss

C



cat

AC

[
aVerb
AVOICE 1

]
IC iLPple

LC

[
lVerbAux
LASPECT imperf
LLEMMA být

]
SC sLPple


SUBJ 3

COMPS 〈



arg
SFUN dhead

SS



ss

C


cat

AC

[
aVerb
AVOICE 1

]
IC iLPple


DVAL 2

SUBJ 3




〉

DVAL 2




Figure 9: Lexical entry for the past auxiliary l-
participle (e.g., nebyl).

ber of the l-participles (11), polarity of the entire
AVF is positive unless any of its constituents is
negated (12).

Using the same mechanism with different at-
tributes, prepositions and conjuctions as surface
heads can model the AC of prepositional phrases
and subordinate clauses.

(8) sdheaded→
[

SH|..ALEMMA 1

DH|..ALEMMA 1

]

(9)
[

sdheaded
SH|..LC lVerbAux

]
→
[

SH|..AVOICE 1

DH|..AVOICE 1

]

(10)

sdheaded
SH|..LC lVerbAux
SH|..SC sLPple
DH|..SC sLPple

→[SH|..APPLE more
]

(11)

sdheaded
SH|..LC lVerbAux
SH|..IC iFin
DH|..SC sLPple

→[SH|..AMOOD 1

SH|..ATENSE 2

DH|..APPLE 3

]

∧

mood_tense( 1 , 2 , 3 )
mood_tense( ind, past, one )
mood_tense( ind, plusq, more )
mood_tense( cond, pres, one )
mood_tense( cond, past, more )

(12)

[
sdheaded
SH|..LC lVerbAux
DH|..SC sLPple

]
→
[

DH|..APOL 1

SH|..LPOL 2

SH|..APOL 3

]

∧
polarity( 1 , 2 , 3 )
polarity( bool, minus, minus )
polarity( minus, plus, minus )
polarity( plus, plus, plus )

4 Discussion

We presented a uniform and compact approach
to the annotation of AVFs, supporting effective
search options in a treebank. Information about
an AVF as a whole is contained in its analytic cat-
egory (AC, Fig. 7) in the phrasal node represent-
ing this form (Fig. 5). E.g., content verbs in past
conditional can be retrieved by a straightforward
query quoting appropriate values of the ACAT at-
tributes. The entire AVF, including auxiliaries, is
retrieved when the selection is extended by all sur-
face and deep heads along the analytic projection
of the content verb.

This is an advantage over an approach adopted,
e.g., in the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT).14

On its analytic level,15 auxiliaries are immedi-
ate dependents of a content verb (unless coordi-
nation is involved) and sisters of dependents of
other types. Thus it is not easy to identify AVFs
and their type or to infer their properties, e.g., as
a response to a query. On the PDT’s tectogram-
matical level the auxiliaries are absent: an AVF is
represented as a single complex node, but compo-
nents of the complex node on the analytic level can
be recovered since the representations on the two
levels are interlinked. However, the corpus anno-
tated on the tectogrammatical level is too small for
many research tasks.

AVFs can have a complex internal syntax. If
there is a single auxiliary for two or more coordi-
nated content verbs (e.g., in Já jsem přišel a viděl.
‘I came and saw’), the two content verbs as well
as the predicate are identified as active past in-
dicative forms. On the other hand, such structures
are very difficult to identify on the PDT analytic
layer. Searching, e.g., for all present condition-
als, requires a complex query, based on detailed
knowledge of the PDT representation.

The automatically determined analytic cate-
gories can be projected to a different annotation
format, including PDT or CoNLL-U.16 At the very
least, the annotation of content verbs can be ex-
tended by analytically determined specification of
mood, tense and voice. In addition to theoret-
ical interest, some NLP applications may profit
from the identification of AVFs as a distinctive
unit with specific properties. While a certain lan-

14http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt3.0
15Note that analytic level denotes a a level of surface syn-

tax rather than anything related to AVFs.
16http://universaldependencies.github.io/docs/format.html
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guage tends to express morphological meanings
analytically, using auxiliaries and other function
words, a different (synthetic) language may avoid
AVFs. Identification of such equivalent units may
improve the quality of parallel texts alignment and
machine translation. Similarly, a parser trained on
texts where such units are identified can produce
better results.

The first release of a part of the Czech National
Corpus annotated in the style of the PDT ana-
lytic level is due soon. A pilot treebank including
the proposed annotation of analytic categories will
follow, supplemented by the formal grammar and
lexicon. The planned size is in the order of tens of
millions of words. The annotation will include an-
alytic categories and other information added by
the grammar and the lexicon, or a flag identifying
a failure in the application of the grammar and its
possible reason, while the annotation will retain
only information from the parser. At present, the
grammar and the lexicon are developed and tested
on a sample of 1000 sentences from the PDT anno-
tation manual,17 covering a wide range of linguis-
tic phenomena. A proper evaluation is previewed
on a larger sample extracted from real corpus texts.
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Abstract

Being able to identify that different men-
tions refer to the same entity is beneficial
for applications such as question answering
and text summarization. In this paper, we
propose the first model for entity corefer-
ence resolution for Croatian. We enforce
transitivity constraints with integer linear
programming on top of pairwise decisions
produced by the supervised mention-pair
model. Experimental results show that the
proposed model significantly outperforms
two different rule-based baselines, reach-
ing performance of 74.4% MUC score and
77.6% B3 score.

1 Introduction

Entity coreference resolution, the task of recog-
nizing mentions in text that refer to the same real-
world entity, has been one of the central tasks of nat-
ural language processing (NLP) for decades (Grosz
et al., 1983; Connolly et al., 1997; Ponzetto and
Strube, 2006). Coreference resolution owes this at-
tention to numerous applications that could greatly
benefit from the ability to identify different men-
tions of the same entity, such as relation extraction
(Shinyama and Sekine, 2006), question answering
(Vicedo and Ferrández, 2000; Zheng, 2002), and
text summarization (Bergler et al., 2003; Stein-
berger et al., 2007).

Despite being easy to define, coreference resolu-
tion is considered to be a rather difficult task, pri-
marily because it heavily relies on external knowl-
edge (e.g., for resolving “U.S. President” and

“Barack Obama”, one needs to know that Obama
is the president of the USA) (Markert et al., 2003;
Durrett and Klein, 2014).

Although machine learning-based approaches to
anaphora and coreference resolution for English
appeared almost two decades ago (Connolly et al.,

1997), for many languages, including the major-
ity of Slavic languages, no coreference resolution
systems exist, mainly due to the lack of annotated
corpora required for developing such systems.

In this paper, we present a coreference resolu-
tion model for Croatian. Our model enforces tran-
sitivity of coreference relations via integer linear
programming (ILP) optimization over a set of bi-
nary coreference decisions made by the supervised
mention-pair model (McCarthy and Lehnert, 1995).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
on coreference resolution for Croatian, and one of
the first efforts in coreference resolution for Slavic
languages in general.

2 Related Work

Early computational approaches to coreference
resolution for English were rule-based and heav-
ily influenced by computational theories of dis-
course such as focusing and centering (Sidner,
1979; Grosz et al., 1983). As annotated corefer-
ence corpora became available, primarily within
the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC-6
and MUC-7), research focus shifted towards super-
vised machine learning models. The first learning-
based coreference resolution approach dates back
to Connolly et al. (1997).

The mention-pair model is essentially a binary
coreference classifier for pairs of entity mentions,
introduced by Aone and Bennett (1995) and Mc-
Carthy and Lehnert (1995). It is still at the core of
most coreference resolution systems, despite its ob-
vious inability to enforce the transitivity inherent to
the coreference relation and the fact that it requires
an additional clustering algorithm to build the coref-
erence clusters. Interestingly enough, more com-
plex models such as entity-mention model (Mc-
Callum and Wellner, 2003; Daumé III and Marcu,
2005; Yang et al., 2008a) and ranking models (Iida
et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2008b), designed to remedy
for the shortcomings of the mention-pair model,
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failed to demonstrate a significant performance im-
provements over the simple mention-pair model.

Besides for English, there is a significant body
of work on coreference resolution for other major
languages, including Spanish (Palomar et al., 2001;
Sapena et al., 2010), Italian (Kobdani and Schütze,
2010; Poesio et al., 2010), German (Versley, 2006;
Wunsch, 2010), Chinese (Converse, 2006; Kong
and Zhou, 2010), Japanese (Iida et al., 2003; Iida,
2007), and Arabic (Zitouni et al., 2005; Luo and
Zitouni, 2005).

On the other hand, research on coreference reso-
lution for Slavic languages has been quite limited,
mainly due to the non-existence of manually anno-
tated corpora. The exceptions are the work done for
Polish, (Marciniak, 2002; Matysiak, 2007; Kopec
and Ogrodniczuk, 2012), Czech (Linh et al., 2009),
and Bulgarian (Zhikov et al., 2013). In particular,
Kopec and Ogrodniczuk (2012) demonstrate that a
rule-based coreference resolution system for Polish
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art machine
learning models for English, suggesting that the
coreference resolution model benefits from mor-
phological complexity of Polish.

In this work, we present a mention-pair coref-
erence resolution model for Croatian. Our model
accounts for transitivity of coreference relations
by encoding transitivity constraints as an ILP op-
timization problem. Our constrained mention-pair
model reaches a performance of 77.6% B3 score,
which is significantly above the state-of-the-art per-
formance for English. This supports the claim that
rich morphological information facilitates corefer-
ence resolution.

3 Dataset Annotation

Supervised coreference models require a manually
annotated dataset. We next describe how we com-
piled a coreference resolution dataset for Croatian.

3.1 Annotation Guidelines

Although coreference in most cases relates to both
mentions referring to exactly the same real-world
entity (i.e., identity relation), coreference may also
relate to several near-identity relations between two
mentions (Recasens et al., 2010); e.g., one mention
may be referring to part of the entity to which the
other mention refers. Arguably the most important
step prior to annotating the coreference resolution
dataset is to determine the identity and near-identity
relations that hold between different mentions of

the same real-world entity. Considering that Croat-
ian is a highly inflectional language, we adopt the
coreference relation type scheme for inflectional
languages proposed by Ogrodniczuk et al. (2013).
This scheme includes the following coreference re-
lation types (an instantiation of each of the relation
types is given in Table 1):
• IDENTITY relation covers the most common

case of coreference where both mentions refer
to exactly the same real-world entity;
• HYPER-HYPONYM relation refers to cases

where one mention is a hypernym of the other
mention (but both mentions still refer to the
same entity);
• MERONYMY relation is present where one

mention refers to the part of the entity to
which the other mention refers;
• METONYMY is a relation in which one of

the mentions, although referring to the same
entity as the other mention, is expressed via a
phrase that typically denotes a different entity;
• ZERO ANAPHORA is a relation where one of

the mentions is expressed implicitly in the
form of a hidden subject.

Annotators were instructed to annotate instances
of all of the aforementioned coreference relation
types. They were instructed to link each mention to
its closest previous coreferent mention in the text.
Entity mentions that are not being part of at least
one coreference relation were ignored.

3.2 Annotation Workflow
Six annotators participated in the annotation task.
The corpus used for annotation comprised of arti-
cles from the Croatian news collection “Vjesnik”.
Annotators used an in-house developed annotation
tool and were provided detailed annotation guide-
lines. We first asked the annotators to annotate
a calibration set consisting of 15 news articles.
We then discussed the disagreements and resolved
them by consensus.

After calibration, we conducted two rounds of
annotation. In each of the rounds we paired the
annotators (pairings were different between the
rounds), so that we have each document annotated
by exactly two annotators. In both rounds, each pair
of annotators was assigned 45 news articles, but
each annotator annotated the documents indepen-
dently. After each of the two annotations rounds,
we measured the average pairwise agreement and
observed that it reached 70% of accuracy. The fol-
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Coreference type Example

IDENTITY Premijer je izjavio da on nije odobrio taj zahtjev. (The Prime Minister said he didn’t grant that
request.)

HYPER-HYPONYM Ivan je kupio novi automobil. Taj Mercedes je čudo od auta. (Ivan bought a new car. That
Mercedes is an amazing car.)

MERONYMY Od jedanaestorice rukometaša danas je igralo samo njih osam. (Only eight out of eleven
handball players played today.)

METONYMY Dinamo Zagreb je jučer pobijedio Cibaliju. Zagrepčani su postigli tri pogotka. (Dinamo
Zagreb defeated Cibalia yesterday. Zagreb boys scored three goals.)

ZERO ANAPHORA Marko je išao u trgovinu. Kupio je banane. (Marko went to the store. [He] bought bananas.)

Table 1: Coreference relation types.

lowing were the main causes of disagreement: (1)
different pairing of mentions (80%), (2) disagree-
ment in mention extent (16.7%), and (3) different
coreference type assigned (3.3%).

The entire annotation procedure yielded a dataset
consisting of 270 news articles (a total of 147,000
tokens), annotated with almost 13,000 coreference
relations.1 Expectedly, the IDENTITY relation is by
far the most frequent one in the dataset, accounting
for 87% of all coreference annotations, followed
by MERONYMY (7%) and ZERO ANAPHORA (4%).
Given the prevalence of the IDENTITY relation in
our dataset, in this work we focus on extracting
only coreference relations of that particular type.

4 Constrained Mention-Pair Model

At the core of our approach is a mention-pair model,
i.e., a binary classifier that, given two entity men-
tions, predicts whether they corefer. To produce
clusters of coreferent mentions, a mention-pair
model needs to be coupled with two additional
components: (1) a heuristic for the generation
of mention-pair instances (as forming all possi-
ble pairs of mentions would result in a dataset
that would be heavily skewed towards the negative
class) and (2) a method for ensuring the transitivity
of the coreference relation and the clustering of
coreferent mentions (as the set of individual binary
decisions may conflict the transitivity property of
the coreference relation).

4.1 Creating Training Instances

In this work, we generate training instances using
the heuristic proposed by Ng and Cardie (2002),
which is, in turn, the extension of the approach
by Soon et al. (2001). We thus create a positive

1A part of this dataset is freely available; cf. Section 5.

instance between a mention mj and its closest pre-
ceding mentionmi, and negative instances between
mj and all the mentions in between mi and mj

(mi+1, . . . ,mj−1). However, if the mention mj

is non-pronominal and mi is pronominal, then we
create the positive instance by pairing mj with its
closest preceding non-pronominal mention, instead
of with mi.

4.2 Mention-Pair Model

Our mention pair model is a supervised classifier
that predicts whether an IDENTITY coreference re-
lation holds for a given pair of mentions. The clas-
sifier is based on a set of binary and numeric fea-
tures, each comparing two entity mentions. Most of
these features or their variants have been proposed
in previous work for English and other languages.
The features can be roughly grouped into four cate-
gories: string-matching features, overlap features,
grammatical features, and distance-based features.

String-matching features compare the two entity
mentions on the superficial string level (without
any linguistic preprocessing of the mentions):
• Indication whether the two mention strings

fully match (f1);
• Indication whether one mention string con-

tains the other (f2);
• Length of the longest common subsequence

between the mentions (f3);
• Edit distance (i.e., Levenshtein distance) be-

tween the mentions (f4).
Overlap features quantify the overlap between the
mentions in terms of tokens these mentions share:
• Indications whether there is at least one match-

ing word, lemma, and stem between the to-
kens of the two mentions (f4, f5, and f6);
• Relative overlap between the mentions, mea-
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sured as the number of content lemmas (nouns,
adjectives, verbs, and adverbs) found in both
mentions, normalized by the token length of
both mentions (f7).

Grammatical features encode some grammatical
properties and aim to indicate grammatical compat-
ibility of the two mentions:
• Indication whether the first and second men-

tions are pronominal mentions, respectively
(f8 and f9);
• Indication whether the mentions match in

gender (f10). Morphosyntactic descriptors
for Croatian content words, including the
information on gender and number, are ob-
tained with the lemmatization tool for Croat-
ian (Šnajder et al., 2008);
• Indication whether the mentions match in

number (f11).
Distance-based features indicate how far apart the
two mentions are in the text (the pronominal refer-
ences cannot be too far from the closest coreferent
noun-phrase mention):
• Distance between the mentions in the number

of tokens (f12);
• Distance between the mentions in the number

of sentences (f13);
• Indication whether the two mentions are in

the same sentence (f14);
• Indication whether the two mentions are ad-

jacent, i.e., whether there are any other entity
mentions in between them (f15);
• Number of other mentions in between the

mentions at hand (f16).
Given that our original feature space is relatively

small (i.e., several orders of magnitude smaller
than the number of instances in the training set),
we chose as the learning algorithm the support vec-
tor machines (SVM) with the radial-basis function
(RBF) kernel that maps the training instances into
a high-dimensional feature space.

4.3 Enforcing Transitivity

The IDENTITY coreference relation is inherently
transitive. However, by making only the local pair-
wise decisions, the mention-pair model does not
guarantee global (i.e., document-level) coherence
of its decisions with respect to the transitivity of
the IDENTITY coreference relation. Thus, we need
a separate mechanism to ensure that the transitivity
between individual pairwise decisions holds. In

this work, we enforce transitivity as a set of lin-
ear constraints in the integer linear programming
(ILP) optimization setting. We aim to maximize the
objective function, which is a linear combination
of mention-pair classifier confidences for individ-
ual pairwise decisions, by taking into account the
linear transitivity constraints at the same time.

Objective function. Let M = {m1, . . . ,mn}
be the set of all entity mentions in a single news
article, let P be the set of all mention pairs consid-
ered by the pairwise classifier, P = {(mi,mj) |
mi,mj ∈ M, i < j}, let r(mi,mj) be the
mention-pair classifier’s decision for mentions
mi and mj , so that r(mi,mj) ∈ {−1, 1}), and
let C(mi,mj) be the confidence of the binary
mention-pair classifier (0.5 ≤ C(mi,mj) ≤ 1).
The objective function is then defined as follows:∑

(mi,mj)∈P

xij · r(mi,mj) · C(mi,mj)

where xij is the binary label variable indicating
whether the mentions mi and mj corefer.

Transitivity constraints. For all triplets of entity
mentions (mi,mj ,mk) for which all three pairs
(mi,mj), (mj ,mk), and (mi,mk) exist, we en-
force the following linear transitivity constraints:

xij + xjk − xik ≤ 1,
xij + xik − xjk ≤ 1,
xjk + xik − xij ≤ 1,

∀{(mi,mj), (mj ,mk), (mi,mk)} ⊆ P

Clustering. After the ILP optimization, we ob-
tain transitively coherent coreference relations,
which allows us to derive the clusters of corefer-
ent mentions simply by computing the transitive
closure upon those relations.

5 Evaluation

We split the manually annotated dataset consist-
ing of 270 documents into a train set containing
220 documents and a test set with 50 documents.2

We optimized the hyperparameters of our SVM
mention-pair model (C and γ) by means of 10-
folded cross validation. We then trained the model
with the optimal hyperparameters on the entire train
set and evaluated that model on the test set.

2The test set is available from
http://takelab.fer.hr/crocoref
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MUC B3

Model P R F1 P R F1

OVERLAP 81.0 42.9 54.1 75.7 54.5 61.4
GENDNUM 55.2 39.0 45.4 59.8 50.5 54.3

MP-MORPH 90.6 61.1 72.1 86.2 67.3 74.6
MP 89.4 64.7 74.2 84.0 70.1 75.4
MP+ILP 91.9 63.5 74.4 90.6 68.7 77.6

Table 2: Coreference resolution performance.

Baselines. We compare the performance of our
transitively coherent mention-pair model against
two different baseline models. The OVERLAP base-
line classifies two mentions as coreferent if they
share at least one content word. The GENDNUM

baseline links each mention to the closest preced-
ing mention with which it matches in gender and
number. Standard closest-first clustering (Soon et
al., 2001) is applied for both baselines.

Results. We show the performance of our
mention-pair model, both without (MP) and with
(MP+ILP) enforcing transitivity, along with the
performance of both baselines in Table 2. We eval-
uate all models in terms of two standard evalua-
tion measures for coreference resolution – MUC
score and B3 score. In order to evaluate the contri-
bution of morphological features, we additionally
evaluate the mention-pair model but excluding all
features relying on morphological preprocessing
(MP-MORPH).

Results show that the supervised mention-pair
model significantly outperforms both reasonable
rule-based baselines. When morphological features
are not used, the model exhibits a slightly lower
performance, although the difference is not sub-
stantial. Enforcing transitivity in an ILP setting
marginally improves the overall MUC score, but
yields notable 2-point improvement in B3 score.
Precision is consistently higher than recall for all
models and both evaluation metrics, which is con-
sistent with the coreference resolution results for
other languages (Lee et al., 2011; Kobdani and
Schütze, 2011).

Overall, our results are over 10 points higher
than the state-of-the-art performance for English
(Lee et al., 2011) and comparable (higher MUC
and lower B3 score) to the best results obtained for
Polish (Kopec and Ogrodniczuk, 2012), suggesting
that coreference resolution may be easier task for
morphologically complex languages.

Error analysis. In an attempt to identify the
most common types of errors, we manually an-
alyzed the errors made by the supervised mention-
pair model. The vast majority of false nega-
tives originate from mention pairs where external
knowledge is necessary for inferring coreference,
e.g., željezni kancelar (iron chancellor) and Bis-
marck). Other common causes of false negatives
include abbreviations, e.g., DS and Demokratski
savez (Democratic Alliance), and distant pronomi-
nal anaphora (i.e., when an anaphoric pronoun is
far away from its preceding coreferent mention).
Most false positives stem from non-coreferent
mentions with substantial lexical overlap, e.g.,
Društvo hrvatskih književnika (Croatian Writers’
Association) and svečanosti u Društvu hrvatskih
književnika (ceremonies at the Croatian Writers’
Association). A significant number of false posi-
tives are due to a pronominal mention being close
to some non-coreferent noun-phrase mention.

6 Conclusion

We presented the first coreference resolution model
for Croatian. We built a supervised mention-pair
model for recognizing identity coreference rela-
tions between entity mentions and augmented it
with transitivity constraints enforced via ILP opti-
mization. We demonstrated the effectiveness of the
model by showing that it substantially outperforms
two rule-based baselines. Enforcing transitivity
improves the B3 score.

Manual error analysis revealed that most errors
are due to the lack of external knowledge necessary
for inferring coreference. Thus, we plan to extend
the model with knowledge-based features obtained
from external knowledge sources like Wikipedia.
Furthermore, as we currently use no syntactic in-
formation, we intend to incorporate dependency
relations as features.

In this work we focused on resolving identity
coreference between gold event mentions. With
the goal of building an end-to-end coreference res-
olution system for Croatian, our future efforts will
focus on the development of a mention detection
model. We will also consider near-identity rela-
tions like meronymy and zero anaphora.
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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the performance
of existing tools for coreference resolution
for Polish from the perspective of informa-
tion extraction tasks. We take into consid-
eration the source of mentions, i.e., gold
standard vs mentions recognized automat-
ically. We evaluate three existing tools,
i.e., IKAR, Ruler and Bartek on the KPWr
corpus. We show that the widely used met-
rics for coreference evaluation (B3, MUC,
CEAF, BLANC) do not reflect the real
performance when dealing with the task
of semantic relations recognition between
named entities. Thus, we propose a sup-
plementary metric called PARENT, which
measures the correctness of linking be-
tween referential mentions and named en-
tities.

1 Introduction

In this paper we approach the problem of coref-
erence resolution and its evaluation metrics. We
consider this problem from a slightly different
perspective—not as a simple clustering problem,
but rather as a problem of extracting information
from text. We make an observation that not every
mention carries equal amount of information, e.g.,
when considering a pronoun resolution problem
there are usually a few named entities that can be
assigned to real world objects and relatively larger
amount of pronouns that carry almost no informa-
tion about the object they are referring to, without
resolving the coreference with the named entity.
Thus we do not want to treat named entities and
pronouns equally as in the case below. We can
imagine a document with two named entities, for
simplicity each with equal count of n pronouns in
gold coreferential clusters:

{Romeo, he1, he2, . . . , hen}
{Juliet, she1, she2, . . . , shen}

and two possible system responses, one with two
pronouns interchanged between coreferential clus-
ters:

{Romeo, she1, he2, . . . , hen}
{Juliet,he1, she2, . . . , shen}

and the second with the named entities inter-
changed:

{Juliet, he1, he2, . . . , hen}
{Romeo, she1, she2, . . . , shen}

According to the measures which do not distin-
guish between types of mentions and are based
only on the similarity of clusters, these two re-
sponses are scored equally. However, from infor-
mation extraction perspective the first answer is
almost correct, while the second gives us totally
incorrect information about both named entities.
Thus we propose a supplementary method to score
the performance of coreference resolution systems
with respect to different types of mentions.

2 Related Work

We will present here work related to this topic in
a two-way manner: first by introducing the coref-
erence evaluation metrics and second describing
current tools for coreference resolution for Polish.

2.1 Evaluation

Coreference evaluation is a widely studied prob-
lem in the literature. Starting from 1995 with the
introduction of the MUC evaluation metric (Vi-
lain et al., 1995) that calculates a score based on
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the missing/wrong links between the coreference
chains according to a minimal amount of such
links needed to be added or removed to trans-
form the system response into the key coreference
chains. This approach leads to a counter-intuitive
result in the case of merging large chains, when
keeping the recall equal to 100% and dropping
the precision only by a small amount independent
from the size of improperly merged chains. This
metric was followed by the B3 score (Bagga and
Baldwin, 1998) developed as an attempt to ad-
dress some drawbacks of the MUC evaluation met-
ric. In this metric precision and recall are calcu-
lated as an average score for every mention in the
text. This metric, unlike MUC, takes into account
singletons but is vulnerable to multiple singletons
causing precision to increase. To overcome the
disadvantages of MUC and B3, Luo (2005) pro-
posed a metric called CEAF. This metric uses an
one-to-one mapping between the gold and the sys-
tem coreference clusters mapping. The most im-
portant feature is that this metric can be considered
as interpretable—the score reflects a percentage of
mentions assigned to the correct clusters. How-
ever, it is still sensitive to the singletons and in
some cases the correct links can be ignored. One
of the latest metrics is BLANC—a metric based on
the Rand index for clustering, which was intro-
duced in the original form by Recasens and Hovy
(2011). It focuses on the relations between every
single pair of mentions—both coreferential and
non-coreferential. The final values of precision,
recall and F1 are calculated as means of respec-
tive values for coreferential and non-coreferential
links separately. This metric solves the problem
of singletons and takes into account the size of
the clusters. In the original form BLANC assumes
that the mentions in the gold standard data and
in the system response are the same. Luo et al.
(2014) proposed a modified version of BLANC,
called BLANC-SYS, which can handle imperfect
mention recognition. This modification also intro-
duced a joint way of scoring the mention detection
in conjunction with the coreference resolution.

Twinless Mentions

Simultaneously to the development of the BLANC

metric there were several observations made on
the problematic nature of the twinless mentions1

1A twinless mention is a mention which occurs only in
the gold standard data or in the system response.

occurring due to imperfect mention detection in
end-to-end coreference resolution systems. Cai
and Strube (2010) addressed this problem for
metrics considering only the coreferential rela-
tions between mentions. Additionally, they dis-
tinguished twinless singletons, which are not con-
nected by any coreferential relation.

Evaluation from Applications Perspective
Holen (2013) made some critical observations on
the nature of commonly used evaluation metrics,
claiming that the loss of information value—an
important factor in the perception of coreference
resolution—is not addressed good enough in the
current evaluation metrics. Some of the issues
with different levels of informativeness of men-
tions were addressed by Chen and Ng (2013). The
main idea was to extend the existing metrics with
link weights that would reflect the informative-
ness of certain types of relations. These enhance-
ments provided a more accurate way of scoring
coreference results, however, making them less in-
tuitive and harder to interpret. Tuggener (2014)
presented an approach that considers coreference
results as mention chains and scores every men-
tion according to whether it has a correct direct
antecedent. As an extension of this approach he
proposed to consider the relations to the closest
preceding nouns, e.g., two pronouns are not really
useful for higher level applications of coreference
resolution. The final proposition was to determine
the so-called anchor mentions for each key coref-
erence chain and to measure the score as the har-
monic mean of the score for detection of these an-
chor mentions and the score for resolving men-
tions to anchor mentions that were found by the
system.

2.2 Coreference Resolution for Polish
For Polish there were several approaches to coref-
erence resolution—we took into consideration
three tools implementing different approaches to
this problem: a rule-based mention-pair system
Ruler (Ogrodniczuk and Kopeć, 2011), a ma-
chine learning-based mention-pair system Bartek
(Kopeć and Ogrodniczuk, 2012) based on the
BART framework (Versley et al., 2008) and a ma-
chine learning-based entity-mention system IKAR
(Broda et al., 2012a). However, these approaches
were based on two different definitions of corefer-
ence: IKAR considers the coreference as a relation
between a mention and a certain named entity. On
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the other hand, Ruler and Bartek were designed to
resolve the coreference relations between any two
mentions.

3 IKAR with a Zero-Anaphora Baseline

The task of zero anaphora resolution in Polish
was ignored in most of the studies as a non-trivial
problem. To be able to fully compare these al-
gorithms we needed first to implement a method
for zero-anaphora resolution in IKAR. We made
an approach to prepare a zero-anaphora resolu-
tion baseline based on the previous work made in
IKAR. The main motivation for this baseline ap-
proach is the fact that, as stated by Kaczmarek and
Marcińczuk (2015), Polish zero subjects carry at
least the same amount of grammatical information
as pronouns (gender, number and person), so we
can approach the problem of zero-anaphora simi-
larly to the pronoun coreference.

3.1 IKAR Approach to Coreference
Resolution

In the current approach IKAR divides the corefer-
ence resolution problem into four subcategories of
coreferential relations, each pointing to a named
entity, but originating from different types of
mentions, namely: named entities, agreed noun
phrases, personal pronouns and zero subjects. The
coreference resolution mechanism for each type
(except zero subjects) was originally implemented
in IKAR as a C4.5 decision tree classifier2 (Quin-
lan, 1993) utilizing different sets of features. The
coreference is resolved in entity-mention manner,
where discourse entities are introduced by named
entities, what means that for each mention we per-
form a binary classification of pairs consisting of
the considered mention and a preceding named
entity. In the final step the relations are disam-
biguated to avoid assigning one mention to many
different entities. The disambiguation is based on
the number of mentions assigned to given entity
and on the distance to the mention.

3.2 Naı̈ve Zero-Anaphora in IKAR

The classifier for recognition of pronoun and
zero-anaphora links uses the pronounlink features
which take into consideration the grammatical
agreement (person, number, gender) and consider

2IKAR uses an implementation from the Weka software
(Hall et al., 2009).

either a direct coreference relation from the pro-
noun/zero subject to a named entity or a corefer-
ence relation to an agreed phrase that is semanti-
cally similar to the named entity. This semantic
similarity is calculated using a wordnet3 distance
between the phrase’s head and a synset inferred
from the type of named entity.

4 PARENT Metric

To address the problem with non-intuitive results
from an information extraction perspective, we
propose a supplementary measure called PARENT

(Performance of Anaphora Resolution to ENTi-
ties) that will reflect the amount of correct infor-
mation returned by a coreference resolution sys-
tem.

4.1 Defining and Referring Mentions
For the purpose of our scoring metric we introduce
concepts of defining and referring mentions. The
defining mentions are mentions which we consider
as self-defining, i.e., carrying enough information
to be identified as real-world objects. The refer-
ring mentions are those mentions which do not
hold this property. All mentions in a document
can be divided into two disjoint subsets: defining
mentions and non-defining mentions.

Mall = Mdefining ∪Mnon-defining

Mdefining ∩Mnon-defining = ∅

The non-defining mention subset is then defined
as a union of referring mentions that we are par-
ticularly interested in and ignored mentions which
we do not want to consider in the scoring proce-
dure, for the purpose of scoring different variants
of coreference resolution (e.g., pronoun resolution
or zero subject coreference resolution in a isola-
tion).

Mnon-defining = Mreferring ∪Mignored

Mreferring ∩Mignored = ∅

The split into Mdefining, Mreferring and Mignored

should be made on the basis of some criteria which
will be taken as a parameter for the scoring algo-
rithm. The split criteria must be also independent
from the gold mention annotation, as it can be ap-
plied to the system response as well. For example,

3A wordnet for Polish called Słowosieć (Maziarz et al.,
2012) was used.
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{ Romeo︸ ︷︷ ︸
defining

, he1, . . . hen︸ ︷︷ ︸
referring

, boy, young man . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
ignored

}

(a) Mention split 1 – noun phrases are ignored.

{ Romeo︸ ︷︷ ︸
defining

, he1, . . . hen, boy, young man . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
referring

}

(b) Mention split 2 – no mentions are ignored.

Figure 1: Examples of mentions split.

if one want to evaluate the performance of linking
pronouns with proper names, then the defining set
will contain proper names, the referring set will
contain pronouns and the ignored set will contain
the remaining mentions (i.e., noun phrases) (see
Figure 1a). In another scenario (see Figure 1b)
one may want to evaluate the performance of link-
ing non-proper names with proper names. Then,
the defining set will contain proper names (as in
the first example) and the referring set will contain
all the remaining mentions (i.e., pronouns, noun
phrases). The ignored set will remain empty.

4.2 Precision and Recall

The existing cluster-based metrics for coreference
evaluation do not make distinction between the
defining and referring mentions. However, as
shown in section 1, from the perspective of infor-
mation extraction the links between referring and
defining mentions are much more important than
the links between referring mentions only. Taking
into account this assumption we will define preci-
sion and recall as follows.

First, we want to relate the recall to finding a
relation between a referring mention mr and at
least one defining mention md from the same gold
coreferential cluster. We are interested in connect-
ing the referring mentions to the proper discourse
entities introduced by the defining mentions which
are coreferential with the referring mentions in the
gold standard data. This way we infer additional
information about the entities based on the con-
text of the referring mentions. For that purpose it
is sufficient for each referring mention mr to have
a coreferential link with only one md from its gold
standard cluster.

Second, we want the precision to reflect the am-
biguity of information extracted from the corefer-
ence resolution system response, i.e., for a refer-
ring mention mr we want to penalize situations
when mr is assigned to a defining mention from

a cluster which does not contain the mr. The ap-
plied penalty is meant to be proportional to the dis-
tinct number of entities (represented by their defin-
ing mentions) assigned to each referring entity.
This will address situations when the system re-
turns non-existent coreferential links between ei-
ther two defining mentions or between a defining
and a referring mention. We also want the preci-
sion and the recall to be interpretable in following
way:

• Precision should indicate the ratio of correct
relations between referring mentions and en-
tities to all relations between referring men-
tions and entities returned by the system

• Recall should indicate the ratio of correct re-
lations between referring mentions and enti-
ties to all relations between referring men-
tions and entities that are expected to be
found basing on the gold standard data.

4.3 Description

Intuitively this metric works on links between two
predefined groups of mentions. Additionally we
map all the defining mentions occurring in the
same gold cluster into one entity about which we
will extract information based on the coreferential
relations with referring mentions. We do not want
to penalize missing some of the defining mention
links in cases when a gold cluster contains multi-
ple defining mentions and relate the score to am-
biguity of found links. We also do not want to
consider the correctness of links between the non-
defining mention pairs, because these relations do
not give us any valuable information.

A true positive (tp) will be a correct relation be-
tween a referring mention and a defining mention
from the same gold coreference cluster (redundant
relations between the referring mention and other
defining mentions from the same gold cluster will
be ignored).

A false positive (fp) will be an incorrect rela-
tion between a referring mention and a defining
mention from different gold coreference clusters
(redundant relations between the referring men-
tion and other defining mentions from the same
gold cluster will be ignored).

A false negative (fn) will be a pair of a refer-
ring mention mr and a defining mention, such that
no defining mention from the gold coreferential
cluster containing mr are found.
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4.4 Formal Definition
Formally we will denote the gold set of clusters as
Ckey and i-th gold cluster Ckey

i will be defined as
follows:

Ckey
i = {mi

d1
. . . mi

dl︸ ︷︷ ︸
defining

, mi
r1

. . . mi
rn︸ ︷︷ ︸

referring

, mi
zl

. . . mi
zk︸ ︷︷ ︸

ignored︸ ︷︷ ︸
non−defining

}

The gold cluster constitutes an entity. We will in-
troduce the notation of equivalence classes with
respect to the coreference relations to denote the
entity that given mention belongs to according to
the gold standard clusters:

[[m]]key = Ckey
i such that m ∈ Ckey

i

We will define a gold relation set G as follows:

G = {(mi
rl
, Ckey

i )|∀Ckey
i ∈ Ckey∀mi

rl
∈ Ckey

i

This set contains pairs of a referring mention and
the gold cluster it belongs to, one for each refer-
ring mention, defining mapping from the mentions
to the entities they should indicate.

The system set of clusters will be denoted by
Csys and the relation set based on the system re-
sponse will be defined as follows:

S = { (mi
rl
, [[mi

dk
]]key)| ∀Csys

i ∈ Csys

∀mi
rl
∈ Csys

i ∀mi
dk
∈ Csys

i }
This set contains pairs of a referring men-

tion and an entity it indicates, represented by the
gold clusters containing defining mentions that are
marked by the system as coreferential with the re-
ferring mention.

Then we can define precision and recall as fol-
lows:

precision =
TP

TP + FP
=
|G ∩ S|
|S|

recall =
TP

TP + FN
=
|G ∩ S|
|G|

Twinless Mentions
The PARENT metric is also designed to jointly
score mention detection with coreference resolu-
tion. The problem of twinless mentions is treated
like Cai and Strube (2010) did—the twinless sin-
gletons are removed from both gold and system
clusters, as we consider only coreferential links

between mentions. Defining mentions produced
by the system, which are not present in the gold
data but they were linked with other mentions, are
added to the gold data as singletons. This is done
because they can produce false positives and they
must be added to the gold data in order to be in-
cluded in the evaluation. In other case, those false
positives would be ignored. The rest of twinless
non-singleton mentions are left as they are.

4.5 Specific Case Analysis
Here we discuss some specific cases to illustrate
the methodology of PARENT scoring:

• a missing link between defining mentions—
as long as we can correctly connect refer-
ring mention with one defining mention it
is enough, so these missing links should not
have negative impact on neither precision nor
recall;

• a missing link between a referring mention
and a defining mention will decrease the re-
call by a unit value;

• an incorrect link between defining mentions
referring to different entities (clusters) in the
gold standard data—this type of error will
decrease the precision proportionally to the
number of entities represented by defining
mentions in the system cluster and to the
number of referring mentions.

Given a system response cluster Csys
j , for

each referring mention mr in this cluster we
will increase the true positives value for this
cluster (tpj) by one if there is a defining men-
tion in this cluster that is coreferential with
mr in the gold standard data and we will in-
crease the value of true and false positives for
this cluster (tpj + fpj) by the number of enti-
ties. So the final precision for such cluster
will be equal to:∑

mj
rl
∈Csys

j
1∃mj

dk
∈Csys

j , (mj
rl

,[[mj
dk

]]key)∈G

entitiesj × referringj

where

entitiesj = |{[[mj
dk

]]key : ∀mj
dk
∈ Csys

j }|

and

referringj = |{mj
rl

: ∀mj
rl
∈ Csys

j }|
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• an incorrect link between a referring mention
and a defining mention will decrease preci-
sion by a value proportional to the number of
entities assigned to this mention by the sys-
tem being scored (analogously to the previ-
ous case);

• an one-cluster solution with only gold men-
tions will be scored with recall = 100% (all
relations between referring mentions and en-
tities are found) and precision inversely pro-
portional to the number of entities, i.e.:

precision =
1

#entities
=

1
|Ckey|

• an one-cluster solution with invented men-
tions I = {i1, . . . im} will have lower pre-
cision calculated as:

precision =
|R|

(|R|+ |I|)× |Ckey|
where R is a set of all referring mentions
from the gold clusters;

• an all-singleton solution will have both preci-
sion and recall equal to 0.

4.6 The Problem of Split
The PARENT metric is parametrized with the def-
initions of defining and referring mentions. This
task may occur to be not as easy as it seems due
to the fact that it may not be exactly clear how to
conclusively describe mentions that are informa-
tive enough. Therefore, we left these definitions to
be introduced as a parameter to the PARENT met-
ric to allow an introduction of custom definitions
of defining and referring mentions. That possibil-
ity is also important for testing only certain parts
of coreference resolution systems.

4.7 A Case Study for Metric Comparison
Here we present a case study, which show the ad-
vantage of the PARENT metric over other cluster-
based metrics. Figure 2 contains a visualization
of a gold standard (Figure 2a) and a response re-
turned by a system (Figure 2b). The squares rep-
resent defining mentions (which are named enti-
ties in this case) and the remaining shapes rep-
resent referring mentions (the circles—pronouns
and diamonds—nouns). The blue, red and green
color represents groups of mentions referring to
the same entity. The system response contains
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(a) Gold standard
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(b) System response.

Figure 2: Examples of mentions split.

incorrect links between {2, 3} and {6, 7}, and
{4, 5, 8, 9, 10} and {1}. As can be seen in Table 1
the cluster-based metrics (MUC, B3, CEAFE,
CEAFM, BLANC) scored the response over 70%
of F-measure. However, from the perspective of
information extraction, the response is not so use-
ful, as most of the referring mentions were in-
correctly linked with the defining mentions—only
two (15 and 16) out of nine referring mentions
were correctly linked with their defining men-
tions. The linguistically aware metrics presented
by Chen and Ng (2013) (LMUC, LB3, LCEAFE,
LCEAFM)4 scored between 30% and 70%—the
values are a bit more accurate than their coun-
terparts. According to PARENT the response was
scored only 22.2% and the value is much more ac-
curate.

5 Evaluation

We evaluated the following tools for Polish coref-
erence resolution: IKAR, Bartek and Ruler. The
results for IKAR were obtained for several differ-
ent configuration settings. We tested it on the gold
standard mentions and on the mentions that were
automatically added by simply annotating all the
agreed phrases and pronouns, and by using Minos
(Kaczmarek and Marcińczuk, 2015) for the detec-
tion of zero subject verbs. Bartek and Ruler were
tested on the same corpus but with system men-
tions annotated by their own system for automatic
mention annotation, i.e., MentionDetector (Kopeć,
2014). For the evaluation we used 10-fold cross
validation on the KPWr corpus (see next section).
IKAR was trained for each fold on the training
part. For Bartek and Ruler we used the pre-trained
models distributed with the tools.

4We used the following weights: wnam = 1, wnom =
0, wpron = 0 and wsing = 10−38—the weights are set to
0 except for the relations between named entities and other
mentions and a small weight of 10−38 for singletons. This is
the closest configuration to PARENT.
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MUC B3 CEAFE CEAFM LMUC LB3 LCEAFE LCEAFM BLANC PARENT
F1 80.0% 74.5% 80.8% 78.9% 30.8% 47.4% 66.7% 30.8% 76.6% 22.2%

Table 1: Comparison of different metrics for a sample system response.

5.1 KPWr Corpus

We used a subcorpus of the KPWr corpus (Broda
et al., 2012b) version 1.1. It contains 689 docu-
ments with a total of 27 452 links (14 141 of them
are links other than zero-anaphora). The links
were manually annotated between four types of
mentions: named entities, agreed nominal phrases,
pronouns and zero subjects.

5.2 PARENT Configuration

We used a split, where the set of defining men-
tions contains named entities and the set of refer-
ring mentions contains nouns, pronouns and zero
subjects.

5.3 Impact of Automatic Mention Detection

In the previous study the results of coreference res-
olution of IKAR were only measured on the gold
set of mentions. Here we want to present the im-
pact of the automatic mention detection on the per-
formance of this tool. To simulate the environment
with automatically detected mentions we consid-
ered as mentions all the hand-annotated agreed
noun phrases and all words tagged as personal pro-
nouns using WCRFT tagger (Radziszewski, 2013)
and used Minos (Kaczmarek and Marcińczuk,
2015) to annotate potential zero subjects. The re-
sults shown in Table 2 indicate a decrease of preci-
sion for coreference resolution with automatically
detected mentions—particularly significant is the
loss of precision for PARENT metric that is several
times higher than for BLANC.

5.4 Modifications due to BLANC-SYS

We performed the evaluation using the reference
implementation of the coreference scorer (Prad-
han et al., 2014). However, due to the fact that
we wanted to measure how these systems are
capable of recognizing proper coreferential rela-
tions even with imperfect mentions detected—for
IKAR we mostly recognize much more mentions
than are needed and we can omit only some zero
subjects—we use a specific evaluation setting.
Namely we compare the system results with the
gold standard corpus that is modified by adding
all system-invented mentions as singletons. This

is done due to the fact that in the most recent ver-
sion of BLANC-SYS metric we are penalized for
finding incorrect non-coreferential links either be-
tween twinless singleton mentions in the system
response or connecting them to the gold standard
mentions. So basically we are penalized for not
finding coreference relations where they do not oc-
cur. This is due to the fact that BLANC-SYS is in-
tended to jointly score coreference resolution with
mention detection. However for information ex-
traction tasks we do not infer any information from
singleton mentions and we are basically focused
on relations between phrases, so such an approach
is not suitable from this perspective.

5.5 PARENT and BLANC Result Comparison

In Table 2 we present results of IKAR with differ-
ent settings of the mention detection and scores
for PARENT and BLANC. We show results for
IKAR without zero anaphora baseline (NonZero)
and with it (All). The results for All and NonZero
mention settings are however not directly compa-
rable due to the evaluation setting for NonZero
mentions that scores only the coreferential rela-
tions between named entities, agreed noun phrases
and pronouns, excluding zero-anaphora. We can
also observe that for each configuration we got
much lower scores for PARENT than BLANC. That
indicates that although the coreference resolution
system can recognize partial coreference clusters
quite well it does not necessarily mean that the in-
formation extracted from its result is as reliable as
the BLANC score would indicate. In a real-world
scenario, where the mentions must be automati-
cally recognized beforehand, IKAR does not re-
solve the links between defining mentions and re-
ferring mentions properly. Only 11% of the those
links are correct. Also the recall drops by more
than half from 66% to only 32%. In the context
of information extraction for named entities it is a
very low result.

5.6 Algorithm Comparison

In Table 3 we present results of these three systems
measured with the BLANC and PARENT metrics.
The configuration of PARENT metric was similar
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Mentions Metric Precision Recall F1

Gold NZ BLANC 69.02% 71.38% 70.11%
Gold NZ PARENT 34.94% 30.78% 32.73%
NonZero BLANC 56.12% 70.18% 58.62%
NonZero PARENT 7.15% 30.26% 11.57%
Gold All BLANC 69.94% 67.71% 68.73%
Gold All PARENT 31.10% 33.95% 32.46%

All BLANC 57.99% 66.35% 60.39%
All PARENT 11.09% 32.26% 16.50%

Table 2: IKAR results for different settings.

Algorithm Mentions Precision Recall F1

IKAR NonZero 7.15% 30.26% 11.57%
IKAR All 11.09% 32.26% 16.50%
Bartek NonZero 13.49% 5.29% 7.60%
Bartek All 17.67% 4.89% 7.66%
Ruler NonZero 14.77% 5.10% 7.59%
Ruler All 14.07% 3.00% 4.95%

Table 3: Evaluation of the tools for coreference
resolution for Polish with the PARENT metric.

to this presented in section 5.2 for the All mention
setting. For the NonZero mention setting we ex-
cluded from referring mentions all zero-anaphora
similarly to what was done for BLANC evaluation
in section 5.5. The lower results for Bartek and
Ruler can be explained by the fact that these al-
gorithms were not tuned to recognize relations to
named entities.

6 Conclusions

We faced the fact that the current state-of-the-art
coreference metrics do not take into account vari-
ous level of mention informativeness. To deal with
this problem we introduced a new metric called
PARENT5 that is designed to measure the ability of
coreference resolution system to retrieve informa-
tion about entities in the text. In contrast to the en-
hanced metrics presented by Chen and Ng (2013),
PARENT is not as generic, however, it gives in-
tuitive and interpretable results for given kinds
of coreference relations. PARENT is also inde-
pendent from the number of the correct/incorrect
defining mentions and from the size of clusters,
while these metrics are influenced by size of clus-
ters as well as by counts of the defining men-
tions. In comparison to the approach presented
by Tuggener (2014), PARENT is not constrained
by the assumption that the coreferential relations
must be interpreted either as relations to the clos-

5The PARENT metric evaluation was implemented as a
part of Liner2 toolkit (Marcińczuk et al., 2013).

est preceding noun or to a single anchor mention
for a cluster what makes it more robust in case of
imperfect mention detection. PARENT also seems
to be more generic by allowing a flexible defini-
tion of defining and referring mentions. The main
difference between PARENT and the other metrics
is that PARENT treats all defining mentions from
a gold cluster as one object and does not require
more than one relation between a referring men-
tion and such an object that can be as set of defin-
ing mentions. Being aware of some drawbacks
of PARENT method (e.g., the score does not re-
flect reliably the coreference resolution quality be-
tween defining mentions) we will advise to use it
as a complementary score for one of state-of-the-
art metrics for scoring coreference systems.

The results for coreference resolution for Polish
reported in the literature were optimistic. How-
ever, when dealing with an information extraction
task, where the linking between defining mentions
and referring mentions is much more important
than between referring mentions only, the perfor-
mance drops significantly. The best results we ob-
tained were 17.67% of precision for the Bartek
system and 32.26% of recall for IKAR measured
using the proposed metric PARENT. This shows,
that for information extraction tasks oriented on
named entities, like recognition of semantic re-
lations between named entities (Marcińczuk and
Ptak, 2012), the performance of coreference res-
olution systems for Polish needs a significant im-
provement.
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Abstract

This paper presents preliminary experi-
ments on Open Relation Extraction for
Polish. In particular, a variant of a prior-
art algorithm for open relation extraction
for English has been adapted and tested on
a set of articles from Polish on-line news.
The paper provides initial evaluation re-
sults, which constitute the point of depar-
ture for in-depth research in this area.

1 Introduction

While traditional Information Extraction (IE) sys-
tems are tailored to the extraction of predefined
set of target relations (Appelt, 1999), an Open In-
formation Extraction (OIE) system focuses on the
extraction of non predefined, domain-independent
relations from texts. The main drive behind the
emergence of the OIE paradigm comes from the
need to scale IE methods to the size and diversity
of the Web (Etzioni et al., 2008).

Analogously to traditional IE, OIE systems de-
ploy either machine-learned extraction patterns,
hand-crafted heuristics or a combination of both
of them. TEXTRUNNER (Etzioni et al., 2008)
was the first OIE system based on a ML ap-
proach, where the OIE paradigm was introduced.
WOE (Wu and Weld, 2010) is an extension of
TEXTRUNNER, where the Wikipedia corpus was
exploited as training data to boost the coverage.
(Etzioni et al., 2011; Fader et al., 2011) introduced
REVERB, the first linguistically-lightweight OIE
system based on heuristics, which initially iden-
tifies verb phrases and light verb constructions
that express relations, and subsequently extracts
the relations’ arguments in the left/right context
thereof. (Mausam et al., 2012) and (Del Corro and
Gemulla, 2013) are examples of hybrid systems
that deploy dependency parsing. Relatively little
work has been reported on OIE for non-English

languages, e.g., (Gamallo et al., 2012) presents
an approach based on dependency parsing and
provides evaluation figures for non-English lan-
guages. An extensive overview of research and
open problems in OIE is provided in (Xavier et
al., 2015).

This paper reports on preliminary experiments
on developing a scalable linguistically light-
weight OIE approach to extraction of arbitrary bi-
nary relations from Polish texts. We are particu-
larly interested in extraction of relations from on-
line news. Although the recently reported OIE
techniques for extracting binary relations from En-
glish texts are advancing rapidly, they might not
be directly applicable to languages such as Polish
with various phenomena that complicate both IE
and OIE tasks (Przepiórkowski, 2007), e.g., rela-
tively free word order, rich morphology (includ-
ing complex proper noun declension paradigm),
syncretism of forms (i.e., single form may fulfill
different grammatical functions: subject/object),
zero anaphora and existence of pro-drop pronouns.
To our best knowledge, the only work on OIE
for Polish has been reported in (Wróblewska and
Sydow, 2012), where a dependency parsing-based
approach to binary relation extraction has been in-
troduced. The main difference of the aforemen-
tioned work vs. ours is that the former focuses
solely on the extraction of relations that hold be-
tween named entities of certain type, whereas in
the presented work we do not introduce such lim-
itations. Secondly, we deliberately intend to ap-
proach the OIE problem in an incremental man-
ner, i.e., start explorations with as linguistically-
poor methods as possible and identify the phenom-
ena/issues that complicate the task at hand most
before elaborating more sophisticated solutions,
whereas the work described in (Wróblewska and
Sydow, 2012) deploys relatively linguistically so-
phisticated chain of NLP modules, including a de-
pendency parser, which might prohibit applying it
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on Web-scale corpora. Finally, although the evalu-
ation results reported in (Wróblewska and Sydow,
2012) are promising, they only refer to a limited
number of preselected relation types (e.g., ‘born
in), thus making a direct comparison difficult.

2 Simple Relation Extraction for Polish

In order to start explorations on OIE for Pol-
ish we developed SREP (Simple Relation Ex-
tractor for Polish) that extracts binary rela-
tions from free texts in Polish in a form of
triples (arg1,relation,arg2), e.g., (prezy-
dent Komorowski,spotkał się z,lekarzem) (presi-
dent Komorowski, met with, the doctor). SREP
is to a large extent a direct adaptation of RE-
VERB (i.e., it borrows the main idea), an open re-
lation extractor for English (Fader et al., 2011). It
first identifies candidate relation phrases that sat-
isfy certain syntactic and lexical constraints, and
subsequently finds for each such phrase potential
NP arguments. In a third (optional) step, a set of
generic lexico-syntactic patterns for extracting bi-
nary relations is applied to capture specific phe-
nomena and harder-to-tackle constructions in Pol-
ish. In case the application of such a pattern covers
a larger text span than a text span corresponding
to a relation extracted at an earlier stage then the
latter is discarded. All identified relation extrac-
tions are assigned a confidence score and the ones,
for which confidence is higher than a prespecified
threshold are returned by the system.

A more detailed description of SREP is given
below. In order to create some of the resources de-
scribed below a Training Corpus consisting of ca.
1200 sentences randomly selected from a larger
collection of on-line Polish news (News Corpus),
consisting of 20 MB of text was used.1.

1. Pre-processing: SREP takes as input a se-
quence of sentences and performs tokeniza-
tion and morphological analysis thereof. For
obtaining part-of-speech information we use
Polimorf (Woliński et al., 2012), a freely
available morphological dictionary for Pol-
ish, consisting of circa 6.7 million word
forms, including proper names.

2. Relation Phrase Extraction: Relation
phrase candidates are extracted using a small-
scale POS-based regular grammar consisting

1The news articles were gathered using Europe Media
Monitor (emm.newsbrief.eu), a multilingual news aggre-
gation engine.

of 6 patterns, which appeared frequently in
the training corpus, e.g., patterns like:

1. "nie" V (V)?

2. V (V)? N? "się"? PREP

The second pattern covers for instance the
phrase urodził się w (was born in) or za-
warł umowę z (made a deal with). In or-
der to eliminate implausible relation phrases
a ‘stop’ list of phrases2 is used (e.g., it con-
tains the phrase niż do - meaning "bow down
to" (something) or "than to", where the sec-
ond interpretation is more prevalent and is
not used to express relations. If any pair of
matches overlap or are adjacent then they are
merged into a single relation phrase. Each
extracted relation phrase is associated with a
confidence score that depends on the rule that
has triggered the extraction and also other pa-
rameters, e.g., length of the extraction. For
instance, the second pattern above is less re-
liable than the first one, hence it is associated
with a lower confidence. Confidence score
for a given pattern has been computed based
on the fraction of ‘correct’ extractions it pro-
duced in the training corpus.

3. Noun Phrase Recognition: Analogously to
Step 2 NPs are extracted subsequently using
8 POS-based patterns, where each pattern is
associated with a confidence score, computed
in a similar manner as above, e.g., the pattern
(Adj)+ N (Adj)+3 is less reliable than
N+.

4. Argument Extraction: For each relation
phrase rel identified in Step 2, the nearest
noun phrase X to the left of rel is identified,
which is neither a pronoun nor WHO-adverb.
Analogously, the nearest noun phrase Y to the
right of rel is identified. In case such X and
Y could be found the system returns (X,rel,Y)
triple as an extraction. Each such extraction
is assigned a confidence score, which is the
product of the confidence of extracting the
constituents of the relation triple.

2This list consist of circa 400 entries and was created
based on frequency analysis of application of the aforemen-
tioned grammar on the news corpus.

3Adjectives may appear in Polish both on the left and right
of a noun in a noun phrase.
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5. Application of Lexico-Syntactic patterns
(Optional): A set of 12 generic lexico-
syntactic patterns for extracting binary rela-
tions is applied optionally at this stage, many
of which are intended to cover either more
complex constructions or phenomena typical
for Polish.4 In particular, the patterns rely on
previously computed relation phrases in Step
2. Some sample patterns are given below (in
a simplified form), where REL refers to the
relation phrases extracted in Step 2.

1. NP-1 REL-1 NP-2, "który" REL-2
NP-2
-> (NP-1,REL-1,NP-2)

(NP-2,REL-2,NP-3)

2. NP-1 "to" NP-2 PREP NP-3
-> (NP-1,NP-2 PREP,NP-3)

3. PREP NP(GEN)-1 REL NP-2
-> (NP-2,REL-1 PREP, NP(GEN)-1)

4. NP-1 REL NP-2 ("," or CONJ) REL-2
NP-3
-> (NP-1,REL,NP-2)

(NP-1,REL-2,NP-3)

The first pattern extracts two relations from a
text fragment that includes a relative clause
(starting with the word który - which),
whereas the second pattern covers relations
that are not expressed using verbs5, e.g.,
Oborniki to miasto w Wielkopolsce (Oborniki
is a city in Wielkopolska) is covered by
this rule and results in the extraction of
(Oborniki,miasto w,Wielkopolsce). The third
pattern covers a specific construction, in
which the relation phrase is not a continu-
ous sequence of tokens, that turns to occur
frequently in Polish, e.g., Do Polski przy-
jechał prezydent USA (To Poland has arrived
president of USA). Finally, the fourth pattern
extracts relations from a particular elliptical
construction, e.g., from the sentence Lech
wygrał z Legią i przegrał z Ruchem (Lech
won with Legia and lost to Ruch). Analo-
gously to Step 4, each pattern is assigned a
confidence score, which reflects the fraction
of correct extractions this pattern triggered on
the sentences in the training corpus.

4Analogously to Step 2, the patterns for Step 5 were cre-
ated via identification of the most prevalent constructions in
the test corpus.

5The word ‘to’ is a pronoun (meaning either ‘it’ or ‘this’)
that can be used to express ’is-a’ relation in Polish.

The creation and testing of all underlying lin-
guistic resources mentioned above, i.e., the
patterns, took 3-4 days for a single person.

3 Evaluation

Four instances of the algorithm sketched in 2 have
been evaluated: SREP (the algorithm without Step
5), SREP-PAT (the algorithm with Step 5), SREP-
OV (the algorithm without Step 5, where the text
fragments from which relation triples are extracted
may overlap, e.g., two relations are extracted from
the same text fragment), and SREP-PAT-OV (the
algorithm with Step 5, where the text fragments
from which relations are extracted may overlap).
The rationale of including ‘OV’ variants was to
estimate the number of potentially missed extrac-
tions by the base versions of the algorithm.

3.1 Test Corpus
In order to create the Test Corpus 238 sentences
(either first or second sentence) from on-line news
articles in Polish published during May 2015 were
randomly selected using the Europe Media Mon-
itor. These sentences cover various domains, in-
cluding economy, finances, world and local poli-
tics, sports, culture and crisis situations. The main
motivation behind the selection of initial sentences
was due to our particular interest in the extrac-
tion of relations related to the main events of the
news articles (Tanev et al., 2008). Figure 1 shows
the histogram for sentences length in the test cor-
pus. Nearly 50% of the sentences consists of 15 or
more tokens which reflects the complexity level.
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Figure 1: Sentence length distribution.

For each sentence in the test corpus ’to-be-
extracted’ relation triples were manually created.
This task was accomplished by one human an-
notator. In total 616 relation triples were anno-
tated, i.e., on average there are more than two re-
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lations per sentence. It is important to note that
n-nary (where n > 3) relations (e.g., X took
place in Y at Z) were annotated as n − 1 triples
accordingly: (X,took place in, Y) and (X,took
place at,Z). For instance, for the sentence ‘Lechia
Gdańsk okazała się znacznie lepsza od APOEL-u
Nikozja i pokonała go w meczu sparingowym aż
4:1 (1:0)’ (Lechia Gdańsk turned out to be signifi-
cantly better than APOEL Nicosia and defeated it
in a friendly match 4:1 (1:0)) in the test corpus the
following two annotations6 are made:

(Lechia Gdańsk,okazała się lepsza od,
APOEL-u Nikozja)

(Lechia Gdańsk,pokonała,APOEL-u Nikozja)

The system does not lemmatize the arguments,
i.e., the arguments in the returned triples are 1:1
copy of the surface forms in the text, e.g., APOEL-
u Nikozja instead of APOEL Nikozja.

3.2 Experiments

Figure 2 shows the precision-recall curves for
the exact relation extraction task7 for the four
configurations: SREP, SREP-PAT, SREP-OV and
SREP-PAT-OV (see 2), computed by varying the
confidence threshold. Somewhat unsurprisingly,
one can observe that the overall results for ex-
act matching are rather poor, in particular as re-
gards recall. The version of the algorithm that in-
cludes the application of generic lexico-syntactic
patterns (SREP-PAT) performs better than the ver-
sion without (SREP) in terms of both recall and
precision. Furthermore, one can observe a small
boost in recall (at the cost of lowering precision
figures) when ‘overlapping’ was allowed (SREP-
PAT-OV), which indicates an area where improve-
ment could be made.

In order to have a more in-depth picture of
the error types we have computed precision-recall
curves for the subtask of exact relation extraction
task, namely, the relation phrase extraction task,
which are depicted in Figure 3. One can observe
significant improvement as regards both precision
and recall vs. extracting entire relations, in partic-
ular for SREP and SREP-PAT configurations, for
which the figures still lag behind the ones reported
for relation phrase extraction for English (Fader et
al., 2011) but are getting closer.

6One corresponding to ‘being better’ and one to ‘winning
a match’ relation.

7Relation phrase and both arguments have to be identical
with the corresponding annotation in the test corpus.
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Figure 2: Precision-Recall curves for the exact re-
lation extraction task.
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Figure 3: Precision-Recall curves for the relation
phrase extraction task.

One can also conclude from Figure 3 that a
significant number of errors stems from non cor-
rect extraction of the arguments of a relation.
To study the problem more thoroughly we also
computed the precision-recall curves for the fuzzy
relation extraction task, in which an extracted
triple (X,rel,Y) is considered to be correct if rel
is identical with the corresponding value in the
test corpus, whereas X and Y are similar to the
corresponding values in the test corpus, i.e., the
string distance between the extracted values and
the correct ones in the test corpus is relatively
small. For the purpose of computing string dis-
tance we used the longest common substrings dis-
tance metric (Navarro, 2001). Figure 4 presents
the precision-recall curves for the fuzzy extrac-
tion task, where SREP-PAT-FUZZY-2 curve cor-
responds to a variant of fuzzy matching, in which
relation phrase may also slightly differ from the
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relation phrase in the test corpus. Although both
precision and recall figures are higher vs. figures
for exact relation matching, there is an indication
(cf. Figure 3) that there is still a fraction of ex-
tracted relations for which the extraction of at least
one of the arguments entirely failed, i.e., the error
is not related to mismatching left/right boundary
of the NP representing the argument.
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Figure 4: Fuzzy vs. exact relation extraction.

The analysis of the errors for the SPAT-PAT-
FUZZY-2 configuration (i.e., errors that go beyond
simple mismatching of the left/right boundaries
of the text pieces that are to be extracted (both
arguments and relation phrases)), revealed that:
34.8% of the errors are related to the extraction of
triples that do not represent relations at all; 23.3%
of the errors are due to the failure of extracting
the first argument correctly (subject of the pred-
icate); 14.0% of the errors are due to extracting
arg1 as arg2 and vice versa; 7.0% of errors con-
stitute errors, in which arg2 is wrongly extracted;
whereas remaining errors cover issues related to
more significant mismatch of left/right margin of
arg1, arg2 or the relation phrase itself.

The main cause of missed relations was due
to, i.a.,: (a) relation phrase not being present
in the text between arguments (36.7%); (b) non-
contiguous relation phrase structure (28.3%)8; (c)
non-matching of POS-based patterns for detection
of relation phrases (10.4%); and (d) non handling
of constructions, in which arguments of the rela-
tions are "embraced" in verbs (8.9%)9.

8Although some of the patterns in Step 5 of the algorithm
do cover such cases.

9Polish is a null-subject language. No mechanism for de-
tecting null-subjects was used.

4 Conclusions and Outlook

We presented initial experiments on developing
a linguistically-lightweight tool for open relation
extraction for Polish that is an adaptation of an
existing approach to open relation extraction for
English. An evaluation carried out on a small set
of sentences randomly extracted from Polish on-
line news and a coarse-grained error analysis re-
vealed that: (a) precision/recall figures for relation
phrase extraction are promising, although a signif-
icant part of errors is due to extracting triples that
do not represent any relations (ca. 35%), (b) per-
formance of the extraction of relation arguments
needs to be significantly improved as this is the
main cause of errors, although, the observed errors
did not result only from incorrect NP boundary de-
tection10, but also due to errors of different nature,
e.g., extracting arg1 as arg2 and vice versa (14%).

We believe that the work in progress reported
in this paper constitutes useful source of knowl-
edge for researchers aiming at working on OIE for
Slavic languages. In particular, the linguistically-
poor approach to open relation extraction and the
accompanying performance figures presented here
could serve as a baseline to use against which to
compare more sophisticated solutions.

Apart from improving the overall approach and
fine-tuning the underlying resources, future work
could possibly encompass integration of a mech-
anism to: (a) aid detecting argument boundaries,
e.g., as the one in (Etzioni et al., 2011) and (b)
decompose sentence into parts that belong to-
gether (Bast and Haussmann, 2013), but without
deploying linguistically sophisticated tools, e.g.,
dependency parsers, in case one is interested in
developing a Web-scale solution. Most likely,
some of the identified problems could be tack-
led through the deployment of additional linguis-
tic processing modules for Polish, e.g., a named-
entity recognition component (Savary and Pisko-
rski, 2011) could be used to improve NP boundary
detection, while deployment of even a rudimen-
tary co-reference resolution mechanism (Broda
et al., 2012) could potentially help to handle
zero anaphora to increase the recall. Finally, in-
stead of relying on full-form lexica for computing
POS information, full-fledged POS taggers could
be deployed (Piasecki, 2007; Acedański, 2010;
Radziszewski, 2013).

10It constitutes one of the core problems while developing
IE solutions for Polish.
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1 Introduction

Regional Linguistic Data Initiative is a two-year
institutional partnership between research units
in Switzerland, Serbia and Croatia, funded by
the Swiss National Science Foundation grant No.
160501.1 The partners in the project are the au-
thors of this article. The goal of the partnership is
two-fold. First, we will collect and distribute var-
ious kinds of linguistic data and tools to support
empirical research on Croatian and Serbian. Sec-
ond, we will organise didactic activities and estab-
lish a regional community of researches who will
use these data and tools in their research and teach-
ing. In this paper, we describe the key components
of the partnership.

2 The Infrastructure

The collected data and tools are mostly man-
aged through the infrastructure at the University
of Zurich. In collaboration with the S3IT support
service, we have set up a virtual server running
most of the software used in the project:

• WordPress for the main project website / ac-
cess point for data and tools
• WebAnno for collaborative manual annota-

tion of language corpora
• NoSketch Engine for searching corpora
• R and Python for data processing
• EdX for online courses

We also use a public GitHub repository to share
the source code of specialised NLP tools and the
related documentation.

3 Online Content

We collect and distribute two main kinds of data
and tools: a natural language processing set and
an experimental set. Both sets of resources are as-
sociated with courses and tutorials.

1http://p3.snf.ch/project-160501

3.1 NLP Resources and Tools

The natural language processing set consists of
Croatian and Serbian corpora, morphological dic-
tionaries and processing tools. While such re-
sources and tools already exist for both languages
(Vitas et al., 2003; Agić et al., 2008), they
are mostly inaccessible to researches outside the
groups that develop them. Our aim is to compile
and distribute resources that will be available to all
interested researches.

Corpora include smaller manually annotated
samples2 and large automatically annotated cor-
pora (Ljubešić and Klubička, 2014); annotation
will be improved and enriched in the course of
the project. Free existing morphological dictio-
naries3 are extended inside the project in a semi-
automated fashion (Ljubešić et al., in press). Tools
currently include a state-of-the-art part-of-speech
tagger and lemmatiser reaching a new best per-
formance for both languages (∼91% for full mor-
phosyntactic annotation and ∼97% for lemmati-
sation). Development of tools for other kinds
of analysis (dependency syntax, semantic role la-
belling) is planned for the remainder of the project.
In addition to the standard tools, we provide a
set of scripts for extracting corpus data commonly
needed for quantitative linguistic analysis (e.g.,
for extracting and comparing frequency lists), and
scripts for format conversion and file handling.
Special emphasis is placed on detailed documen-
tation of all resources.

The presented resources and tools for Croatian
are currently more developed than those for Ser-
bian. We take advantage of the large structural and
lexical overlap between the two languages to de-
velop Serbian resources starting from the existing
Croatian ones.

2https://github.com/ffnlp/sethr
3https://svn.code.sf.net/p/apertium/

svn/languages/apertium-hbs/
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3.2 Linguistic Experimental Data
Another important empirical trend in language sci-
ence concerns experimental research. Linguists
increasingly rely on sampling and statistical pro-
cessing of human judgements about and their reac-
tions to linguistic phenomena (acceptability judge-
ments, reading times, etc.; see e.g., Kraš and
Miličević (in press)). Currently, such empirical
data tend to be used only within the studies for
which they are collected. Through our partner-
ship, experimental data for Croatian and Serbian
will be collected and their wider distribution and
reuse encouraged. Both instruments (stimuli lists)
and results will be included. Papers published
based on the given stimuli and results will serve
as documentation. Similar initiatives are still rare
in linguistics (but see Marsden and Mackey (2014)
for instruments in second language acquisition re-
search), so our work in this domain is largely pio-
neering even beyond the regional context.

3.3 Online Courses and Tutorials
One of the major obstacles to a wider use of both
corpus and experimental linguistic data is a lack of
skills required for obtaining and analysing them.
Despite the growing demand, experimental de-
sign, data manipulation and statistical analysis are
not yet covered in standard linguistic curricula. An
important part of our initiative is thus devoted to
online courses and tutorials.

The educational component of the project is in-
tended to equip the interested researchers with the
skills needed to fully exploit the resources shared
through our initiative. The courses are based on
the current teaching activities of the three partners.
They cover issues in three main domains:

• Methodological: general principles of exper-
imental design, corpus-based studies, statisti-
cal analysis, basics of machine learning
• Theoretical: the role of data in language sci-

ence, corpus annotation as a form of linguis-
tic analysis
• Technical: data processing with R and

Python, data visualisation, use of annotation
tools and other NLP resources

All courses will include exercises in which par-
ticipants will have an opportunity to use the data
and tools collected within the project. The courses
will emphasise the points in common between the
analysis of corpus and experimental data.

4 Activities in the Region

The work on creating a regional research commu-
nity will be centred around four three-day work-
shops, two in Belgrade and two in Zagreb, which
are planned for the second project year. The tar-
geted participants are graduate students and re-
searchers at universities and institutes, joined by
professionals from companies that work with lin-
guistic data.

All four workshops will be composed of in-
vited talks, tutorials given by the project partners
(based on the online courses), and a range of ac-
tivities geared towards encouraging exchange and
networking between the participants. Each work-
shop will have two invited speakers – internation-
ally recognised experts in linguistics or NLP who
have worked on Croatian and/or Serbian. Tutori-
als will have the form of live classes based on the
online materials, with hands-on sessions and prac-
tical exercises. Exchange and networking will take
place during panel discussion and social events.
To facilitate participant mobility within the region,
we will offer a number of small grants covering
travel and accommodation costs.

Different activities will be undertaken to adver-
tise the workshops, promoting at the same time the
project goals: the project website (currently under
construction), local media, social media, and pre-
sentations at various academic events.

5 Expected Outcomes

The partnership is expected to result in a commu-
nity of researchers working with linguistic data in
a shared empirical framework, exchanging ideas,
and adhering to common research quality stan-
dards. Some of the contacts established through
the initiative are expected to result in research col-
laborations that will extend beyond the duration of
the partnership; these collaborations should bring
about new research ideas and new projects.

The data and training provided through the ini-
tiative are expected to increase the competitive-
ness of researchers from the region in the inter-
national context. The initiative will also help re-
searches contribute to the study of language be-
yond their specific subject languages.

Finally, Regional Linguistic Data Initiative is
expected to help establishing contacts between re-
searchers and professionals in the domain of lan-
guage technology, identifying common interests
and potential for collaboration.
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Abstract

In the CoCoCo project we develop meth-
ods to extract multi-word expressions of
various kinds—idioms, multi-word lex-
emes, collocations, and colligations—and
to evaluate their linguistic stability in a
common, uniform fashion. In this paper
we introduce a Web interface, which pro-
vides the user with access to these mea-
sures, to query Russian-language corpora.
Potential users of these tools include lan-
guage learners, teachers, and linguists.

1 Introduction

We present a system that automatically extracts se-
lectional preferences from a corpus. For a given
word, the system finds its selectional preferences,
both lexical and grammatical, using algorithms de-
scribed in (Kopotev et al., 2013; Kormacheva et
al., 2014). The system1 is developed as a part of
CoCoCo Project: Collocations, Colligations, and
Corpora. The system has two important features.
First, it allows users to identify selectional prefer-
ences, based on a large underlying corpus on-line,
in real time, rather than relying on pre-computed
lists of multi-word expressions (MWEs). Second,
it treats MWEs of various kinds—idioms, multi-
word lexemes, collocations and colligations—in
a uniform fashion, returning MWEs of all these
types in response to a given query.

These features make the system useful for
studying a wide variety of linguistic phenomena,
depending on the queries formulated by users. For
example, in response to a query such as “prepo-
sition plus any following word,” the system may
produce on output a list of nominal cases that can
be used with (are governed by) the preposition;

1Accessible at
http://corpussearch.cs.helsinki.fi

Figure 1: System overview.

or a list of most stable phrases with this prepo-
sition; or both. The list may contain idioms or
collocations that a learner must memorise by rote.
The quality of the algorithm is: F-measure 92%
for the grammatical preferences task (Kopotev et
al., 2013), average precision 24.25% for the lexi-
cal preferences though it depends on the queries:
for some queries precision is much higher, up to
75% (Kormacheva et al., 2014). An expert linguist
may use the system, e.g., to find patterns of use of
the so-called “second genitive” case.2 All queries
are processed using the same algorithm; there is
no difference between these use-cases in terms of
implementation. The system currently works with
Russian-language data, but in principle the algo-
rithms and the user interface (UI) can be applied
to other typologically similar languages.

From the theoretical perspective, we follow
the recent constructional grammar approach,
where the language is considered as a construc-
ticon (Goldberg, 2006), i.e., an inventory of con-
structions or patterns that predefine both the gram-
matical and the lexical selectional preferences of
words. Distinguishing collocations, i.e., “co-
occurrences of words” from colligations, i.e., “co-
occurrence of word forms with grammatical phe-

2This case in many instances syncretizes with the normal
(“first”) genitive, but in many instances does not—it behaves
like the partitive case in some languages (e.g., Finnish).
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nomena” (Gries and Divjak, 2009) is not al-
ways a simple task. There is no clear distinc-
tion between various types of word combinations,
since they can be simultaneously a collocation and
a colligation—this type of MWE is called col-
lostruction in (Stefanowitsch and Gries, 2003).
Thus our main focus is to find “the underlying
cause” for the frequent co-occurrence of certain
words: whether it is due to their morphological
categories, or to lexical compatibility, or both.

2 Program Overview

The general overview of the system is shown in
Figure 1. The system takes as input a query—
an N-gram (currently of length 2–4)—where one
of the positions is a sought variable, and all po-
sitions may have additional, optional grammatical
constraints. The constraints may include certain
properties, e.g., part of speech (POS), or case, etc.
Thus, the query is a pattern. The aim is to find the
most stable lexical and grammatical features that
match this pattern.

The algorithm finds all words in the corpus that
match the pattern, and first groups them accord-
ing to their POS. Then, for every POS, the sys-
tem determines the most stable features, which in-
clude grammatical categories (case, gender, etc.),
tokens, and lemmas. To find the most stable fea-
tures we exploit the difference between the distri-
bution of the feature values in the pattern vs. dis-
tribution in the corpus overall, using a measure
based on Kullback-Leibler Divergence (Kopotev
et al., 2013).

Having specified the most stable categories, we
compute various frequencies to find particular val-
ues for these categories (Kormacheva et al., 2014).
In this step, grammatical categories are processed
separately from tokens and lemmas, since tokens
and lemmas have significantly different distribu-
tional properties than grammatical categories. The
output of the system are colligations and colloca-
tions for a given pattern. The combinations of the
pattern with the most stable semantic classes (con-
structions) are currently not included in the current
version of the on-line tool.

Currently we use two corpora: a (manually)
morphologically disambiguated sub-corpus of the
Russian National Corpus (Rakhlina, 2005) and
the Russian Internet Corpus (Sharoff and Nivre,
2011). The former contains approximately 6 mil-
lion tokens; from this corpus it is possible to get

Figure 2: On-line interface.

selectional preferences for the most frequent Rus-
sian words. The latter corpus contains almost 150
million tokens and is automatically annotated; this
corpus may be used to investigate selectional pref-
erences for less frequent words.

3 User Interface

We have implemented a simple graphical interface
(GUI) to construct query patterns and obtain re-
sults as ordered lists of grammatical and lexical
features, Figure 2. Although we show to the user
only several most significant results, the algorithm
needs to find in the corpus all possible combina-
tions for a given pattern. Since the corpora are
large, these would be impossible to manage using
plain-text search. Thus, all bi-grams and tri-grams
from a corpus are stored in a MySQL database; for
the Russian Internet corpus we removed from the
data all bi-grams and trigrams that appear in the
corpus only once. We use indexing and database
optimisation to be able to process user queries on
the fly.

The interface has an “Export” function for
downloading the complete system output, i.e., the
full list of examples matching the pattern in the
corpus, ordered according to the measures devel-
oped for this task. This output is organized as a set
of files in CSV format; these files can be viewed
in a spreadsheet, e.g., by users without advanced
computational skills. We expect that the export
function will be used by professional linguists,
while language learners will find that the GUI pro-
vides sufficient information for their needs.

Some other functions, such as, for example,
batch processing of a set of queries, are currently
developed as a command line script and not avail-
able for the users outside the CoCoCo team. We
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plan to include them into future versions of the in-
terface.
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Abstract

E-law module is the web application
which works mainly as the set of infor-
mation retrieval and extraction tools ded-
icated for the lawyers. E-law module
consists of following tools: (1) document
search engine; (2) context oriented search
engine plugin; (3) legal phrase oriented
machine translation; (4) document meta-
tagger; (5) verdict finder. Machine trans-
lation, document meta-tagger and verdict
finder tools are available for the general
public. Other tools are restricted and are
accessible after logging into the module.

1 Introduction

E-law module is being built by the CTI (Center
of Information Technologies for the Social Sci-
ence) consortium, which is granted with the Euro-
pean funds. The main goal of the consortium is to
build innovative hardware and software infrastruc-
ture for lawyers, sociologists, psychologists and
other humanists.

The consortium consists of three members: Car-
dinal Stefan Wyszyski University in Warsaw, Mil-
itary Institute of Aviation Medicine, and National
Information Processing Institute (OPI).

OPI as a member of the consortium is responsi-
ble for delivering software infrastructure, namely
three modules: (1) E-law1 – module supporting
lawyers with text mining functionalities e.g., as
classifiers, machine translation or search engines,
(2) E-survey2 – module responsible for creating
questionnaires in a drag-and-drop wizard mode
and sending them to respondents, (3) E-analytics3

– module supporting social sciences researchers
in performing the qualitative analysis for various

1http://eprawo-test.opi.org.pl/
2http://esurvey-test.opi.org.pl/
3http://eanalytics-test.opi.org.pl/

data (statistical tools, predicative and simulation
methods).

E-law module consists of following tools:
(1) document search engine (2) context-oriented
search engine plugin (3) legal phrase oriented ma-
chine translation (4) document meta-tagger (5)
verdict finder.

2 Approach

2.1 Document Search Engine

During the project, 2 million legal documents
have been downloaded from various, Polish and
foreign European, open databases. Only the meta-
data about documents were collected: title, sum-
mary, depositors, date, keywords etc. The search
engine retrieves results using Apache Lucene in-
dex4 and well defined filters. For building the
Lucene index, different analyzers depending on
the language were used. Morfologik5 analyzer
was used for Polish, Standard analyzer was used
for other languages.

2.2 Context Oriented Search Engine Plugin

We expanded our search engine with the plugin,
which finds all relevant contexts for the query and
cluster results (documents) according to the con-
texts. Most of currently used IR (Information Re-
trieval) approaches are based on lexico-syntactic
analysis of text and they are mainly focused on
words occurrences. Two main flaws of the ap-
proach are: inability to identify documents using
different wordings and lack of context-awareness,
which leads to retrieval of unwanted documents.
Knowledge of an actual meaning of a polysemous
word can improve the quality of the information
retrieval process. However, the current generation

4https://lucene.apache.org
5It provides dictionary driven lemmatization filter and an-

alyzer for the Polish Language, driven by the Morfologik li-
brary https://github.com/morfologik
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of search engines still lack an effective way to ad-
dress the issue of lexical ambiguity. In a recent
study (Sanderson, 2008) conducted using Word-
Net and Wikipedia as sources of ambiguous words
it was reported that around 3% of Web queries
and 23% of the most frequent queries are ambigu-
ous. In the previous years, Web clustering engines
(Carpineto et al., 2009) have been proposed as a
solution to the issue of lexical ambiguity in IR.
These systems group search results, by providing
a cluster for each specific topic of the input query.

In the module presented, a novel result cluster-
ing method has been introduced, which exploits
rule association mining in order to create coherent
clusters of results concerning different subtopics.
The core part is a frequent term sets mining
method identifying closed frequent termsets us-
ing CHARM algorithm (Zaki and Hsiao, 2002).
Discovered frequent termsets are hierarchized and
used for building labeled trees of patterns.

2.3 Legal Phrase Oriented Machine
Translation

One of the key features of E-law module was to aid
law-related people with translating legal phrases
from Polish to English and vice-versa.

The created translation system uses parallel
bilingual data (Polish and English). The total
amount of Polish-English data is approximately
42.000.000 pairs of words, phrases, sentences and
whole documents (different granularity), incorpo-
rated from sources e.g., EUPARL, TED, CURIA,
EURLEX.

The process starts from the data alignment
based on the PoS oriented floating window of the
correspondent block of text. Next there is pro-
cessed final translation as follows: (1) Input phrase
split by tokenizer into n-grams of the predefined
maximum size; (2) Each n-gram is taken as a
query to Lucene index and corresponding result
text block is narrowed down using data alignment
method. (3) Each result block is processed by the
tokenizer (point 1) and stored in a sorted list. (4)
Translation uses replacement by most frequent n-
grams, starting from the longest n-grams.

Presented solution cannot compete against cur-
rently working SMT solutions like Joshua and
Moses (up to 0.20 higher BLEU than the described
solution) (Koehn, 2005; Machado and Hilario,
2014). Although the simplicity and little amount
of RAM necessary makes this approach useful.

2.4 Document Meta-Tagger

Document Meta-Tagger is a tool, which assigns
the high-level keywords to the text using the ex-
ternal knowledge resources i.e., BabelNet. Babel-
Net6 is both a multilingual, encyclopedic dictio-
nary with lexicographic and encyclopedic cover-
age of terms and a semantic network, connecting
concepts and named entities in a very large net-
work of semantic relations, called Babel synsets.
Each BabelNet synset represents a given meaning
and contains all the synonyms, which express that
meaning in a range of different languages. Babel-
Net 3.0 covers and is obtained from the automatic
integration of Wikipedia, WordNet, Wiktionary
and Wikidata (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012). The
meta-tagger presented works on BabelNet synsets.
It performs tokenization as the first step, remov-
ing stop-words, lower-casing, lemmatization and
PoS tagging. We only persist the noun-phrases,
because there are the most informative ones. Next
we use the BabelNet API in order to disambiguate
phrases. The result of the disambiguation step is
the most probable synset. Each synset has it’s cat-
egories (like Wikipedia categories describing arti-
cles). Within the text, all synsets are gathered and
the most frequent categories of the synsets are re-
trieved as the meta-tags.

2.5 Verdict Finder

This tool refers to information extraction(IE).
IE deals with unstructured or semi-structured
machine-readable documents. The most popular
tasks in IE are: named entity recognition, co-
reference and relationship identification, table ex-
traction or the terminology extraction.

In the legal judgments we are interested in ex-
tracting article’s legal numbers, which were used
as the law references.

The IE is performed as follows: (1) Judgments
processing using Apache Tika. (2) Article’s le-
gal numbers extraction using regular expressions,
which come from the retrieved content files.

For each document the vector of legal article’s
numbers is build. Such vector representation is
used in order to find similar verdicts. Similarity
between vectors is measured by the Jaccard met-
ric. The 10 most similar ones are returned as the
potentially similar judgments.

6http://babelnet.org
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Abstract

Supervised word sense disambiguation
(WSD) has been shown to achieve state-of-
the-art results but at high annotation costs.
Active learning can ameliorate that prob-
lem by allowing the model to dynamically
choose the most informative word contexts
for manual labeling. In this paper we inves-
tigate the use of active learning for Croa-
tian WSD. We adopt a lexical sample ap-
proach and compile a corresponding sense-
annotated dataset on which we evaluate our
models. We carry out a detailed investiga-
tion of the different active learning setups,
and show that labeling as few as 100 in-
stances suffices to reach near-optimal per-
formance.

1 Introduction

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task
of computationally determining the meaning of
a word in its context (Navigli, 2009). WSD is
considered one of the central tasks of natural lan-
guage processing (NLP). A number of NLP applica-
tions can benefit from WSD, most notably machine
translation (Carpuat and Wu, 2007), information
retrieval (Stokoe et al., 2003), and information ex-
traction (Markert and Nissim, 2007; Hassan et al.,
2006; Ciaramita and Altun, 2006). At the same
time, WSD is also considered a very difficult task;
the difficulty arises from the fact that WSD relies
on human knowledge and that it lends itself to dif-
ferent formalizations (e.g., the choice of a sense
inventory) (Navigli, 2009).

The two main approaches to WSD are
knowledge-based and supervised. Knowledge-
based approaches rely on lexical knowledge bases
such as WordNet. The drawback of knowledge-
based approaches is that the construction of large-
scale lexical resources requires a tremendous ef-

fort, rendering such approaches particularly cost-
ineffective for smaller languages. On the other
hand, supervised approaches do not rely on lexi-
cal resources and generally outperform knowledge-
based approaches (Palmer et al., 2001; Snyder and
Palmer, 2004; Pradhan et al., 2007). However, su-
pervised methods instead require a large amount
of hand-annotated data, which is also extremely
expensive and time-consuming to obtain. Inter-
estingly enough, Ng (1997) estimates that a wide
coverage WSD system for English would require
a sense-tagged corpus of 3200 words with 1000
instances per word. Assuming human throughput
of one instance per minute (Edmonds, 2000), this
amounts to an immense effort of 27 man-years.

One way of addressing the lack of manually
sense-tagged data is to rely on semi-supervised
learning (Abney, 2007), which, along with a
smaller set of labeled data, also makes use of a
typically much larger set of unlabeled data. A re-
lated technique is that of active learning (Olsson,
2009; Settles, 2010). However, what differenti-
ates active learning from ordinary semi-supervised
learning is that the former requires subsequent man-
ual labeling. The underlying idea is to minimize
the annotation effort by dynamically selecting the
most informative unlabeled instances, i.e., the most
informative contexts of a polysemous word to be
manually labeled.

In this paper we address the WSD task for Croat-
ian using active learning (AL). Croatian is an under-
resourced language, lacking large-scale lexical re-
sources and sense-annotated corpora. Our ultimate
goal is to develop a cost-effective WSD system
with a reasonable coverage for the most frequent
Croatian words. As a first step towards that goal, in
this paper we present a preliminary, small-scale but
thorough empirical study using different AL setups.
We adopt the lexical sample evaluation setup and
evaluate our models on a chosen set of polysemous
words. The contribution of our work is two-fold.
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First, we present a small sense-annotated dataset –
the first such dataset for Croatian – which we also
make freely available for research purposes. Sec-
ondly, we investigate in detail the performance of
various AL models on this dataset and derive pre-
liminary findings and recommendations. Although
our focus is on Croatian, we believe our results gen-
eralize to other typologically similar (in particular
Slavic) languages.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we give a brief overview of AL-
based WSD. In Section 3, we describe the manually
sense-annotated dataset for Croatian. In Section 4,
we describe the AL-based WSD models, while in
Section 5 we present and discuss the experimental
results. Lastly, Section 6 concludes the paper and
outlines future work.

2 Related Work

WSD is a long-standing problem in NLP. A num-
ber of semi-supervised WSD methods have been
proposed in the literature, including the use of ex-
ternal sources for the generation of sense-tagged
data (McCarthy et al., 2004), 2004), use of bilin-
gual corpora (Li and Li, 2004), label propagation
(Niu et al., 2005), and bootstrapping (Mihalcea,
2004; Park et al., 2000).

Focusing on AL approaches to WSD, one of the
first attempts is that of Chklovski and Mihalcea
(2002). Their Open Mind World Expert system
collected sense-annotated data over the web, which
were later used for the Senseval-3 English lexical
sample task (Mihalcea et al., 2004). The system
employs the so-called committee-based sampling:
the instances to be labeled are selected based on
the disagreement between the labels assigned by
two different classifiers.

Chen et al. (2006) experiment with WSD for
five frequent English verbs. Unlike Chklovski and
Mihalcea, they use uncertainty-based sampling cou-
pled with a maximum entropy learner, and a rich
set of topical, collocational, syntactic, and seman-
tic features. Their results show that, given a target
accuracy level, AL can reduce the number of train-
ing instances by half when compared to labeling
randomly selected instances. Their analysis also
reveals that careful feature design and generation
is necessary to fully leverage the AL potential.

Additionally, a number of studies focus on is-
sues specific to AL for WSD. Zhu and Hovy (2007)
consider the class imbalance problem, which is

typical for WSD due to skewness in sense distribu-
tion. They analyze the effect of resampling tech-
niques and show that bootstrap-based oversampling
of underrepresented senses improves classifier per-
formance. Another important issue of AL is the
stopping condition. Zhu and Hovy (2007) propose
a stopping criterion based on the classifier con-
fidence, Wang et al. (2008) propose a minimum
expected error strategy, while Zhu et al. (2008a)
propose classifier-change as a stopping criterion.
Finally, Zhu et al. (2008b) propose sampling meth-
ods for generating a representative initial training
set, as well as selective sampling method for allevi-
ating the problem of outliers.

All of the above cited work addresses WSD for
English, whereas our work focuses on Croatian.
Similar to Chen et al. (2006), we use uncertainty-
based sampling but combine it with an SVM model.
In contrast to Chen et al. (2006), we opt for sim-
ple, readily available features derived from co-
occurrences. We study three sampling methods in
this work, but leave the issues of stopping criterion
and class imbalance for future work.

Croatian is a Slavic language, and WSD for
Slavic languages seems not to have received much
attention so far. Notable exceptions are (Baś et
al., 2008; Broda and Piasecki, 2009) for Polish
and (Lyashevskaya et al., 2011) for Russian. WSD
for Bulgarian, Czech, Serbian, and Slovene has
been considered in a cross-lingual setup by Tu-
fiş et al. (2004) and Ide et al. (2002). Bakarić et
al. (2007) analyze the discriminative strength of
co-occurring words for WSD of Croatian nouns.
Additionally, Karan et al. (2012) consider a prob-
lem dual to WSD, namely synonymy detection. To
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
reported work on active learning for WSD for a
Slavic language.

3 Dataset

In this work we adopt the lexical sample style eval-
uation, i.e., we select a set of words and sample
sentences from a corpus containing these words.
We next describe how we compiled and sense-
annotated the sample.

3.1 Corpus and Preprocessing

To compile a sense-annotated dataset for our ex-
periments, we sample from a Croatian web corpus
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hrWaC1 (Ljubešić and Klubička, 2014), containing
1.9M tokens, annotated with lemma, morphosyntax
and dependency syntax tags.

For the sense inventory, we initially adopted the
Croatian wordnet (CroWN) compiled by Raffaelli
et al. (2008). Although of a limited coverage (10k
synsets, compared to 200k synsets of Princeton
WordNet), CroWN was a good starting point for
word selection and sense definition for this task.

To keep the annotation effort manageable, sim-
ilarly to (Chen et al., 2006), we decided to limit
ourselves to six words: two nouns, two verbs, and
two adjectives. We selected these by first compil-
ing a list of polysemous words from CroWN that
occur at least 1000 times in hrWaC. We then de-
cided to discard words with more than three senses
as our preliminary analysis revealed that CroWN
senses of such words are potentially very difficult
to differentiate. The problem of sense granular-
ity of wordnets is a well-known issue (Edmonds
and Kilgarriff, 2002), and in this study we wanted
to avoid the problem by choosing words with as
distinct senses as possible.2 Research on sense
granularity in the context of AL is warranted but is
beyond the scope of this paper.

The final list of words is as follows: okvirN
(frame), vatraN (fire), brusitiV (to rasp), odliko-
vatiV (to award), lakA (easy), and prljavA (dirty).
For each of these words, we sampled 500 sentences
from hrWaC, yielding a total of 3000 word in-
stances. Note that 500 instances per word is well
above the 75+15·n instances recommended by Ed-
monds and Cotton (2001), where n is the number
of senses of the word.

3.2 Sense Annotation

To construct the sense-annotated dataset, we asked
10 annotators to label the senses of the selected
words in sampled sentences. Each annotator was
given 600 sentences to annotate, with 100 instances
of each of the six words. To obtain a more reliable
annotation, each instance was double-annotated,
and we ensured that there is a uniform distribution
across the annotator pairings.

For each word instance, the annotators were
1http://nlp.ffzg.hr/resources/corpora/

hrwac/
2We are aware that selecting words with easily distinguish-

able senses results in a biased sample. However, we note that
such a sample does not necessarily need to be unrealistically
easy. One could argue that senses that are difficult to differen-
tiate are not realistic to begin with, as they are not likely to be
of practical interest in real-world NLP applications.

given a list of possible word senses (two or three)
and an additional “none of the above” (NOTA) op-
tion. They were instructed to select a single sense,
unless there is no adequate sense listed or the in-
stance is erroneous (incorrect lemmatization or a
spelling error). For each sense, we provided a gloss
line and usage examples from CroWN.

The annotation guidelines were rather straight-
forward. In cases when more than a single sense
apply, the annotators were asked to choose the one
they deem more appropriate. The only issue that we
felt deserved additional elaboration was the treat-
ment of polysemous words in semantically opaque
contexts (idioms and metaphors). In such contexts,
the annotators were asked to choose the literate
sense of a word, rather than to consider the id-
iomatic or metaphoric reading. For example, in
sentence Istarska kuhinja je dijamant koji treba
brusiti (Istrian cuisine is a diamond that needs to be
cut), the verb brusiti (to cut in this example) is used
in its literate sense (to rasp), although the whole
phrase brusiti dijamant is used in a metaphorical
sense, which in this case happens to be somewhat
related to the to hone sense of brusiti.3

The total effort for annotating 6000 word in-
stances (including double annotations) was 36 man-
hours, i.e., a throughput of 22 seconds per word
instance. We note that this is considerably lower
than the one-minute-per-instance estimate of Ed-
monds (2000). One of the possible reasons for this
difference might be the biased word selection pro-
cess, which probably resulted in somewhat easier
disambiguation tasks.

3.3 Inter-Annotator Agreement

We use Cohen’s kappa to measure the inter-
annotator agreement (IAA). We calculate the agree-
ment for each word separately by averaging the
agreements for each annotator pair that labeled that
word. The per-word IAA is shown in Table 1. The
average IAA across the six words is 0.761, which,
according to Landis and Koch (1977) is considered
a substantial agreement.

Two words that stand out in terms of IAA are
odlikovati (high IAA) and prljav (low IAA). The
former has two clearly distinguishable senses. The
latter turned out to be problematic as the word is of-

3The alternative strategy would be to exclude (ask the
annotators to tag as NOTA) all instances with opaque contexts,
under the justification that idioms and metaphors require a
special treatment. We will investigate this strategy in future
work.
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Word κ Word κ

okvirN 0.795 odlikovatiV 0.978
vatraN 0.704 lakA 0.582
brusitiV 0.816 prljavA 0.690

Table 1: Cohen’s κ for the six chosen words.

Word Freq. # Senses Sense distr. NOTA

okvirN 141862 2 381 / 115 4
vatraN 45943 3 244 / 106 / 141 9
brusitiV 1514 3 205 / 262 / 27 7
odlikovatiV 15504 2 425 / 75 0
lakA 15424 3 277 / 87 / 113 23
prljavA 14245 2 228 / 187 85

Table 2: Statistics of the gold standard sample.

ten used as part of the idiomatic expression prljavo
rublje (dirty laundry). According to our annotation
guidelines, here prljav is used in its literal sense
(dirty), as dirty laundry is an idiom (matters embar-
rassing if made public). Annotators often selected
the other, “sordid” meaning of prljavi, probably be-
cause they felt it is more related to the meaning of
the idiom. Another source of disagreement are the
named entities Prljavo kazalište (a rock band) and
Prljavi Harry (the movie Dirty Harry), in which
the intended sense of prljavo is questionable.

3.4 Gold Standard Sample

The last step in data annotation was to manually re-
solve the disagreements and obtain a gold standard
sample. While trying to resolve the disagreements,
we noticed that a large number of them are system-
atic – most of the time, one of the two annotators
chose the NOTA option. Upon closer inspection,
we found that for the most of the six considered
words the CroWN sense inventory was arguably
incomplete. To overcome this problem, we decided
to modify the CroWN sense inventory for the six
considered words to get a reasonable sense cov-
erage on our lexical sample. Using this revised
sense inventory, we (the authors) resolved all the
disagreements (a 6 man-hours effort). The statis-
tics of the 3000-sentences gold standard sample
is shown in Table 2. Sense inventory is given in
Table 3. We make the dataset freely available.4

4http://takelab.fer.hr/cro6wsd

okvir (frame)

#1 An environment to which the situation is related or
whose influence it is exposed to.

#2 A structure that supports or contains something.

vatra (fire)

#1 One of the four fundamental classical elements (along
with water, air, and earth) according to Empedocles.

#2 The act of firing weapons or artillery at an enemy.
#3 A heat source for food preparation.

brusiti (to rasp)

#1 Making something smooth using a file or a rasp.
#2 Gaining skill in something; taking quality, readiness,

and specific knowledge and abilities to a high level.
#3 Increasing the level of eagerness/tension/excitement.

odlikovati (to award)

#1 Having a certain characteristic, trait, feature.
#2 Giving something to someone, especially as a reward

for an accomplishment.

lak (easy)

#1 One that does not require a lot of effort to be carried
out or understood.

#2 One that possesses a small physical mass.
#3 One that is not strong or intense.

prljav (dirty)

#1 One that contains or produces stains or filth.
#2 One that is not morally pure.

Table 3: Sense inventory.

4 Models

4.1 Active Learning Setup

There are a number of different AL strategies; refer
to Settles (2010) for a comprehensive overview. We
employ the pool-based strategy (Lewis and Gale,
1994) using uncertainty sampling. This method
uses a small set of labeled data L (the seed train
set) and a large pool of unlabeled data U . The clas-
sifier is first trained on set L. After that, P (the
pool size) instances are randomly sampled from
U and the classifier is used to predict their labels.
Next, from this set at most G (train growth size)
instances are selected for which the classifier is
the least confident about and an oracle (e.g., a hu-
man expert) is queried for their labels. Finally, the
newly-labeled instances are added to the training
set L and the process is repeated until a stopping
criterion is met. The active learning loop is shown
in Algorithm 1.

The motivation for the use of a pool is to reduce
the computational cost associated with sense label
prediction on the entire set of unlabeled instances
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Algorithm 1: Active learning loop
L : initial training set
U : pool of unlabeled instances
P : pool sample size
G : train growth size
f : classifier
while stopping criteria not satisfied do

f ← train(f , L);
R← randomSample(U , P )
predictions← predict(f , R)
R← sortByUncertainty(R, predictions)
S ← selectTop(R, G)
S← oracleLabel(S)
L← L ∪ S
U ← U \ S

end

U . In our experiments, U is relatively small, thus
we decide to use the complete set U as the pool,
P = |U |. This eliminates one source of random-
ness and allows us to focus on other, in our view,
more important AL parameters.

Our experiments are focused on different uncer-
tainty sampling methods. We therefore simulate a
perfect oracle by providing the labels from the gold
standard sample for each query. Furthermore, we
ignore the stopping criterion issue and run the AL
algorithm until the complete training set is utilized.

We consider three uncertainty sampling methods,
i.e., methods for evaluating the informativeness of
an unlabeled instance, as outlined below.

Least confident (LC). Trivially, the most infor-
mative instance is the one for which the prediction
is the least confident:

x∗LC = argmax
x

(
1− Pθ(ŷ|x)

)
(1)

where ŷ stands for the class label with the highest
posterior probability under the model θ.

Minimum margin (MM). An instance for
which the difference between the posterior proba-
bilities of two most probable class labels is maxi-
mal bears the most information:

x∗MM = argmin
x

(
Pθ(ŷ1|x)− Pθ(ŷ2|x)

)
(2)

where ŷ1 and ŷ2 are the first and second most prob-
able class labels under the model θ.

Maximum entropy (ME). Selects an instance
whose vector of posterior class label probabilities
has the maximum entropy:

x∗ME = argmax
x

(−∑
i

Pθ(yi|x) logPθ(yi|x)
)
(3)

4.2 Classifier and Features
As the core classifier in AL experiments, we use
a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) imple-
mented in LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) library.
To turn SVM confidence scores into probabilities
over classes, we use the method proposed by Platt
(1999), also implemented in the same library. Mul-
ticlass classification is handled using the one-vs-
one scheme.

We opt for a simple model with readily available
features. The simplest features are word-based con-
text representations: given a sentence in which a
polysemous word occurs, we compute its context
vector by considering the words it co-occurs with
in the sentence. We consider two context repre-
sentations. First is a simple binary bag-of-words
vector (BoW). In our case, the average dimension
of a BoW vector is approximately 7000.

The second representation we use is the recently
proposed skip-gram model, a neural word embed-
ding method of Mikolov et al. (2013), which has
shown to be useful on a series of NLP tasks. To
obtain a context vector, we simply add up the skip-
gram vectors of all the context words. The advan-
tage of skip-gram representation over BoW is that
it generates compact, continuous, and distributed
vectors representations such that semantically re-
lated words tend to have similar vectors. This not
only results in more effective context representa-
tions, but also allows for a better generalization,
as context vectors of words unseen during training
will be similar to vectors of semantically related
context words used for training. We build the vec-
tors from hrWaC using the word2vec5 tool. We
use 300 dimensions, negative sampling parameter
set to 5, minimum frequency set to 100, and no
hierarchical softmax.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we describe the AL experiments on
our lexical sample dataset. We randomly split the
dataset into a training and a test set: for each of the
six words, we use 400 instances for training and
100 for testing.

5.1 Supervised Baseline
We compare our AL-based models against their
fully supervised counterparts as baselines, i.e., lin-
ear SVM classifiers with either BoW or skip-gram
context representations, denoted SVM-BoW and

5https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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Word MFS SVM-BoW SVM-SG

okvirN 0.53 0.92 0.89
vatraN 0.49 0.91 0.88
brusitiV 0.53 0.85 0.86
odlikovatiV 0.85 0.97 0.97
lakA 0.55 0.80 0.81
prljavA 0.46 0.82 0.88

Average: 0.57 0.88 0.88

Table 4: Supervised models accuracy.

SVM-SG, respectively. In addition, we use the
most frequent sense (MFS) as a baseline for the
supervised models. Note that MFS has been gener-
ally proven to be a very strong baseline for WSD.
We optimized the SVM regularization parameter C
using 5-fold cross-validation on the training set.

Table 4 shows the results on the test set. Overall,
the SVM models perform comparably well and out-
perform the MFS baseline by a wide margin. The
models perform best on odlikovati, which was also
the word with the highest IAA score (cf. section
3.2). The MFS baseline also performs quite well
on this word due to its skewed sense distribution.

5.2 Active Learning Experiments
For AL experiments we use the same train-test split
as before. The difference is that, for each word, the
initial training set L is a randomly chosen subset
of the full training set. In what follows, to obtain
robust performance estimates, we run 50 trials of
each experiment, each time random sampling anew
the set L, and then averaging the results.

AL is governed by a number of parameters: the
choice of the sampling method, train growth size
G, and the size of the initial training set L. To more
clearly show the effectiveness of AL, we set G to
1 and the size of the initial training set to 20, but
elaborate on this choice later.

For the C parameter we use the same value
as above, i.e., the value optimized using cross-
validation on the entire training set. Arguably, this
is not a realistic AL setup, as in practice the en-
tire training is not labeled up front. In this work,
however, we decided to simplify the setup as we
observed that on our dataset the optimal C value is
rather stable regardless of the training set size.

Learning curves. The purpose of AL is to re-
duce the labeling effort, i.e., to achieve a satisfac-
tory level of accuracy with a smaller number of
training instances. To analyze the effectiveness of
AL WSD on our lexical sample, we compute the

learning curves for SVM-BoW and SVM-SG and
the three considered uncertainty sampling methods.
The baselines are the learning curves obtained us-
ing random sampling (RAND). Fig. 1 shows the
learning curves and the standard deviation bands.

The first thing we observe is that all uncertainty
sampling methods outperform RAND. For exam-
ple, when the training set reaches 100 instances, AL
with uncertainty sampling outperforms RAND by
∼2% of accuracy for both SVM-BoW and SVM-
SG models. In our view, this performance gain
justifies the use of AL WSD on our dataset.

The second thing we observe is that the three
uncertainty sampling methods generally perform
comparably. However, the least confident (LC) and
maximum margin (MM) methods slightly outper-
form the maximum entropy (ME) method in the
100–150 instances range.

The last thing we observe is that, with uncer-
tainty sampling, labeling as few as 100 out of
400 training instances already gives ∼0.94% of
maximum accuracy for SVM-BoW, while random
sampling requires a training set of twice that size.
Moreover, labeling 150 instances gives almost max-
imum accuracy for SVM-BoW. For SVM-SG, the
effect of uncertainty sampling is even more pro-
nounced – with 100 instances we already reach
performance equivalent to that on the full training
set. We conclude that AL WSD with SVM-SG
reduces the number of training instances to 100
without any drop in performance.

Taking into account the previous observations,
we decided to use the SVM-SG model and MM
uncertainty sampling in subsequent experiments.

Parameter analysis. To investigate the impact
of the initial training set size L and the train
growth size G, we run a grid search with L ∈
{20, 50, 100} and G ∈ {1, 5, 10}. For each pair
of parameter values, we carry out 50 AL runs per
word, each time using a random sample of size L as
the initial training set. We thus obtain a total of 300
runs per parameter pair, which we average to pro-
duce corresponding learning curves. We compare
the AL WSD performance in terms of the Area
Under Learning Curve (ALC), which we define
as a sum of classifier accuracy scores across the
iterations of the AL algorithm, normalized by the
number of iterations.

Table 5 shows the ALC scores for different pa-
rameter combinations. Expectedly, the larger the
initial training set L, the more information is avail-
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Figure 1: Learning curves for (a) SVM-BoW and (b) SVM-SG.

G

|L| 1 5 10

20 0.8794 0.8772 0.8760
50 0.8824 0.8819 0.8810

100 0.8843 0.8836 0.8833

Table 5: ALC scores across parameters for SVM-
SG with MM sampling.

able to the learning algorithm up front. At the same
time, using a train growth size G of one yields bet-
ter models, as they are able to make more confident
predictions on yet unlabeled instances in each itera-
tion of the AL algorithm. Nonetheless, we observe
that in our case these two AL parameters do not
considerably affect the model performance.

Per word analysis. In the previous analyses we
looked at learning curves averaged over the six
words in our dataset. For a more detailed analysis,
we turn to the learning curves of the individual
words, shown in Fig. 2. We plot both the accuracy
on the training set and the test set using the MM
sampling method, as well as the RAND accuracy
on the test set. Note that a large gap between the
curves on the training set and test set indicates
model overfitting.

The plots reveal that MM outperforms the
RAND baseline for all six words. Moreover, the
gain is most prominent for vatra, lak, and brusiti.
On odlikovati the full maximum accuracy can al-
ready be reached with as few as 60 training in-
stances. In contrast, the word prljav is a problem-
atic one: the learning curve does not seem to get
saturated even after 400 instances. This is proba-

bly due to the many NOTA labels for that words.
The train-test curve gap is the largest for lak, sug-
gesting that the model overfits the most on that
particular word. We hypothesize that, for some rea-
son, the instances of this word are more noisy than
instances of other words. Because disagreements in
our dataset have been manually resolved, we think
that latent variables are a more likely explanation
for the noise than mislabelings. In other words, we
believe that for some reason skip-gram contexts are
less informative of the senses of the word lak than
of the other words.

Another interesting observation is that for some
words the accuracy rises above that of a model
trained on the entire training set of 400 instances,
after which it drops and eventually the two accu-
racy curves converge. This effect is most prominent
for vatra and brusiti, and somewhat less for okvir
and lak. A similar effect has been observed by
Chen et al. (2006) on some English verbs, suggest-
ing that the effect can be traced down to model
starting to overfit at some point. We think that this
hypothesis is plausible, as it is also confirmed by
the fact that we observe no drop in the training
error. Moreover, we hypothesize that the drop in
accuracy is due to the sampling of a sequence of
noisy examples from the training set. By the same
token as before, we tend to exclude mislabelings
as the cause of the noise, but rather attribute the
noise to non-informative contexts. The existence
of such “bad examples” was hypothesized by Chen
et al. (2006), who suggest that that adequate fea-
ture selection could solve the problem. We leave a
detailed investigation for future work.
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(a) okvirN (frame)
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(b) brusitiV (to rasp)
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(c) lakA (easy)
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(d) vatraN (fire)
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(e) odlikovatiV (to award)
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(f) prljavA (dirty)

Figure 2: Learning curves for words from the lexical sample.

6 Conclusion

We have explored the use of active learning (AL)
in Croatian word sense disambiguation (WSD). We
manually compiled a sense-annotated dataset of
six polysemous words. On this dataset, we have
shown that by using uncertainty-based sampling we
can reach a 99% of accuracy of a fully supervised
model at the cost of annotating only 100 instances.
On some words, the AL WSD even outperforms a
fully supervised model.

Our main priority for future work is to extend
our lexical sample. Having a more representative
dataset at our disposal, we plan to study how AL
WSD performance relates to the linguistic prop-
erties of polysemous words, and how these can
be exploited to improve the sampling of instances.
We also plan to investigate the issues of class im-
balance, stopping criteria, and other uncertainty
sampling methods.

Having in mind our ultimate goal of creating a
cost-effective WSD for Croatian, another interest-
ing direction for future work is to study AL WSD
in a crowdsourcing (noisy multi-annotator) envi-
ronment.
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Abstract
This paper presents work in progress on
a machine learning method for classifica-
tion of morphosemantic relations between
verb and noun synsets. The training data
comprises 5,584 verb–noun synset pairs
from the Bulgarian WordNet, where the
morphosemantic relations were automati-
cally transferred from the Princeton Word-
Net morphosemantic database. The ma-
chine learning is based on 4 features (verb
and noun endings and their respective se-
mantic primes). We apply a supervised
machine learning method based on a deci-
sion tree algorithm implemented in Python
and NLTK. The overall performance of the
method reached F1-score of 0.936. Our
future work focuses on automatic iden-
tification of morphosemantically related
synsets and on improving the classifica-
tion.

1 Introduction

Following the observations that for languages with
rich derivational morphology wordnets can re-
cover vast amount of semantic information (Bilgin
et al., 2004; Pala and Hlaváčková, 2007; Koeva et
al., 2008; Barbu Mititelu, 2013), in recent years
one of the main lines of research on wordnets has
been focused on deciphering semantic information
from derivational morphology and encoding it in
and across wordnets. This paper investigates a ma-
chine learning method for classification of mor-
phosemantic relations already identified between
verb and noun synset pairs.

The morphosemantic relations as defined within
the Princeton WordNet (PWN) (Agent, Under-
goer, Instrument, Event, etc.) link verb–noun pairs
of synsets containing derivationally related liter-
als (Fellbaum et al., 2009). As semantic and mor-
phosemantic relations refer to concepts, they are

universal, and such a relation must hold between
the relevant concepts in any language, regardless
of whether it is morphologically expressed or not.

All verb and noun synsets in the PWN have
been classified into semantic primes, such as per-
son, animal, cognition, change, etc. (Miller
et al., 1990), and corresponding labels, such
as noun.person, noun.animal, noun.cognition,
verb.cognition, verb.change have been assigned to
them. Like the morphosemantic relations, the se-
mantic primes are language independent. More-
over, there is a very strong relationship between
the semantic primes of morphosemantically re-
lated synsets and the morphosemantic relation ex-
isting between them. Additional information that
may be used to classify a morphosemantic relation
comes from the semantics of derivational affixes.

We use the semantic primes and the derivational
affixes of Bulgarian verb-noun pairs which are
derivationally and morphosemantically linked in
the Bulgarian WordNet (BulNet) (Koeva, 2008) as
features in a machine learning method for an auto-
matic classification of morphosemantic relations.

2 Related Work

Morphological descriptions in general lexical-
semantic resources, such as wordnets (Fellbaum,
1999), Jeux de Mots (Lafourcade and Joubert,
2013) or Wolf (Sagot and Fišer, 2008) have been
very popular in recent years.

The expression of morphosemantic relations
through derivational means has been investigated
in the wordnets of Turkish (Bilgin et al., 2004),
Czech (Pala and Hlaváčková, 2007), Polish (Pi-
asecki et al., 2012a; Piasecki et al., 2012b), Bul-
garian (Koeva, 2008; Dimitrova et al., 2014), Ser-
bian (Koeva et al., 2008), Romanian (Barbu Mi-
titelu, 2012), among others. The work on the
generation and/or identification of derivatives in
a wordnet has been applied for wordnet expan-
sion with new relations and synsets, and/or for
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the transfer of these relations and synsets to other
wordnets (Bilgin et al., 2004; Koeva et al., 2008;
Piasecki et al., 2012a).

The proposal in this paper draws also on re-
search by Stoyanova et al. (2013) and Leseva et al.
(2014), who suggest approaches to filtering mor-
phosemantic relations assigned automatically to
derivationally related synsets.

3 Linguistic Motivation

In the context of wordnets, morphosemantic re-
lations hold between synsets containing literals
that are derivationally related. In the wordnet
structure these relations express knowledge addi-
tional to that conveyed by semantic relations, such
as synonymy, hypernymy, etc. This paper uses
the inventory of morphosemantic relations from
the Princeton WordNet morphosemantic database1

which includes 17,740 links connecting 14,877
unique synset pairs by means of morphosemantic
relations.

The Princeton WordNet specifies 14 types
of morphosemantic relations between verbs and
nouns many of which may be related to seman-
tic roles such as agent, instrument, location, etc.,
though the correspondence is not always straight-
forward (e.g., By-means-of). The relations are:
Agent, By-means-of (inanimate Agents or Causes
but also Means and possibly other relations), In-
strument, Material, Body-part, Uses (intended
purpose), Vehicle (means of transportation), Loca-
tion, Result, State, Undergoer, Destination, Prop-
erty, and Event (linking a verb to a deverbal noun
denoting the same event). These relations have
been assigned between pairs of verb and noun
synsets containing at least one derivationally re-
lated verb–noun pair of literals. For example, the
noun teacher:2 (’a person whose occupation is
teaching’) is the Agent of teach:2 (’impart skills
or knowledge to’), the noun machine:4 (’any me-
chanical or electrical device that transmits or mod-
ifies energy to perform or assist in the performance
of human tasks’) is the Instrument of the verb ma-
chine:2 (’turn, shape, mold, or otherwise finish by
machinery’).

A morphosemantic relation points to two
types of linguistic information: (i) a (possibly)
language-dependent derivational means through
which literals from the respective synsets are re-

1http://wordnetcode.princeton.edu/standoff-files/
morphosemantic-links.xls

lated, and (ii) largely language-independent se-
mantic relation of a particular type. Currently,
not all pairs of verb and noun synsets containing
derivationally related literals in the PWN 3.0 have
been assigned a morphosemantic relation – only
7,905 out of 11,751 noun synsets derivationally
related to a verb synset and 7,962 out of 8,934
verb synsets derivationally related to a noun synset
have a morphosemantic relation. Moreover, in the
cases where derivation is used along with other
types of word formation (e.g., compounding), the
synsets are not related via a derivational relation,
e.g., bookbinder:1 ’a worker whose trade is bind-
ing books’ has not been linked neither derivation-
ally, nor by means of a morphosemantic relation
to bind:8. Finally, as the linguistic generalisations
behind the morphosemantic relations have been
made on the basis of the English derivational mor-
phology, the proposed set of types and instances
of relations is not exhaustive for other languages.
At the same time these relations are valid in other
languages, even though they might not be morpho-
logically expressed. These considerations suggest
directions for research into morphosemantic rela-
tions.

As reported by Leseva et al. (2014) for Bul-
garian, the derivational patterns associated with
the morphosemantic relations exhibit considerable
polysemy. For example, out of 45 derivational pat-
terns associated with the Agent relation, only 13
are monosemous. The combination of the deriva-
tional suffix and the semantic prime of the noun
can be a very strong indicator for some relations.
For instance, a noun with the suffix -tel and the se-
mantic prime noun.person (as in uchitel ’teacher’)
is an Agent, while a noun.artifact with the suffix
-tel (as in dvigatel ’engine, motor, machine’) is
an Instrument. Thus, even though many suffixes
are ambiguous, in many cases the ambiguity can
be resolved by the semantic primes. In the PWN
3.0, there are 1,142 combinations of verb–noun se-
mantic primes within the 14,877 morphosemanti-
cally linked verb–noun synset pairs. Some of the
combinations are very indicative of the morphose-
mantic relation, e.g., verb.contact – noun.person:
Agent – 313, Undergoer – 6; verb.change –
noun.substance: Result – 51; Event – 1.

4 Training Data for Machine Learning

The PWN morphosemantic relations have been
transferred onto the corresponding synset pairs in
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the Bulgarian WordNet (Koeva et al., 2010). An
algorithm for recognising derivationally related
pairs of literals, which uses string similarity and
heuristics, has been applied on the mophoseman-
tically related synset pairs in the Bulgarian Word-
Net. Similarity is established if at least one of the
following conditions is met: i) one of the literals
is a substring of the other; ii) the two literals have
a common beginning (estimated to be at least half
the length of the shorter literal); iii) the two lit-
erals have a Levenshtein distance smaller than a
certain threshold. Verb–noun literal pairs found to
be similar have been assigned a derivational rela-
tion – prefix, suffix, or conversion (Dimitrova et
al., 2014). The derivational relations have been
validated manually, resulting in 6,135 relations be-
tween 5,584 unique synset pairs.

In order to improve the consistency of the
dataset and to reduce noise, we have performed
certain procedures on the wordnet structure: i)
manual inspection and disambiguation of mor-
phosemantic relations in case of multiple relations
assigned to a synset pair; ii) validation of the con-
sistency of the semantic primes of nouns and verbs
belonging to the same natural class and the se-
mantic primes’ shift in the hypernym–hyponyms
paths; iii) consistency check of the type of the
assigned morphosemantic relation against the se-
mantic primes.

4.1 Disambiguation of Morphosemantic
Relations

We have identified 450 cases of multiple relations
assigned between pairs of synsets, which represent
50 different combinations of two (rarely three) re-
lations. We assume that two unique concepts are
linked by a unique semantic relation, thus we keep
only one relation per pair of synsets. We have dis-
tinguished several cases of multiple relation as-
signment, which served as a point of departure
when deciding which of the relations must be pre-
served.

(I) One of the relations excludes the other on
semantic and (frequently) syntactic grounds. Con-
sider the assignments: <Agent, Destination>,
<Agent, Undergoer>. Except in a reflexive inter-
pretation, an entity cannot be an Agent (the doer),
on the one hand, and a Destination (recipient) or
an Undergoer (patient or theme), on the other.
The type of relation is signalled by the synset
gloss and usually by the affix. In other cases,

such as <Agent, Event>, <Agent, Instrument>,
the choice of relation depends on the semantic
prime, e.g., a noun with the prime noun.artifact
or noun.act cannot be an Agent, and vice versa–a
noun.person cannot be an Instrument or an Event.

(II) One of the relations implies the other, e.g.,
<Instrument, Uses>, as an Instrument is used for
a certain purpose. The more informative relation
(in this case Instrument) has been preferred.

(III) There is no strict distinction between the
relations, e.g., <Result, Event>, <Result, State>,
<State, Event>, <Property, State>. In such
cases, the choices are motivated on the basis of se-
mantic information from the synsets, such as the
gloss, the literals or the semantic primes. Defini-
tions are very helpful as often they give additional
information which points to the type of morphose-
mantic relation, e.g., ’the act of...’, ’a state of...’,
etc. especially where the semantic prime is more
specific. Certain combinations of semantic primes
have been empirically established to strongly
suggest the type of relation, e.g., noun.state–
verb.change points to Result, noun.state–verb.state
– to State. The primes noun.act and noun.event on
their own have been found to be very indicative of
Events. These generalisations are made after in-
specting the triples noun.prime–morphosemantic
relation–verb.prime.

(IV) Where other indications are lacking, we
have taken into account which of the relations is
more typical for a given semantic prime and/or
for the synsets in the local tree (hypernyms, hy-
ponyms, sisters).

4.2 Validation of Semantic Primes

At certain nodes in some hypernym–hyponym
paths the semantic prime changes so that the hy-
ponyms of these nodes have a different seman-
tic prime. This may affect the homogeneity
of the prime–relation correspondences. For in-
stance, half of the Body-part relations involve the
prime noun.body, and the rest – noun.animal or
noun.plant. The respective nouns denote body
parts or organs of animals or plants and are con-
sistent with the definition of the prime noun.body.

We have performed a series of consistency
checks on the semantic primes in chains of the
type A > B > C1, . . . , Cn where A is the im-
mediate hypernym of B, and B is the immediate
hypernym of C1, . . . , Cn. Five types of inconsis-
tencies were discovered: i) the leaves (terminal
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hyponyms) have a different semantic prime from
their immediate hypernym (the majority of the in-
stances, 1,175 out of 1,628 for the nouns, 1,043
out of 1,607 for the verbs); ii) the non-terminal
node B has a different semantic prime from A,
and C1, . . . , Cn have the prime of B (382 cases
for nouns, 374 for verbs); iii) some Cs have the
semantic prime of A, others – of B (10 cases for
nouns, 43 for verbs); iv) some Cs have the se-
mantic prime of A, some – of B, and others – a
third (different) one (43 cases for nouns, 133 for
verbs); v) A and C1, . . . , Cn have the same se-
mantic prime and B has a different one (7 cases
for nouns, 14 cases for verbs).

All the cases have been manually inspected.
The majority of the shifts in the semantic primes
reflect specificities of the hypernym–hyponym
paths, e.g., solid:18 (noun.substance) > food:3;
solid food:1 (noun.food). Cases of systematic in-
consistency include noun.animal or noun.plant in-
stead of noun.body; noun.animal or noun.plant in-
stead of noun.substance, and so forth. We have de-
cided to keep the assigned primes and to consider
assigning the primes inherited from the hypernyms
in addition to the original primes.

4.3 Cross-check of Semantic Primes with
Morphosemantic Relations

We have looked at the correspondences between
the type of morphosemantic relations and the se-
mantic primes of the nouns since their correla-
tion is stronger compared to the semantic primes
of the verbs. Two types of validation for consis-
tency were carried out: i) given a noun semantic
prime, which morphosemantic relations are found
for the synsets of this prime and what is their fre-
quency distribution (i.e., to what extent are they
typical for a given prime); ii) given a morphose-
mantic relation, which noun semantic primes are
found for the synsets which bear this relation and
what is their frequency distribution. These checks
enabled us to establish clearer criteria for the rela-
tion – semantic prime label correspondences and
to reduce noise in the data. For example, the
nouns linked via the relation Agent belong to 17
semantic primes, but some of them are unsuitable,
such as: noun.act, e.g., scamper:1; scramble:2;
scurry:1 (’rushing about hastily in an undignified
way’) – an Agent of scurry:2; scamper:2; skit-
ter:4; scuttle:1 (’to move about or proceed hur-
riedly’); noun.feeling, e.g., temper:9; mood:1; hu-

mor:7; humour:7 (’a characteristic (habitual or
relatively temporary) state of feeling’) – an Agent
of humor:1; humour:1 (’put into a good mood’);
noun.food dinner:1 (’the main meal of the day
served in the evening or at midday’) – an Agent
for dine (’have supper; eat dinner’). The unsuit-
able relations have been discarded based on the
nature of the relationship between the synsets, tak-
ing into account the semantic prime of the noun.

As a result of this type of validation, we
have been able to reduce the nominal se-
mantic primes associated with a morphose-
mantic relation, in some cases significantly:
Agent from 17 to 4 (noun.person, noun.animal,
noun.plant, noun.group); Instrument – from 9
to 5 (noun.artifact, noun.cognition, noun.object,
noun.substance, noun.communication); Mate-
rial – from 6 to 4 (noun.artifact, noun.body,
noun.food, noun.substance); State – from 10
to 5 (noun.artifact, noun.body, noun.substance,
noun.food); Body-part – from 4 to 3 (noun.body,
noun.animal, noun.plant) but noun.body subsumes
the other two; Destination is associated primarily
with noun.person (i.e., Recipients), to the excep-
tion of noun.artifact (1 relation) and noun.group
(2 relations); Vehicle is associated only with
noun.artifact. The other 7 relations – Event,
Result, Attribute, By-means-of, Uses, Location,
Undergoer – show greater diversity of semantic
primes and few of them could be discarded.

5 Machine Learning Task

We propose a machine learning method for au-
tomatic classification of morphosemantic rela-
tions for verb–noun synset pairs already identified
as morphosemantically and derivationally related.
The training is performed on a set of 5,584 labeled
data instances: verb–noun synset pairs from Bul-
Net with assigned relations (see 4).

Each data instance is represented by a combina-
tion of 4 features for the machine learning: i) verb
ending (with 172 values), ii) noun ending (with
294 values), iii) verb synset semantic prime (with
15 values), and iv) noun synset semantic prime
(with 25 values).

The endings are the substrings of symbols from
the end of the word backwards which minimally
differentiate a noun and a verb, i.e., -sha and -satel
for pisha ’write’ and pisatel ’writer’, respectively;
--ya and -ach for gotvya ’to cook’ and gotvach ’(a)
cook’, respectively; etc. The endings may include
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a suffix or an inflection and part of the word’s base,
e.g., in pisha – pisatel, -sha – -satel: -sh- is a root
consonant and -a – the inflection; -s- is a root con-
sonant, -a- is a connecting vowel, and -tel is the
noun suffix.

This is a basic classification task which uses the
set of 14 morphosemantic relations in the PWN
3.0. We apply a supervised machine learning
method based on a decision tree algorithm imple-
mented in Python and NLTK.2 The decision tree
classifier is considered suitable for the task be-
cause each pair of verb–noun synsets is assigned
a single relation. Also, it performs well on large
datasets in reasonable time. Moreover, we empir-
ically confirmed that this algorithm outperformed
SVM and Naive Bayes on the particular dataset.

6 Results

The evaluation is based on 10-fold cross-
validation. The overall F1 score of the morphose-
mantic relations classifier based on machine learn-
ing is 0.936. Table 1 shows the precision, recall
and F1 score of the method’s performance across
different types of morphosemantic relations.

Relation Total Prec Recall F1

has vehicle 3 1.000 1.000 1.000
has agent 748 0.997 0.996 0.997

has location 78 0.987 0.987 0.987
has event 3,580 0.984 0.947 0.966

has instrument 90 0.978 0.889 0.933
has body part actor 5 1.000 0.833 0.917
involves property 84 0.750 0.969 0.860
has destination 5 1.000 0.714 0.857
has undergoer 164 0.720 0.922 0.821

has state 189 0.695 0.821 0.837
has uses 123 0.691 0.850 0.771

has result 272 0.695 0.844 0.769
by means of 239 0.715 0.803 0.759
has material 10 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table 1: Evaluation of the method’s performance
across different morphosematic relations.

The experiment shows that the combination of
the pair of semantic primes and the verb and noun
endings is a relatively reliable predictor of the type
of morphosemantic relation to be assigned with F1

score ranging between 0.759 and 0.997 depending
on the relation (results for relations with a low fre-
quency in the training data are unreliable).

The analysis of the errors helped us identify the
clearly defined and consistent relations (such as
has agent, has location), as well as those that are

2http://www.nltk.org/ modules/nltk/classify/

broadly defined and thus harder to identify both
by the machine learning algorithm and by human
experts (has uses, has result, by means of).

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Our current research is focused on testing the per-
formance of the method in a controlled setting
on the set of derivationally related synsets in the
PWN which have not been assigned a morphose-
mantic relation yet. In such a way we will expand
the dataset and enhance the density of synset rela-
tions in BulNet. More detailed feature engineering
with expert evaluation based on various features
will also be tested.

The main task for our future work is to de-
velop methods for automatic assignment of mor-
phosemantic relations to synsets that are deriva-
tionally related but are not connected in the re-
spective wordnet. The major challenge is given
a set of derivationally related synsets in the entire
wordnet, to distinguish those literal pairs (and re-
spectively – synsets) that are semantically related
from those that formally coincide.

An envisaged direction of research along these
lines is to employ WordNet-based similarity mea-
sures3 to evaluate similarity between: a) verb and
noun glosses from the semantically disambiguated
corpus of glosses of the Princeton WordNet;4 b)
examples of the usage of the verbs and nouns from
semantically anotated corpora such as the Sem-
Cor5 and BulSemCor (Koeva et al., 2010). The
semantic similarity approach takes into account:
a) the use of the verb in the noun’s gloss, or vice-
versa, which would mean that one is defined by
means of the other; b) the presence of the verb’s
hypernym (on one or more steps) in the noun’s
gloss, or vice-versa; c) the occurrence of the verb
and the noun in semantically related context; etc.
Further, other components of the WordNet’s struc-
ture and synset description can be applied to verify
the type of the relation, including the structure of
the gloss, the presence of other relations, etc.

Although our work is focused on Bulgarian
and primarily uses BulNet, the results, i.e., the
morphosemantic relations, are transferrable across
languages and can be used to enhance wordnets for
other languages with semantic content.

3http://wn-similarity.sourceforge.net/
4http://wordnet.princeton.edu/glosstag.shtml
5http://www.gabormelli.com/RKB/SemCor Corpus
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Abstract 

The paper presents an application of Multi-

dimensional (MD) analysis initially 

developed for the analysis of register 

variation in English (Biber, 1988) to the 

investigation of a genre diverse corpus, which 

was built from modern texts of the Russian 

Web. The analysis is based on the idea that 

each linguistic feature has different 

frequencies in different registers, and 

statistically stable co-occurrence of linguistic 

features across texts can be used for 

automatic identification of texts with similar 

communicative functions. By using a 

software tool which counts a set of linguistic 

features in texts in Russian and by 

performing factor analysis in R, we identified 

six dimensions of variation. These 

dimensions show significant similarities with 

Biber's original dimensions of variation.    

We studied the distribution of texts in the 

space of the dimensions of our factors and 

investigated their link to 17 externally 

defined Functional Text Dimensions (Forsyth 

and Sharoff, 2014), which were assigned to 

each text of the corpus by a group of 

annotators. The results show that dimensions 

of linguistic feature variation can be used for 

better understanding of the genre structure of 

the Russian Web. 

1 Introduction 

Automatic genre classification is an important 

step in different kinds of text processing tasks 

and in scientific research of linguists working 

with corpus data. As Mikhail Bakhtin (1996) said 

about genres: “Specific function (scientific, 

technical, journalistic, official, and informal) and 

specific conditions of each communication field 

generate specific genres, i.e., thematic, 

compositional, and stylistic types of utterances”. 

This idea has special importance for texts from 

the Web since this communication field is in the 

process of continuous change, so it is difficult to 

make a fixed classification of Web genres, so 

that the annotators normally disagree about the 

genre labels (Sharoff et al., 2010). For that 

reason, we will use the Functional Text 

Dimensions (FTDs) which allow determining the 

similarity of texts in terms of their functional 

characteristics (Forsyth and Sharoff, 2014). 

Since Biber’s work (Biber, 1988) the idea for 

classification via a link between genres and their 

linguistic categories has been implemented by 

numerous researchers (Nakamura, 1993; Michos 

et al., 1996; Sigley, 1997; Stamatatos et al., 

2001; Finn et al., 2002; Finn and Kushmerick, 

2003; Lee and Myaeng, 2004). Linguistic 

parameters of different genres for Russian have 

also been studied. Braslavski (2011) investigated 

genre analysis in the context of Web search. A 

small set of simple syntactic constructions was 

used to distinguish fiction, news and scientific 

texts in (Klyshinsky et al., 2013). These three 

types of texts were also investigated in the space 

of 11 low-level frequency parameters, e.g., 

type/token ratio or verb frequency, in (Yagunova 

and Pospelova, 2014). 

Our idea is to implement the MD analysis for 

Russian and, firstly, to test whether this approach 

could be used for finding sets of linguistic 

features covering a wide range of web texts 

rather than just three genres. Secondly, unlike 

(Sharoff et al., 2010) and (Forsyth and Sharoff, 

2014) these studies have not investigated the 

issue of inter-annotator reliability. 

MD analysis has not been applied to Russian 

language before, but it ha been used to analyse 

texts in English (Biber, 1988; de Mönnink et al., 
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2003; Crossley and Louwerse, 2007; Daems et 

al., 2013), Nukulaelae Tuvaluan (Besnier, 1988), 

Somali (Biber and Hared, 1994), Korean (Kim 

and Biber, 1994), Spanish (Biber and Tracy-

Ventura, 2007; Parodi, 2007), Gaelic (Lamb, 

2008), Brazilian Portuguese (Berber Sardinha et 

al., 2014). 

In spite of variation in the use of terms 

“genre” and “register” among researchers, this 

study refers to externally recognized text types, 

e.g., news or fiction, as “genres” (Lee, 2001). 

In Section 2 we shortly describe the 

methodology of the MD approach. In Section 3 

we describe the corpus we used, the principles 

how we chose a set of linguistic features and the 

software tool built for extracting these features 

from texts. In Section 4 we analyse the 

dimensions of linguistic feature variation 

resulting from factor analysis and briefly 

compare them to dimensions from other works. 

Section 5 shows the distribution the FTDs in the 

factor space. In Section 6 we analyse the results 

and discuss possible applications. 

2 Short Overview of Multi-dimensional 

Analysis 

The procedure of the MD analysis can be 

described in several methodological steps (Biber 

et al., 2007). Firstly, texts are collected as a 

corpus representing the variety of genres. Then a 

research is performed to define a set of 

linguistics features to be found in texts of the 

corpus along with functions of features. 

The third step is to develop a computer 

program to automatically identify linguistic 

features. After tagging of the corpus and 

correcting results by the researcher, additional 

programs compute frequency counts of each 

linguistic feature in each text, and the counts are 

normalized. 

The next step is to conduct the procedure of 

finding latent features (co-occurrence patterns) 

among the linguistic features using factor 

analysis of the obtained frequency counts. Each 

set of co-occurrence patterns is referred to as a 

factor. The factors are interpreted in terms of 

their functions as underlying dimensions of 

linguistic feature variation. Factor scores of each 

text are calculated with respect to each 

dimension of variation. Then mean factor scores 

for each genre are computed and compared to 

each other to analyse specific linguistic features 

of each genre. 

3 Data acquisition 

3.1 Description of the Corpus 

The corpus used for the experiment consists of 

618 texts (see Table 1). The texts were collected 

from Open Corpora (Bocharov et al., 2011), as 

well as from news portals (e.g., chaskor.ru, 

ru.wikinews.org, ria.ru, lenta.ru), Wikipedia and 

other online encyclopedias (e.g., krugosvet.ru), 

online magazines (e.g., vogue.ru, popmech.ru) 

and text collections (primarily fiction, e.g., 

lib.ru), blogs (e.g., vk.com, lifejournal.com, 

habrahabr.ru), forums (e.g., forum.hackersoft.ru, 

litforum.ru), scientific and popular scientific 

journals (e.g., cyberleninka.ru, sci-article.ru), 

promotional web-sites (e.g., mvideo.ru,  

avito.ru), legal resources (e.g., base.garant.ru, 

consultant.ru), and other online resources. 

 
Number of texts: 618 

Number of words: 741831 

Number of sentences: 52031 

Length of texts: 88 (min), 10848 (max), 573 (med.)  

Number of texts < 200 words: 133 

Number of texts > 200 words: 482 
  

Table 1: Annotated corpus used in study. 

 

Noticeable differences in the length of texts 

are mostly determined by their genre 

characteristics: it is difficult to find a very long 

advertisement or a joke and a very short 

scientific paper or a law.  

Despite the fact that we could have used a big 

collection of texts from the Web, at this stage we 

decided to settle on a manually built and quite 

small corpus for several reasons. Firstly, even in 

texts obtained from the same source, e.g., news 

or blog posts, we can often find considerable 

variation in subgenres. For instance, one news 

text from chaskor.ru expresses the author’s 

attitude to the topic, whereas the second one is 

relatively neutral, so these two texts from the 

same news portal differ in their FTD A17 

(evaluation).
1
 

Secondly, we tried to obtain maximal variety 

of Web genres. Thirdly, annotation of texts on 17 

parameters is very labour-intensive, while we 

wanted to ensure a reasonable level of inter-

annotator agreement. A significant part of the 

corpus was annotated by 11 annotators with three 

annotations per text. Then the full corpus 

annotation has been revised by 2 annotators. 

                                                           
1
 http://goo.gl/XZdg1t  and http://goo.gl/wMkuCL  
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Class Main 

FTDs 

Num 

of 

texts 

Main interpretation 

C1 A1, 

A13 

21 Argumentative texts 

C2 A11 101 Personal blogs 

C3 A8 79 News reports 

C4 A9 76 Legal texts 

C5 A12 66 Advertisement 

C6 A14 59 Scientific texts 

C7 A16 

(-A14) 

186 Encyclopedic texts 

C8 A7 33 Instructional texts 

C9 A4, 

A16 

10 Fictional texts 

 

Table 2: Classes of the FTDs. 

 

The annotated texts were clustered with scores 

of 17 FTDs as predictors. Clustering was 

performed by a variant of kNN, which had 

additional constraints to limit the size of small 

clusters; the method is fully described in 

(Lagutin et al., 2015). After manual analysis of 

the clustering results, nine stable classes (C1-C9) 

were revealed and interpreted as reliably 

annotated genres, which can also be described on 

the basis of their principal FTDs (see Table 2). In 

our paper below we will treat these classes as 

genres for illustrating dimensions of linguistic 

feature variation. 

3.2 Linguistic Features 

Sets of grammatical and lexico-grammatical 

linguistic features identified by Biber’s tagger 

range from 60 to 120+ linguistic variables. The 

largest inventory (Berber Sardinha et al., 2014) 

comprises 190 features. For our purposes, we 

relied on the list presented in the Appendix 2 in 

(Biber et al., 2007) and the description of 

features in the manual of Multidimensional 

Analysis Tagger (Nini, 2014) that replicates 

Biber’s tagger, while adapting the English 

features to reflect Russian grammar. 

There are several reasons why we have chosen 

a relatively short list of features. Firstly, 

necessary features should be accessible for 

extraction from texts by the tools available to us 

(morphological tagger and our program, which 

we will describe further). For instance, it is very 

difficult to specify the difference between 

phrasal coordination (e.g., coordination of 

extended noun phrases) and independent clause 

coordination, using only POS tags and a small 

window (from 1 to 10 words) for shallow 

parsing. We plan to add a syntactic module to the 

next version of the feature tagger. 

Secondly, each feature reflected the Russian 

grammar. For example, researchers disagree with 

respect to the existence of proforms of verbal 

phrases in Russian. Preposition stranding (when 

a preposition with an object occurs somewhere 

other than adjacent to its object, e.g., the thing I 

was thinking of) does not exist in Russian; 

therefore, we did not include such linguistic 

features to the list. The reflexive pronouns in 

Russian do exist, but their forms are different 

from the reflexive pronouns in English, which 

derive from personal pronouns and can be added 

to the corresponding features as it was done in 

MAT v.1.2. (myself as the first person pronoun, 

itself as the third person pronoun, and so on). For 

this reason, the Russian reflexive pronouns are 

considered as an independent linguistic feature. 

Under nominalizations we mean verbal nouns 

like возрождение, ‘revival’, or вход, ‘entrance’. 

A feature called ‘wh-relative’ means relative 

clause with a wh-element (e.g., который, 

‘which’) that is fronted to the beginning of the 

clause. ‘Wh-question’ marks interrogative 

sentences with a wh-element at the left edge 

(e.g., кто, ‘who’). A feature ‘that-complement’ 

means a complement clause with the 

complementizer что or чтобы (‘that’) at the left 

edge. More details see in (Bailyn, 2012). 

The third reason is that we want to test our 

hypothesis about appropriateness of the Multi-

dimensional approach for the task of automatic 

genre classification of texts of the Russian Web. 

The list of features can be extended in the future. 

3.3 MD Analysis for Russian  

Biber’s computational tools have been used to 

tag lexical, grammatical, and syntactical features 

and to count their frequencies in each analysed 

text. Using large-scale dictionaries and context-

dependent disambiguation algorithms, the tagger 

marks word classes and syntactic information. 

The description of the early version of the tagger 

is presented in (Biber, 1988), computational 

methods are outlined in (Biber, 1993a; Biber et 

al., 2007). 

We have developed a program in Python, 

which uses a morphologically parsed corpus as 

an input.
2

                                                           
2
 https://github.com/Askinkaty/MDRus_analyser 
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Factors PA1 PA2 PA3 PA4 PA5 PA6 

PA1 1.00 -0.01 -0.16 0.30 0.49 0.17 

PA2 -0.01 1.00 -0.28 0.13 0.17 -0.03 

PA3 -0.16 -0.28 1.00 -0.53 -0.43 -0.22 

PA4 0.3 0.13 -0.53 1.00 0.46 0.48 

PA5 0.49 0.17 -0.43 0.46 1.00 0.20 

PA6 0.17 -0.03 -0.22 0.48 0.20 1.00 

 

Table 3: Inter-factor correlation. 

 
 PA4 PA1 PA2 PA3 PA5 PA6 

Proportion Variance 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 

Cumulative Variance 0.08 0.17 0.23 0.29 0.34 0.38 

Proportion Explained 0.22 0.22 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.11 

Cumulative Proportion 0.22 0.45 0.60 0.75 0.89 1.00 

 

Table 4: Output of the factor analysis. 

RFTagger (Schmid and Laws, 2008) was used 

to process the corpus with the accuracy rate close 

to accuracy of the tools described in (Sharoff and 

Nivre, 2011), which is near 95-97%.
3
 For the 

lexical features we used dictionaries derived 

from the Russian National Corpus.
4
  

Then we can run our feature analyser for each 

text to identify and count linguistic variables. We 

have developed a processing algorithm for each 

feature, considering the requirements of Russian 

grammar and possible ambiguity, which we try 

to resolve by relatively simple methods such as 

specifying contextual conditions and exceptions. 

For example, we have to identify time adverbs 

весной (‘in spring’) or порой (‘at times’), which 

might be confused with nouns. In almost every 

case RFTagger processes them as nouns.  

Therefore, we should specify the context in 

which these words cannot be used as adverbs 

(e.g., if one of these words agrees with an 

adjective or a pronoun, it is likely to be a noun).  

All processing rules were tested on wider 

outputs obtained from the General Internet 

Corpus of Russian (GICR) (Piperski et al., 2013). 

Because we work with texts from the Web, we 

took into account some possible mistakes. For 

instance, people often make mistakes with 

conjunctions like вследствие того что 

(‘because of’), ввиду того что (‘in view of 

that’) and miss commas or white spaces between 

words in these complex conjunctions. For our 

practical purposes, we have attempted a unified 

                                                           
3 http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/RFTagger/ 
4
 http://www.ruscorpora.ru 

processing of the most common cases of this 

sort.  

Unlike Biber, we did not edit the results of 

feature extraction because it is labour-intensive 

and not consistent with the idea of applying the 

method to a large-scale corpus in the next step. 

Accuracy of the most complicated rules (e.g., 

detection of proforms of noun phrases) is around 

67-85%, simple rules have much higher 

accuracy, mostly above 95%. 

Counted frequencies of all features in each 

text (except for word length, sentence length, and 

type/token ratio) are divided by the number of 

words in the texts. As an output of the program 

we get a matrix of 618 to 40 including the 

frequencies of 40 linguistic variables for each 

text. 

4 Searching for Dimensions of 

Variation 

4.1 Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis is an important part of the MD 

analysis. It is a useful tool for investigating the 

underlying structure of complex phenomena and 

for reducing data to a smaller set of latent 

variables called factors. Each of the observed 

variables is assumed to depend on a linear 

combination of factors, and the coefficients (the 

strength of relation to a factor) are known as 

factor loadings. For the justification of factor 

analysis for genre research we refer the reader to 

(Biber, 1988).  
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Linguistic features, which are observed 

variables in our study, are supposed to co-occur 

in different texts. We are interested in systematic 

patterns among this co-occurrence. Patterns of 

variation reflect an underlying system of factors, 

with which variables have strong association. A 

rotated factor analysis was performed in R with 

Promax rotation since we assume possible 

correlation among factors (Kabakoff, 2011).  

The inter-factor correlation ranges from -0.53 

to 0.49, see Table 3. Other output of the factor 

analysis is presented in Table 4.  

Table 5 presents linguistic features with factor 

loadings over 0.3 or below -0.3 correlating with 

corresponding factors. Features with lower 

loadings cannot be considered as informative for 

interpretation of factors. Large loading means 

stronger correlation between a feature and a 

factor. Only three features have been excluded 

(verbal adverb, concessive subordinate clauses, 

and pied-piping, which for Russian is interpreted 

as a preposition moved to the front of its relative 

clause) due to low factor loadings. Six 

dimensions of feature variation were selected as 

optimal for our data. Dimensions 3 and 5 are 

relatively small: each of them includes only three 

features. 

The factor structure is very stable and does not 

change significantly if different models 

(maximum likelihood, iterated principal axis, 

etc.) or different types of rotation are used. 

4.2 Interpretation of Dimensions of 

Variation 

Each factor combines linguistic features that 

serve related communicative functions. It is also 

important that a feature can have positive or 

negative loading in a factor; therefore, features 

with opposite loadings have a complementary 

distribution. In our case, only three factors have 

so called negative features, i.e., features with 

negative loadings. For convenience, we will call 

the obtained factors as dimensions and rename 

PA4, PA1, PA2, PA3, PA5, and PA6 to D1, D2, 

D3, D4, D5, and D6 correspondingly.   

The positive features of Dimension 1 (D1) are 

1st person pronouns, 2nd person pronouns, 

exclamation, and wh-questions what can be 

associated with interactivity and indicates 

dialogue. A possible interpretation of place 

adverbs in D1 is proposed in (Biber, 1988), 

according to which place and time adverbs are 

‘reflecting the description of other people in 

particular places and times’. Nouns, long words, 

prepositional phrases, and attributive adjectives 

mostly relate to the informational purpose (high 

frequency of nouns and modifiers of noun 

phrases usually signs high informational 

saturation). It follows that D1 is very close to the 

‘Informational vs. Involved’ dimension in 

(Biber, 1993b) since it also includes such 

features as nouns, word length, prepositional 

phrases, attributive adjectives vs. 1st and 2nd 

personal pronouns and wh-questions. 

 
Dimension 1: interactive/informative  

POSITIVE FEATURES:  1th person pronoun, 2nd 

person pronoun, place adverb, exclamation, wh-

question 

NEGATIVE FEATURES: word length, nouns, 

attributive adjective, all prepositional phrases 

(total PP) 

 

Dimension 2: presentation of personal view of 

subject/impersonal 

POSITIVE FEATURES:  pro-form of noun phrase 

(pro-form of NP), negation, mental verb, that-

complement, speech verb, wh-relative, 3rd person 

pronoun, indefinite pronoun, predicative adjective, 

pro-form of adjective phrase (pro-adjective), 

reflexive pronoun, causative subordinate clause 

 

Dimension 3: narrative/non-narrative 

POSITIVE FEATURES: past tense, perfect aspect 

NEGATIVE FEATURES: present tense 

 

Dimension 4 : abstract/non-abstract 

POSITIVE FEATURES: passive participle clause, 

agentless passive, nominalization, passive with 

agent, active participle clause, type/token ratio 

NEGATIVE FEATURES: sentence length 

 

Dimension 5 
POSITIVE FEATURES: all adverbs, time adverb, 

indefinite pronoun 

 

Dimension 6: directive/ non-directive/ 

POSITIVE FEATURES: infinitive, conditional 

subordinate clause, imperative mood, purpose 

subordinate clause 

 

Table 5: Result of the factor analysis (factorial 

structure). 

 

Dimension 2 (D2) combines features that can 

be interpreted as a report of speech of others (3th 

person pronouns, speech verbs) and features that 

can be used to frame a personal attitude towards 

some topic (mental verbs, that-complements, 

reflexive pronouns). Some features have a 

referential meaning: wh-relatives (elaborated 

reference), pro-forms of noun phrases, pro-

adjectives, and indefinite pronouns, which can be 
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interpreted as generalized reference in a shared 

context of communication between the author 

and the reader. D2 is somewhat similar to the 

dimension in (Grieve et al., 2010) called 

Thematic Variation Dimension and also similar 

in several features to the argumentative 

Dimension 2 in (Berber Sardinha et al., 2014). 

We will interpret D2 as the dimension presenting 

an informal personal argumentation or personal 

opinion on something like other’s words or a 

context that is well known to the reader. 

Two positive (past tense and perfect aspect) 

and one negative (present tense) features allow 

interpreting of Dimension 3 (D3) as narrative vs. 

non-narrative. A similar dimension in (Biber, 

2004) has the label called ‘Narrative-focused 

discourse’.  

Dimension 4 (D4) includes a set of features 

like agentless passive, passive with an agent, 

many non-repeating words, and nominalizations 

and can be interpreted as presenting an abstract 

style of writing. It also correlates with high 

frequency of active and passive participle 

clauses. The negative correlation of this 

dimension with the average sentence length is 

unexpected. D4 is almost similar to the 

dimension called ‘Abstract vs. Non-Abstract 

style’ in (Biber, 1993b). 

It is more difficult to interpret Dimension 5 

(D5), which includes only the total number of 

adverbs, time adverbs (both usually narrative 

features), and indefinite pronouns. In the next 

section we will investigate which kind of texts is 

characterized by D5. This dimension is stable in 

the space of 40 features. However, having run 

the analysis with 63 linguistic features (it has not 

been fully tested at the time of writing), we got 

that adverbs and indefinite pronouns do not form 

a separate dimension and correlate with other 

dimensions along with place adverbs.  

The features of Dimension 6 (D6) (infinitives, 

conditional subordinate clauses, imperative 

mood, purpose subordinate clauses) reflect the 

directive function. Purpose subordinate clauses 

mostly refer not to how some action can be 

performed but for what purpose. This dimension 

can be compared to Biber’s dimension named 

‘Overt expression of persuasion’ including 

infinitives, conditional subordination, and 

different modals (Biber, 1993b). 

5 Distribution of Classes of the FTDs in 

the Space of Dimensions 

It is interesting to see how the classes of the 

FTDs, which we interpret as genres in this study, 

relate to the six dimensions of feature variation. 

For this purpose, we counted dimension scores of 

each class by summation of dimension scores of 

texts having a value 2 on the corresponding FTD 

(or FTDs), see Table 2. 

 
Class D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 

C1 3.2 7.7 0.6 -4.1 4.4 2.8 

C2 13.7 12.3 3.5 -12.9 12.0 7.7 

C3 -4.0 -1.8 2.5 0.4 -1.9 -1.8 

C4 -16.8 -15.7 -6.2 17.9 -15.8 -8.5 

C5 -4.6 -8.1 -2.8 4.5 -4.8 -2.1 

C6 -5.6 -6.0 -3.2 7.0 -5.8 -5.7 

C7 -6.5 -7.8 -1.7 6.1 -5.6 -4.5 

C8 6.0 -2.4 1.5 -3.5 3.0 9.0 

C9 24.8 12.3 9.5 -19.5 13.4 9.8 

 

Table 6: Medians of dimension scores for C1-C9. 
 

Medians of the dimension scores of the classes 

are presented in Table 6. The difference between 

scores is statistically significant with p-value < 

0.05. 

Clusters C1 and C2 are quite close to each 

other; however, all average factor scores of C2 

are considerably stronger than average factor 

scores of C1. The first class is a class of 

argumentative texts. Samples from C1 mostly 

include political articles, blog posts about social 

situation, and religious texts. Most of the texts 

are non-informative, slightly interactive, non-

narrative, non-abstract, and slightly directive 

(religious texts are very directive). C1 has one 

main dimension D2, which means expressing a 

personal point of view on a particular subject and 

on positions of other people.  

C2 is a big class of different personal blogs. 

These blogs are non-abstract, highly interactive, 

and expressing personal positions about a 

subject. The class has a relatively high value on 

the narrative dimension D3 because it is 

heterogeneous to some extent and includes a set 

of narrative personal stories. 

A number of reviews from C2 (blogs with 

personal reasons about something like a political 

situation, a tour, a concert, or a book) have 

especially high scores on the argumentative 

dimension D2. So, if we want to distinguish 
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reviews from other types of blogs automatically, 

we should take this feature into account.  

C3 is a class of news reports. The texts of this 

class appear to be informative (D1), not 

presenting personal thoughts about describing 

events, not sharing the same context with readers 

(D2), narrative (D3), mostly neutral on ‘abstract 

vs. non-abstract style’ (D4), and non-directive 

(D6).  

All legal texts belong to C4. This class is 

characterized by the highest value of D4, and 

other dimension values are low. The texts are 

very abstract, very informative, non-narrative, 

non-directive, and not presenting any personal 

positions about subjects. C4 is the most 

informative class in the set; its texts are 

characterized by long words, a large number of 

noun phrases, and its modifiers. 

C5, the class of advertisements, has a large 

standard deviation for D1, D2 and D4-D6. The 

analysis of the texts which factor scores are far 

from the means of the dimensions indicated 

above showed that C5 includes very different 

sets of advertisements. It has an impact on the 

resulting dimension scores of the class. Most of 

advertising texts are informative, not showing 

personal argumentation about anything, and not 

highly directive; however, in the corpus we have 

several advertisements on dating sites which 

have appeal to potential partners and strong 

motivation to write a respond. As opposed to 

these addressee and personal focused texts, 

another set of advertisements is highly abstract 

because it describes technically complicated 

products (cameras, automobiles, synthesizers, 

etc.). It is unusual for advertisements in our 

corpus and more typical for scientific texts. So, 

we could see that values of dimensions scores 

could help us to find different subgenres in the 

genres of advertisement in the present corpus. 

The type of texts related to a field of Science 

and Technology is included in the class C6. All 

the texts of the class are informative, non-

narrative, non-directive, abstract, and not 

presenting a personal position. It is relevant for 

the scientific articles presented in the corpus. 

C7 (encyclopedic texts) and C8 (instructive 

texts) have large standard deviations for D1, D2, 

D4, and D5. C7 includes texts which are highly 

informative and abstract, but also it contains a set 

of texts which do define some topics but not 

encyclopedic at all (interactive, non-abstract, and 

presenting a personal argumentation), e.g., a 

description of an episode from The Simpsons, a 

movie review or an obituary. We suppose that 

the problem with C7 can be solved by adding to 

the corpus more variety of texts defining some 

topic, especially texts not written by academic 

language. On the other hand, it might be 

reasonable to suppose that we had some errors in 

the annotation on the FTD 16 (defining a topic). 

The main characteristic of C8 is high values of 

D6, which has a directive meaning. Looking at 

the samples from the class, we can understand 

that large values of a standard deviation are due 

to the fact that C8 consists of two sets of 

different instructions. The first small set consists 

of technical instructions, user’s guides, and 

recipes; they all are informative, non-interactive, 

and abstract. The second big set includes highly 

interactive and non-abstract texts with some kind 

of informal communication with the reader, for 

example, a blog post advising on how to quit 

smoking. This spread of dimension values shows 

two different types (or subgenres) of instructions 

in our corpus.  

Fiction texts of C9 are highly interactive, 

presenting personal attitude and argumentation, 

highly narrative, non-abstract, and directive.  We 

undoubtedly should extend the corpus for further 

research because it contains only 10 fictional 

texts although they are quite long. Even though it 

is difficult to analyse the class C9, it shows the 

highest values on D3 (narrative vs. non-

narrative). C9 is also highly marked on D2 which 

once again shows the close proximity of D2 to a 

personal side of discourse. Only C9 has as high 

values on D6 as C8. Analysis of the samples of 

C9 showed that it is mostly due to specific 

features of fictional texts in our corpus (high 

frequency of infinitives, purpose and conditional 

subordinate clauses). 

Concerning D5, which includes only such 

features as total adverbs, time adverbs, and 

indefinite pronouns, we have a hypothesis that 

this dimension is a part of some other dimension, 

which might be or might be not presented in our 

current set. After analysing the medians of the 

scores on D5, we can suppose that D5 is close to 

D1 or D2. High positive scores on D5 mark 

mostly personal blogs and fictional texts. 

Negative scores are typical for legal texts, 

scientific, encyclopedic texts, and adverts. All 

texts labeled by the highest values of D5 are 

personal blog stories, so we assume that D5 is a 

part of D2. D5 is also very similar to the negative 

pole of the dimension called ‘Elaborated vs. 

Situated reference’ in (Biber, 1993b) including 

such features as place, time and other adverbs.  
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Figure 1: Distribution of 9 classes of the FDTs in D3 (narrative vs. non-narrative) and D6 (directive 

vs. non-directive). 

Figure 3 presents an illustration how the 

classes are located in the space of D3 (narrative 

vs. non-narrative) and D6 (directive vs. non-

directive).  

6 Conclusions and Further Research 

We have investigated variations in the linguistic 

properties of texts from the Russian Web by 

applying Biber's Multi-dimensional analysis to a 

Web corpus and have successfully used a much 

bigger Web corpus (GICR) to build a linguistic 

tagger.  

By using factor analysis, we found six 

dimensions around which all functionally similar 

linguistic features are grouped for the presented 

corpus, and which were interpreted from the 

point of view of their functions. The dimensions 

obtained in this study are very similar to (Biber, 

1993b) except for D2, which combines features 

usually found in several other dimensions such 

as ‘Involved’ (e.g., mental verbs or negation), 

‘Elaborated reference’ (e.g., relative clauses), 

and 'Narrative' (e.g., 3rd personal pronouns, 

speech verbs). A larger corpus might provide a 

better match to the classical features. 

Russian is not fundamentally different from 

English with respect to implementation of MD 

analysis; many features can be mapped, even 

though more morphological and syntactical 

features need to be processed. 

The results of the MD analysis show that the 

classes of the FTDs (close to traditional genres) 

and the dimensions of language variation in 

Russian have evident connection. Every class has 

its own place in the multidimensional space of 

linguistic features. Deviations in dimension 

values for each text in each cluster allow us to 

find errors in annotation or functional groups of 

texts within a cluster (e.g., technical instructions 

vs. advice in C8). This shows that the MD 

approach can be used for finding text features 

specific for different genres and also for 

detecting fine-grained differences between 

subgenres. 

The FTDs are not genres, but we assume that 

different genres in big corpora can be described 

by sets of different FTDs, so we should be able 

to identify them in texts. Our analysis shows that 

every major FTD describing a genre corresponds 

to a set of linguistic features. This could be used 

for the purpose of the automatic genre 

classification (the results of the first experiments 

with classification see in Lagutin et al., 2015). 

In further research we intend to examine the 

FTDs in the space of an extended set of linguistic 

features, to experiment with a bigger corpus and 

to add discourse structure features. 
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Abstract
Elliptical constructions can help to avoid
repetition of identical constituents during
natural-language generation. From gram-
mar books, it is not easy to extract exe-
cutable rules for ellipsis—in our case in
Russian. Therefore we follow a differ-
ent strategy. We test the accuracy of a
rule set that has been evaluated for the two
Germanic languages, Dutch and German,
and the two Finno-Ugric languages, Esto-
nian and Hungarian. For a Russian test
corpus of about 100 syntactically anno-
tated coordinated sentences that systemat-
ically vary the conditions of rule applica-
tion, our Java program can automatically
produce all elliptical variants. Over- and
undergeneration in the resulting lists have
been tested in two experiments with na-
tive speakers. Basically, the rules work
very well for Russian. Within the four tar-
get languages, Russian works best with the
Estonian amendments. Here we report two
slight deviations partially known from the
linguistic literature.

1 Introduction

In natural-language generation, ellipsis can help
to avoid repetition of identical constituents. For
instance, the conceptual structure ‘eat(Peter, ap-
ples) & eat(Mary, apples)’ where ‘eat’ and ‘ap-
ples’ occur two times can be formulated as Pe-
ter eats apples and Mary too, a case of Stripping.
However, many other paraphrases can be produced
such as the aggregation into one sentence with NP-
coordination (Peter and Mary eat apples)—a case
of reduction we do not address in the following as
it works on the conceptual structure whereas we
only deal with syntactic structures as input.

Ellipsis occurs frequently in written and spoken
language. In the following, we study four types

of clausal coordinate ellipsis (CCE): (1) Gapping
(including Long Distance Gapping (LDG), Sub-
gapping and Stripping), (2) Forward Conjunc-
tion Reduction (FCR), (3) Backward Conjunction
Reduction (BCR), and (4) Subject Gap with Fi-
nite/Fronted Verb (SGF). In German written text,
clausal coordination, i.e., the two conjuncts com-
prise verbal constructions (not necessarily finite),
occurs in 14 and ellipsis in at least one of the two
conjuncts in 7 percent of the investigated corpus
(cf. Harbusch & Kempen, 2007). All these types
of clausal coordinate ellipsis also emerge in spon-
taneous speech in German (cf. Harbusch & Kem-
pen, 2009a). This observation is in line with En-
glish corpus studies (see, e.g., Greenbaum & Nel-
son, 1999) and Dutch (Harbusch, 2011).

For recent theoretical treatments of CCE in var-
ious linguistic frameworks see, e.g., Schwabe &
Zhang, 2000; Frank, 2002; Beaver & Sag, 2004;
te Velde, 2006; Haspelmath, 2007; Johnson, 2009;
Kempen, 2009; Van Craenenbroeck & Merchant,
2013; Griffiths & Lipták, 2014. For Russian as
target language, see, e.g., Kazenin, 2006 or Grib-
anova, 2013. Parsing elliptical constructions is
a difficult problem partially due to the fact that
both conjuncts may be grammatically incorrect
when viewed in isolation (see, e.g., Kobele, 2012).
In a natural-language generation-system, CCE is
only one realization option (cf. Shaw 1998) out
of many (e.g., Pronominalization also avoids re-
peating the same NP). The implemented CCE-
generation component ELLEIPO, which embod-
ies the CCE rule set we present below, can serve
as a post-editing component for NLG systems
that provide a syntactic structure annotated with
co-referentiality tags (cf. Harbusch & Kempen,
2009b). ELLEIPO takes these non-elliptical (re-
dundant) structures as input and provides all re-
duced to CCE options as output. ELLEIPO was
originally developed for Dutch and German (see
Harbusch & Kempen, 2006), but the implemented
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set of CCE rules was designed in a language-
independent manner. This makes it possible to dis-
cover CCE rules in a new target language. For the
Finno-Ugric language Estonian, Harbusch, Koit &
Õim (2009) report high accuracy of the rule set,
which suggests that the entire process is language
independent. However, Estonian is suspected to be
strongly influenced by language contact with Ger-
manic languages. Nevertheless, Hungarian, an-
other Finno-Ugric language, yields equally good
results (cf. Harbusch & Bátori, 2013).

In the present paper, we aim to further ver-
ify our claim that CCE can be generated by
language-independent rules by testing ELLEIPO’s
rules for Russian. To this purpose, we built a
test corpus of about 100 Russian syntactic struc-
tures of (unreduced) coordinated sentences in Rus-
sian varying the conditions for CCE-rule applica-
tion. RUSSIAN-ELLEIPO produces all CCE re-
ductions for the test corpus. In the first experi-
ment, we let native speakers of Russian judge the
quality of the output (overgeneration of the CCE
rules). In the second, native speakers generated all
reductions (inclusive Pronominalization etc.) for
unreduced coordinated sentences in order to spot
CCE realizations that ELLEIPO does not generate
(undergeneration). In general, we observed a very
high level of accuracy of the CCE rules.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we define the CCE phenomena ELLEIPO is able
to generate. In Section 3, we describe the test cor-
pus, and elaborate on ELLEIPO’s output and on
the user studies. In Section 4, we outline our re-
sults. In the final Section, we draw some conclu-
sions and address future work.

2 Definition of the CCE Rules

We distinguish four types of CCE applicable to bi-
nary and-coordinations, and specify elision con-
ditions on the first (anterior) and second (poste-
rior) member of two conjoined clauses connected
by the Russian equivalent i1 of the coordinating
conjunction and (cf. examples in Table 1).

The CCE rules of ELLEIPO are based on the
psycholinguistically motivated definitions of CCE
types proposed by Kempen (2009). They check
the following conditions in syntactic trees whose
inner nodes additionally provide ‘referential iden-
tity features’.

1As in Russian, a ‘but’ is used for contrasts, we vary our
examples in the Gapping test where contrast is mandatory.

G
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PP
IN

G
(g

)

(1) Ûrij živët v Tambove i ego synov´â živutg

Ûrij live3SG in Tambov and his sons live3PL

v Kaluge
in Kaluga
‘Ûrij lives in Tambov and his sons liveg
in Kaluga.’

(2) Ûrij živët v Tambove i v Kaluge živutg

Ûrij live3SG in Tambov and in Kaluga live3PL

ego synov´â
his sons
‘Ûrij lives in Tambov and in Kaluga, his sons
liveg’

L
D

G
((

g)
+
g)

(3) Segodnâ dolžen Pëtr svoû mašinu myt´ i
Today should Pëtr his car washINF and

segodnâgg dolžnag Maša svoj velosiped myt´gg
today should Maša her bike washINF
‘Today Pëtr should wash his car and todaygg
Maša shouldg washgg her bike’

SU
B

G
A

P-
PI

N
G

(g
) (4) Ivan hočet spat´ a Pëtr hočetg mečtat´

Ivan want3SG sleepINF but Pëtr want3SG dreamINF
‘Ivan wants to sleep but Pëtr wantsg to
dream’

ST
R

IP
-

PI
N

G
(s

tr
)

(5) Â splû i ty spišstr tože
I sleep1SG and you sleep2SG too
‘I sleep and you sleepstr too’

FC
R

(f
)

(6) Cvetaevu lûblû â i Cvetaevuf
CvetaevaACC like1SG I and CvetaevaACC

čitaû âs často
read1SG I often
‘I like Cvetaeva and Cvetaevaf read Is of-
ten’

(7) Maša slyšala, [čto Pëtr] popal v
Mary hearPST.SG.F that Pëtr getPST.SG.F an

avariû i [čto Pëtr]f mog umeret´
accident and that Pëtr canPSTSG.M dieINF
‘Mary heard that Pëtr had an accident and
[that Pëtr]f could die’

B
C

R
(b

)

(8) Maša pridët do trëh časovb
Maša comeFUT.3SG before threeACC o’clock

a Katâ pridëtg posle četyrëh čhasov
but Katâ comeFUT.3SG after fourACC o’clock
‘Maša will come before three o’clockb and
Katâ [will come]g after four o’clock’

SG
F

(s
)

(9) V les hodil ohotnik
Into forestACC.SG goPST.SG.M the hunter

i podstrelil ohotniks odnogo zajca
and shotPST.SG.M the hunter oneACC.M hare
‘Into the forest went the hunter and
[the hunter]s shot a hare’

Table 1: CCE examples in Russian (using the ISO
9 transliteration standard for better readability).
Crossed-out text represents elisions. Subscripts
indicate CCE type. Elided constituents and their
overt counterparts are marked in bold font.
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1. Gapping ignores word order (compare exam-
ple (1) with the marked word order in (2).
It only requires lemma-identity of the two
Verbs in the two conjuncts & contrastiveness2

of the remnants (non-elided constituents).
For lemma-identity only the stems need to co-
incide. However, morphological properties
such as Number or Person of a Verb may
differ in the two conjuncts (e.g., in exam-
ple (1), živët and živut are lemma-identical).
The Gapping variant Long-Distance Gapping
(LDG) recursively applies the general Gap-
ping conditions top-down to corresponding
Verb pairs in the structure, provided they are
in the range of a so-called superclause3 in
both conjuncts. Subgapping works as LDG
but a Nonfinite Verb structure happens to be
not identical; this yields a Nonfinite clausal
remnant in the second conjunct. Stripping
is applied after any form of Gapping: dur-
ing read-out of Gapping results it inspects
whether there is no more than one non-
Verb remnant; in that case read-out adds a
language-specific stripping particle.

2. Forward-Conjunction Reduction (FCR) re-
quires wordform-identity, i.e., in addition
to lemma- and grammatical-function iden-
tity, identity of the morphological features
is needed in the left-periphery of major
clausal constituents, i.e., both clausal con-
juncts should start with a wordform-identical
sequence of FULL constituents.

3. Backward-Conjunction Reduction (BCR) is
licensed by lemma-identity in the right-
periphery, that is, both clausal conjuncts
end with the same sequence of wordform
and grammatical-function identical WORDS
(e.g., in example (8), o’clock is such a se-
quence). Note that FCR and BCR are not

2Contrastiveness constraints rule out elisions such as I eat
apples and you eat in the car—which is comprehensible but
not grammatical.

3A superclause is defined as a hierarchy of Finite or Non-
finite Clauses that—with the possible exception of the top-
most clause—do not include a Subordinating Conjunction.
In (3), the Subjects Pëtr and Maša each belong to a Main
Clause headed by the Verb dolžen ‘should’ whereas segodnâ
‘today’ and svoû mašinu/svoj velosiped ‘his car/her bike’ be-
long to the Nonfinite Complement Clause headed by the In-
finitive myt´ ‘wash’. Nevertheless, they form one superclause
in each of the conjuncts. Example (7)—actually, a case of
FCR where no superclause test is elicited—contains two su-
perclauses in each conjunct, due to the Subordinating Con-
junction čto ‘that’.

complete mirror images because only BCR
is allowed to disregarding major constituent
boundaries.

4. Subject Gap with Finite/Fronted Verb
(SGF) requires wordform-identical Sub-
jects where the first conjunct starts with
Verb/Modifier/Adjunct or where the first
conjunct is a Conditional Subordinate Clause
(Subject-Verb-Inversion) & FCR is applied if
licensed.

3 Set-up of RUSSIAN-ELLEIPO

In order to use ELLEIPO for any new target
language, the existing Java implementation of
ELLEIPO has to be changed only minimally be-
cause the rule set works target-language indepen-
dently. We added the Russian Conjunction and the
Russian Stripping particle along with its position
(leading or trailing) in the language-specific part
of the existing Java code.

In order to test the accuracy in a new tar-
get language, an appropriate test corpus of
ELLEIPO should contain structures that trigger
ALL constraints in the rule set, i.e., lemma- and
wordform-identity, contrastiveness, grammatical-
function and word-order variation in the left- and
right periphery. A blueprint of such a collection
is ELLEIPO’s test corpus of about 100 sentences
for German and Dutch (see Harbusch & Kempen,
2006). All these sentences have been translated
into Russian. In order to avoid biases, preserv-
ing the meaning was not essential but trying to
keep the varying constraints active in the Russian
syntactic trees, i.e., natural constructions in Rus-
sian have been set up (cf. clues for rule appli-
cation/failure of all phenomena in Table 2; N.B.
that several phenomena can occur in one test sen-
tence). The large number of Gapping examples
represents the great variety of word ordering to
be ignored, contrastiveness to be obeyed, differing
superclause-boundary violation-options (relevant
for LDG and Subgapping), grammatical-function
and lemma and wordform variation. The larger
number of FCR tests compared to (the near mir-
ror image) BCR results from more variation op-
tions for major constituents in the frontfield of a
sentence compared to the limited word variation
in the right periphery in BCR. For SGF, the range
of options is also restricted.

Processing the Russian test corpus, ELLEIPO
provides a condensed list of all reductions
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CCE Rule Number of inclusions
GAPPING 91
STRIPPING 17
FCR 72
BCR 25
SGF 17

Table 2: Phenomena in the Russian test corpus.

with/without subscripts—slightly more elaborate
than indicated in Table 1. ELLEIPO adds
unique numbers to each CCE token so that
an elided constituent and its remnant directly
correspond. For instance, ELLEIPO’s output
for example (3) spells out the sentence vari-
ant depicting Subgapping along with Backward-
Conjunction Reduction (cf. subscript number #4
for BCR in Segodnâ2 3 dolžen1 Pëtr svoû mašinu
myt´4-b 2 i segodnâ2-gg 3-f dolžna1-g Maša svoj
velosiped myt´2-gg—also notice subscript #3 li-
censing segodnâ for FCR). ELLEIPO’s read-out
component can spell out all possible combinations
of elisions (with or without elaborate subscripts).

The complete lists of unreduced and reduced
sentences form the text materials we presented to
the participants in the two experiments that we car-
ried out to calculate the accuracy of our CCE rules,
specifically, the amount of overgeneration and un-
dergeneration of the rule set in Russian. In experi-
ment 1, we targeted overgeneration. We had native
speakers judge the acceptability of the elliptical
structures proposed by the CCE generator for the
test corpus. In experiment 2, aiming to detect un-
dergeneration, we tried to elicit yet undiscovered
elision types for a standard corpus of unreduced
test sentences (i.e., sentences without CCE). Ob-
viously, the scope of the latter experiment is re-
stricted, due to the limited number and variability
of the sentences presented to the participants.

We used a rating scale specifying three levels
of acceptability of a reduced sentence (good, du-
bious, unacceptable) in order to avoid overtaxing
and exhausting the test subjects—in contrast to the
very fine-grained method for grammaticality rat-
ing used by Keller (2000). In case of dubious ac-
ceptability, more details have been asked. Basi-
cally, a more fine-grained tendency for more/less
acceptability as well as insights in misinterpreta-
tions have been traced. This type of comments
was obtained in an interview situation with a
moderator.4 The moderator should be a linguist

4Further options are unmoderated tests conducted in an

speaking the target language to bring up follow-
up questions. Such digression does not spoil the
study—compared to a standardized experiment
as in Psychology. Another deviation from stan-
dardized testing (originally proposed for Usabil-
ity (UX) Testing and verified with a meta-study on
case studies by Nielsen (2012)) works very well
here. Few test subjects—Jakob Nielsen suggests
five in UX, although, user behavior varies more
than in grammaticality rating—suffice to point out
the majority of all problems.

In experiment 1, we let three native speakers of
Russian evaluate ELLEIPO’s output. The partic-
ipants always saw unreduced sentences together
with the reduced ones. This setup is necessary be-
cause it is known that, although some reductions
are acceptable in themselves, they do not express
the same meaning as its unreduced counterpart (cf.
example (12) in next section). We counted a match
as successful if at least one participant judged it
acceptable.5

In experiment 2, we tried to identify undergen-
eration with the CCE rule set, i.e., judged ac-
ceptable by native speakers but failing to be pro-
duced by ELLEIPO. For this purpose we presented
unreduced sentences only and let the participants
freely produce any kind of reduction crossing their
mind. In the list of answers we first identified
Pronominalization, One-anaphora and other non-
CCE forms of ellipsis as they do not count in
our study (however, the participants cannot know
this). Given the high amount of different linguistic
constructions the participants produced, the moti-
vation of the participants during the experiments
can be judged to be high (so to speak playful in
a positive sense). The experiment unveiled great
similarities of Russian with Estonian and Hun-
garian which allow weaker word-ordering condi-
tions for SGF and FCR (e.g., Ditransitive Verbs
allow for non-peripheral elision of wordform and
grammatical-function identical constituents).

observation lab or (internet) questionnaires. The user stud-
ies for Estonian, Hungarian and Russian were conducted as
face-to-face interviews to make test subjects try considerably
harder (cf. Schulte-Mecklenbeck and Huber, 2003). More-
over, all kinds of misinterpretation can be discussed on the
spot given that the moderator remains neutral in order to min-
imize unwelcome influence on the results of the test.

5This weak acceptability criterion was prompted by the
fact that CCE acceptability ratings can give rise to wide inter-
rater variability. In German, grammar books (and ELLEIPO)
license BCR for constituents that are lemma-identical but not
grammatical-function identical. However, many German na-
tive speakers rule out Hilf [dem Mann]DAT und reanimier
[den Mann]ACC ‘Help and reanimate the man’.
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4 Results

In experiment 1 (on overgeneration), 79 % of
the sentences produced by ELLEIPO were judged
acceptable. At a first glance this sounds mea-
ger. However, one should realize that if ELLEIPO
wrongly applies a CCE rule, it does so for all sen-
tences embodying the same trigger condition. Sec-
ond experiment accomplished 97 % accuracy. The
number of identified CCE tokens along with over-
and undergeneration cases by type of CCE rules is
shown in Figure 1. Note: the columns show abso-
lute numbers, not percentages.

Figure 1: Numbers of cases revealing over- and
undergeneration in the two experiments.

Comparison of our Russian data with those ob-
tained in previous work for the two Finno-Ugric
languages revealed interesting similarities. In
Estonian and Hungarian, the left-periphery con-
straint is less strict compared to Dutch and Ger-
man. In SGF, Estonian and Hungarian allow for
more freedom in the frontfield whereas this is not
possible in Dutch and German. In Russian, Argu-
ments in the frontfield also license FCR (cf. exam-
ple (10) with a Complement Clause in the front-
field).
(10) Examen sdat´ hočet on/student i

The-examACC passINF will he/student and

examenf sdat´f možet on/students tože
the-examACC passINF can he/student also
‘The exam, he/the student wants to pass and he is also
able to’

The typical superclause violation identified as
acceptable in Hungarian for the subordinating
conjunction hogy ‘that’ was not obtained in Rus-
sian (cf. example (11)). However, some infor-
mants indicate they might use it in colloquial spo-
ken Russian.

(11) Maša nadeetsâ čto Pëtr ujdet i
Maša hope3SG that Pëtr leave3SG and

Katâ nadeetsâg that Jan ujdetgg
Katâ hope3SG that Jan leave3SG
‘Mary hopes that Peter leaves and Cathrine hopes that
Jan leaves’

The acceptability judgments suggest two rule
amendments that could help avoiding overgenera-
tion and serious misunderstandings of the reduced
sentences. In Long-Distance and Subgapping, ex-
actly two constituents may remain in the second
conjunct (see example (12) where the participants
interpret the reduced sentence as ‘you are in the
bus’). Obviously, in Russian any inflected form of
‘to be’ is assumed to be left out for two remain-
ing remnants instead of taking into account the
Verbal constituents in the anterior conjunct. No-
tice, that we expected this reaction as this Russian-
specific CCE phenomenon is discussed in the lit-
erature (see, e.g., Kazenin, 2006).

(12) * Â [vižu Petra kotoryj spit] v mašine i
I see1SG PëtrACC who sleep3SG in carDAT and

ty [videš´ Petra kotoryj spit]g v avtobuse
you see2SG PëtrACC who sleep3SG in busDAT
‘I see Pëtr that sleeps in the car and you in the bus’

Another remarkable difference that we could
not trace in the linguistic literature is the fact
that Russian speakers do not allow violation of
co-referentiality of elided constituents (cf. exam-
ple (13)). In this sentence, the constituents svoj
velosiped ‘his bike’ cannot be elided by Gapping
because the two constituents refer to two different
referential objects (4 % of the reduced corpus sen-
tences were rejected due to this fact).

(13) Maša slyšala, čto Ûrij svoj velosiped pomyl
Maša hearPST.SG.F that Ûrij his bike washPST.SG.M

i čtof Pëtr svoj velosiped pomyl
and that Pëtr his bike washPST.SG.M

‘Maša heard, that Ûrij and Pëtr washed their bikes’

5 Conclusions

We have identified remarkable similarity of the
language-independent CCE rules in Russian com-
pared to Dutch, Estonian, German, and Hungar-
ian. Russian ellipsis reveals the highest similarity
to Estonian if written text quality is considered.

As for future work, we plan to conduct a corpus
study into Russian treebanks of spoken and writ-
ten language in order to find additional subtle de-
viations that go beyond our studies (cf. Harbusch
& Kempen, 2007).
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Abstract

The paper presents the strategies and
conversion principles of BulTreeBank
into Universal Dependencies annotation
scheme. The mappings are discussed from
linguistic and technical point of view. The
mapping from the original resource to the
new one has been done on morphological
and syntactic level. The first release of the
treebank was issued in May 2015. It con-
tains 125 000 tokens, which cover roughly
half of the corpus data.

1 Introduction

The efforts within the NLP community towards
universalized language datasets for getting compa-
rable, objective and scalable results in parsing and
other tasks are not so recent. Concerning syntax,
some shared representations have been proposed
and used at CoNLL contests on dependency pars-
ing in 2006 (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006) and 2007
(Nivre et al., 2007). Another stream of sharing
the same annotation framework was the adoption
of the schemes of already existing treebanks. For
example, a number of syntactic annotation works
followed the style of Prague Dependency Tree-
bank (Bejček et al., 2013) (i.e., Slovene (Džeroski
et al., 2006), Croatian (Berovic et al., 2012), Tamil
(Ramasamy and Žabokrtsky, 2012) etc.); many
other treebanks followed the Penn Treebank style
(i.e., Arabic (Maamouri et al., 2008), Chinese
(Xue et al., 2005), etc.). An alternative way of
pursuing a common annotation architecture is the
pre-shared core deep grammar, such as the Matrix
Grammar (Bender et al., 2002) in DELPH-IN ini-
tiative,1 which helps to develop the language spe-
cific part further. However, all shared annotation
schemes face the same challenges, namely what

1http://www.delph-in.net/matrix/

model might ensure maximum coverage of lan-
guage specific phenomena and then, how to deal
with the phenomena that are easy to universalize,
and with those that are hard to incorporate.

The most recent initiatives which refer to Stan-
ford typed dependencies (de Marneffe and Man-
ning, 2008) and Universal Dependencies (de
Marneffe et al., 2014) are not an exception to the
above presented situation. They build on the exist-
ing treebanks and aim at universal parts-of-speech
(POS) and dependency relations. With more and
more languages coming on board, new issues are
raised and considered. For that reason, the Univer-
sal Dependencies initiative has taken a dynamic
approach. This means that there are regular re-
leases of the treebanks in accordance to some cur-
rent annotation model. Each release is frozen to
its agreed annotation model. Then the model is
enriched, changed, reconsidered, and the follow-
up release takes into account the revised one. It
seems that versioning is indeed the only fair way
to tackle the diversity of language phenomena.

BulTreeBank did not participate in the first re-
lease of universalized treebanks (UD v1.0 (Nivre
et al., 2015)). However, part of it was delivered in
the second one – UD v1.1 (Agić et al., 2015) to-
gether with other 17 languages. Its size is 125 000
tokens, which constitute half of the data.

In this paper we present the strategies of con-
verting BulTreeBank into Universal Dependency
format with respect to morphology and syntax.
The undertaken conversion steps and various lin-
guistic issues are discussed in the context of man-
ual/automated work and universal/specific lan-
guage features.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Sec-
tion 2 focuses on related work. Section 3 high-
lights the BulTreeBank resource in a nutshell.
Section 4 outlines the universalizing principles of
morphology and syntax. Section 5 describes the
conversion procedure. Section 6 reports on some
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preliminary results from training MATE Tools on
the converted treebank. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

2 Related Work

The Universal Dependency initiative evolved
mainly from the Stanford Type Dependency ef-
forts and Google attempts (Petrov et al., 2012) in
universalizing parts-of-speech. However, it is also
ideologically related to CoNLL contests (2006 and
2007).

The universalizing activities started with two
main directions of research. The first can be il-
lustrated by the work of Rosa et al. (2014) where
30 treebanks have been harmonized into a com-
mon Prague Dependency style, and then converted
into Stanford Dependencies.2 It does not han-
dle language specific features. BulTreeBank was
also among the harmonized treebanks. The second
can be exemplified by the work of Sanguinetti and
Bosco (2014) and Bosco and Sanguinetti (2014).
The authors describe the conversion of the paral-
lel treebank ParTUT (Italian, English, French) into
Stanford dependencies. In the same context is the
work of Lipenkova and Souček (2014) on Russian
dependency treebank.

Later on came also work on the conversion of
the treebanks into Universal Dependencies. These
include the conversion of the Swedish treebank
(Nivre, 2014) and the Finnish treebank (Pyysalo
et al., 2015). The experiments with the converted
Finnish treebank showed that the parsing results
are better with the Universal Dependencies (UD).

3 BulTreeBank Resource in a Nutshell

The original BulTreeBank (Simov et al., 2004;
Simov and Osenova, 2003) that has been used
in the conversion to the universal format com-
prises 214,000 tokens, which form a little more
than 15,000 sentences. Each token has been an-
notated with elaborate morphosyntactic informa-
tion. The original XML format of the BulTree-
Bank is based on HPSG. The syntactic structure is
presented through a set of constituents with head-
dependant markings. The phrasal constituents
contain two types of information: the domain of
the constituent (NP, VP etc.) and the type of the
phrase (head-complement (NPC, VPC etc.), head-

2This initiative as well as the Universal Dependencies
stream build on the idea of interset, proposed by Zeman
(2008).

subject (VPS), head-adjunct (NPA, VPA etc.). The
treebank provides also functional nodes, such as
clausal ones – CLDA (subordinate clause intro-
duced by the auxiliary particle да to), CLCHE
(subordinate clause introduced by the subordina-
tor че that), etc.

Tracing back to the developments of BulTree-
Bank, its first ‘glocalization’ happened in 2006,
when it was converted into the shared CoNLL de-
pendency format – (Chanev et al., 2006), (Chanev
et al., 2007). The rich structure was flattened to a
set of 18 relations.3 This part consists of 196 000
tokens, because the sentences with ellipses were
not considered.

Alternative versions of BulTreeBank exist in
two other popular formats: PennTreebank (Ghay-
oomi et al., 2014) and Stanford Dependencies
(Rosa et al., 2014). The former was used for con-
stituent parsing of Bulgarian, while the latter was
part of a bigger endevour towards universalizing
syntactic annotation schemes of many languages.

Now, BulTreeBank is part of the common ef-
forts that evolved from the previous initiatives to-
wards the creation of comparable syntactically an-
notated multilingual datasets. For the Universal
Dependencies initiative we used the original Bul-
TreeBank constituent-based format, because in the
previous conversions to dependency format some
important information was either lost, or under-
specified.

4 Universalizing Morphology and Syntax

At this stage our conversion adheres fully to the
universal annotation schemes. This means that we
postponed the addition of language specific fea-
tures for the next stage. The only language spe-
cific feature considered in this version is the mor-
phologically marked count form – remnant of the
old Slavic dual form within the category of Num-
ber. The morphological mapping includes parts-
of-speech and their lexical as well as inflectional
features. The syntactic mapping focuses on de-
pendency relations.

In this section we do not aim at exhaustive de-
scription of the mappings, but rather at illustrating
the varieties between the models.

4.1 Morphology

In morphology the following mapping cases oc-
curred from the direction of the original tagset to

3http://www.bultreebank.org/dpbtb/
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the UD tagset: identical parts-of-speech, division
of one POS into more parts-of-speech and chang-
ing the POS. It should be noted however that all
the processes are interrelated.

1. Direct Mapping. The first case refers to
subordinators and conjunctions, adjectives,
prepositions.

2. Division of one POS into more parts-of-
speech. The BulTreeBank original POS
tagset4 respects the morphological nature of
the parts-of-speech, i.e., their origin. The
UD tagset, however, is more syntactically
oriented. It considers the syntactic func-
tion at the cost of parts-of-speech partition-
ing into several other groups. For exam-
ple, in our original tagset the group of pro-
nouns is homogeneous in spite of their differ-
ing functions. However, in UD this group is
split into the groups DET, PRON and ADV.
The category DET (determiner) is syntac-
tic for Bulgarian, since the definite article
is a phrasal affix and part of the word (ма-
сата ’table.DET’ the table; високата ма-
са ’tall.DEF table’ the tall table). Thus,
to this category belong the appropriate pro-
nouns that are used attributively (definite, in-
definite, collective, etc.). The pronouns that
are used substantively, remain in the group
PRON (pronoun). The pronouns that are
used adverbially, are considered in the group
ADV (adverb). Another division applies to
nouns. The common ones map the group
NOUN, while the proper nouns go to the spe-
cific group PROPN. Numerals also divide be-
tween the groups of ADJ, ADV and NUM.
The verbs are divided into the groups VERB
(main verbs, copulas and modals, participles
that are part of verb forms), AUX (auxil-
iaries), ADJ (participles with attributive us-
ages).

3. Changing the POS. One case of changing
the original POS is the transition of the affir-
mative and negative particles to the group of
INTJ (interjections). Also, all the pronouns
that went to DET group, also changed their
POS label.

Concerning the UD set of accompanying fea-
tures, three of them were not specifically encoded

4http://www.bultreebank.org/TechRep/
BTB-TR03.pdf

in the original tagset: animacy, degree and pas-
sive forms. Concerning animacy, in Bulgarian
the grammar-related dichotomy is more specific
– Person vs. Non-Person. Thus, it is derivable
from some explicit grammatical features, such as
the case in some pronouns, the count form of the
masculine nouns and the masculine form of the
numerals. Concerning degree, the original tagset
does not differentiate among positive, comparative
and superlative forms. Concerning passive, active
voice is considered a default, and passive form is
handled at the syntactic level, since both ways of
its formation are analytical (participial forms and
se-forms).

4.2 Syntax
The transfer of the syntactic relations faces the
following situations: direct transfer relations;
non-direct relations; ‘floating’ relations and non-
handled relations.

1. Direct transfer relations. Direct mappings
are those that provide the necessary informa-
tion on phrasal level. They include relations
like dobj, iobj, nsubj, csubj, etc.5 Also the
distinction between the relations aux and cop
is directly derived from the original annota-
tion. The former being annotated lexically
with V(erb) and the latter being annotated
syntactically with a head-complement rela-
tion (VPC).

2. Non-direct relations. Indirect mappings are
those that provide the necessary information
in a more underspecified way. One example
of such relations is the division of our original
complement clauses (CLDA, CLCHE, etc.)
into control (xcomp) and non-control ones
(ccomp) within UD. Another example is the
division of our head – adjunct nominal phrase
(NPA) into several relations depending on the
non-head sister: nummod (the non-head sis-
ter is numeral), amod (the non-head sister is
adjective), det (the non-head sister is deter-
miner). The division of complement clauses
and head-adjunct nominal phrases into more
specific structures is linguistically sound with
respect to semantics. Our original style in-
troduces preferences to generalization over
structural analyses. In our opinion, these
two approaches exhibit two different models

5The UD labels are given in footnote 6.
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Figure 1: An HPSG-based tree and a Universal Dependency tree for the sentence: Аз съм, ако искаш
да знаеш, в най-решителния завой на живота си. ‘I am, if want.2PER.SG to know.2PER.SG, in
most-crucial turn of life.DEF my.REFL’ If you would like to know, I am in the most important turn of
my life.
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which might be useful for various tasks in
NLP. Also, in the original treebank the pas-
sive constructions together with their partici-
pants were not marked explicitly. Hence, ad-
ditional work was needed for annotating re-
lations such as nsubjpass (nominal subject of
a passive verb form) and csubjpass (clausal
subject of a passive verb form). Thus, the
specific auxiliary relation auxpass (relation
between an auxiliary verb and the main verb
form) is handled manually (see in Table 2 that
at the moment only one such relation is avail-
able in the data).

3. ‘Floating’ relations. There are mappings
that have selected one alternative among sev-
eral appropriate possibilities in the tagset.
Such decisions might be temporary, since
they are likely to be reconsidered in the fu-
ture. Such a case is the encoding of the ques-
tion particle ли ‘li’ in Bulgarian, which is
used in yes – no questions. At the moment it
is annotated with the relation discourse, but
there are also other options, such as aux, expl
or mark.

Here also belongs the phenomenon of clitic
doubling. In the original annotation we con-
sider argument-like clitics at lexical level,
while their counterparts (long pronoun forms
or nouns) – at syntactic level. Here is an
example: На него му се падна труден
въпрос на изпита. ‘To him.LONG-PRON
him.SHORT-PRON REFL happened diffi-
cult question at exam.DEF’ He got a difficult
question at his exam.

In UD, however, at the moment clitics receive
two different relations depending on whether
they are part of clitic doubling (then they are
marked as expl) or not (then they are marked
as dobj or iobj)).

4. Non-handled relations. We still have to
analyze the elliptical phenomena in the re-
maining sentences of the treebank. Another
thing to be reflected in the next release is
the secondary predication, since this phe-
nomenon requires also some co-reference in-
formation. Here is an example: Тя влезе
тъжна в стаята. ‘She entered sad.FEM-
SG in room.DEF’ She entered the room sad.

5 Conversion Procedure

Since in our original resource some multiword ex-
pressions were analyzed as one unit (especially
those that matched one POS), for the UD scheme
they had to be syntactically analyzed. In cases
where it was not obvious what the head and depen-
dencies are, the expressions were processed man-
ually.

The parts-of-speech together with the relevant
grammatical features were converted automati-
cally through pre-defined mappings.

The syntactic relations required more work.
Part of them were converted automatically, while
part of them needed human intervention. For that
reason all sentences with at least one unsolved
mapping have been left for the next release.

In almost every constituent the head daughter
could be determined unambiguously. However,
more specific rules are needed in some combina-
tions of constituents. For example, in NPs of type
NN the head might be the first or the second noun
depending on the semantics of the phrase. In such
cases manual annotation of the head is necessary.
Coordinations originally have been considered to
be non-headed phrases, where the grammatical
function overrides the syntactic labels. Thus, they
also needed some special conversion treatment.

The procedure for the conversion of the Bul-
TreeBank to Universal Dependencies is rule-
based. The rules are of two kinds: (1) lexical head
identifier moving up the constituent tree; and (2)
relation assignment for a constituent node of the
dependent child when all children of the parent
node have lexical identifiers.

For example, let us have the following con-
stituent, whose lexicalized example might be this
one: твърде висок зелен стол. ‘too tall green
chair’ [NPA [APA too tall] [NPA green chair]].

NPA → APAid1 NPAid2 ,

where id1 is a lexical head identifier for the ad-
jectival phrase APA and id2 is a lexical head iden-
tifier for the noun phrase NPA. Then we establish
the relation amod from APAid1 to NPAid2 and the
identifier for the child NPA is moved up, because
the lexical head of the child NPA is the lexical head
for the whole phrase. After the application of these
two rules we have the constituent tree annotated
with lexical identifiers and dependency relations
in this way:

NPAid2 → APAid1,amod NPAid2 .
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Through the recursive application of such rules
for the different types of phrases we annotated the
whole constituent trees with lexical identifiers and
universal dependency relations. When the root
node receives an identifier, then the process stops
and the constituent tree is converted to universal
dependency tree.

In this way, we keep the original constituent an-
notation, while constructing the universal depen-
dency annotation on top of it.

Some constructions like coordination, as men-
tioned above, require more complicated rules,
since the necessary information was not directly
encoded but it is trackable via the morphological
annotation. However, the basic principle is the
same.

Label Num Label Num
A 9922 M 2436
APA 681 N 31513
APC 247 ND-Elip 27
Adv 5197 NPA 27664
AdvPA 381 NPC 67
AdvPC 52 Nomin 17
C 5407 PP 17478
CL 1479 Participle 3883
CLCHE 722 Prep 17286
CLDA 1965 Pron 9315
CLQ 166 Subst 497
CLR 1084 T 4817
CLZADA 147 V 22431
Conj 5465 VPA 8576
ConjArg 8958 VPC 11291
CoordP 4387 VPF 203
Gerund 15 VPS 9579
H 1037 Verbalised 4
I 25

Table 1: Statistics over the HPSG Labels.

Table 16 summarizes the statistics of the syn-
6A – lexical adjective; APA – head-adjunct adjective

phrase; APC – head-complement adjective phrase; Adv –
lexical adverb; AdvPA – head-adjunct adverb phrase; Ad-
vPC – head-complement adverb phrase; C – lexical con-
junction; CL – clause that is outside the specific classes of
clauses; CLCHE – clause introduced via “che” conjunction;
CLDA – clause introduced via “da” verbal form; CLQ – in-
terrogative clause; CLR – relative clause; CLZADA – ad-
juct clause for purpose; Conj – conjuction in a coordination
phrase; ConjArg – argument of a coordination phrase; Co-
ordP – coordination phrase; Gerund – lexical gerund form;
H – lexical family name; I – lexical interjection; M – lex-
ical numeral; N – lexical noun; ND-Elip – elliptical noun
defined in the discourse; NPA – head-adjunct noun phrase;

tactic labels in the original HPSG-based BulTree-
Bank, while Table 27 gives an overview of the con-
verted BulTreeBank-UD. As it can be seen, direct
comparisons cannot be made due to the fact that
most often one original relation has been divided
into more relations, or some UD relation combines
material from two or more original ones. But even
in such a setting, it can be observed that the most
frequent type of relation is the one, in which a
noun is connected to another noun via preposition
(see relation PP in Table 1 and relations case and
nmod in Table 2).

Label Num Label Num
acl 1051 discourse 591
advcl 1258 dobj 5332
advmod 4437 expl 2790
amod 9528 iobj 2655
appos 38 mark 1410
aux 4839 mwe 671
auxpass 1 name 1110
case 18362 neg 1137
cc 3992 nmod 17293
ccomp 2428 nsubj 8506
conj 4573 nsubjpass 789
cop 1944 nummod 1460
csubj 368 punct 18013
csubjpass 16 root 9405
det 1586 vocative 6

Table 2: Statistics over the Universal Dependency
Labels.

Additionally, in Fig. 1 an original treebank sen-
tence is shown together with its UD conversion.
Definitely, the new presentation flattens the tree,

NPC – head-complement noun phrase; Nomin – nominal-
ization of a phrase; PP – prepositional phrase; Participle –
lexical participle; Prep – lexical preposition; Pron – lexical
pronoun; Subst – substantive usage; T – lexical particle; V
– lexical finite verb form; VPA – head-adjunct verb phrase;
VPC – head-complement verb phrase; VPF – head-filler verb
phrase; VPS – head-subject verb phrase; Verbalised – ver-
balization of a phrase.

7acl – clausal modifier of noun; advcl – adverbial clause
modifier; advmod – adverbial modifier; amod – adjectival
modifier; appos – appositional modifier; aux – auxiliary;
auxpass – passive auxiliary; case – case marking; cc – co-
ordinating conjunction; ccomp – clausal complement; conj
– conjunct; cop – copula; csubj – clausal subject; csubj-
pass – clausal passive subject; det – determiner; discourse
– discourse element; dobj – direct object; expl – expletive;
iobj – indirect object; mark – marker; mwe – multi-word
expression; name – name; neg – negation modifier; nmod –
nominal modifier; nsubj – nominal subject; nsubjpass – pas-
sive nominal subject; nummod – numeric modifier; punct –
punctuation; root – root; vocative – vocative
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but it also adds more specific relations to it. It
should be noted that the two lines in the HPSG-
based tree in Fig. 1 connect the coreferences in the
sentence (between the subject ‘I’ and the reflexive
pronoun; and between the unexpressed subjects of
the verbs ‘want’ and ‘know’).

6 Preliminary Experiments for POS
Tagging and Dependency Parsing

We performed some preliminary experiments with
the BulTreeBank-UD to train existing tools for
POS tagging and Dependency Parsing. The 10-
fold cross validation approach was used. We se-
lected MATE tools8 for the experiments, because
they provide all the necessary components in one
framework. The results are surprisingly good
for the POS and Morphological tagging, while
the dependency parsing performs somewhat sub-
optimally. As background information it should
be noted that the state-of-the-art results achieved
in our previous work, with different data and dif-
ferent settings are as follows: in POS tagging (13
tags) – 99.30 % accuracy; in morphological tag-
ging (680 tags) – 97.98 % accuracy (Georgiev et
al., 2012), and in dependency parsing on BulTree-
Bank (ConLL-2006): LAS – 89.14 % and UAS –
92.45 % (Simova et al., 2014), using an ensemble
model.

The current results are presented in Table 3 be-
low:

Task Accuracy LAS UAS
POS Tagging 96.89 % – –
Mor. Tagging 98.50 % – –
Dep. Parsing – 83.50 % 88.08 %

Table 3: Evaluation. LAS = Labeled Accuracy
Score, UAS = Unlabeled Accuracy Score.

However, we consider these results preliminary,
because, as it was mentioned above, only part of
the original treebank has been transformed into the
universal representation and thus, only this part
was used for the training. Additionally, many
complex phenomena have not been represented
within the current version yet.

It is worth noting that at the moment the origi-
nal BulTreeBank tagset consists of 680 tags, while
the UD one has 535 tags as combinations between
POS and the respective grammatical features. This

8http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/

situation will change when more language specific
features are added.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we describe the conversion of the
original HPSG-based BulTreeBank into the Uni-
versal Dependencies format. The process included
assigning Universal POS and Universal Morpho-
logical Features to the original annotations as well
as conversion of the tree structures.

The conversion and the label assignments were
done mainly automatically with a high level of cer-
tainty because the dependent elements in the orig-
inal treebank were easy to track. At the same time,
some phenomena will be detailed and handled in
the next release of the treebank due to the need of
human intervention in the language or annotation
model specific cases.

The reported effort is part of a wider initiative
that includes many languages and working groups.
As such it faces similar challenges and shares sim-
ilar perspectives. The main challenge is the proper
handling of the language universal and language
specific phenomena at a minimal linguistic and
data model loss. The most important perspective
is the ultimate goal of having comparable syntacti-
cally annotated resources for many languages that
would serve better for various NLP tasks.
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Abstract

The paper studies the diversity of ways to
express entity aspects in users’ reviews.
Besides explicit aspect terms, it is possi-
ble to distinguish implicit aspect terms and
sentiment facts. These subtypes of aspect
terms were annotated during SentiRuEval
evaluation of Russian sentiment analysis
systems organized in 2014–2015. The cre-
ated annotation gives the possibility to an-
alyze the contribution of non-explicit as-
pects to the overall sentiment of a review,
their main patterns, and possible use.

1 Introduction

When the authors of texts express their opinions
about some entities, they often indicate specific
properties (or aspects) of the entity that evoke pos-
itive or negative sentiments. Revealing these as-
pects and related sentiment is very important for
various directions of automatic sentiment analy-
sis, including analysis of user reviews, reputa-
tion monitoring, or social mood analysis because
such analysis helps to find problems or strong
points of the discussed entities. Therefore, so-
called Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA)
becomes more popular (Liu and Zhang, 2012;
Bagheri et al., 2013; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005;
Feldman, 2013; Poria et al., 2014).

Entity aspects are expressed in texts with aspect
terms and can usually be classified into categories.
For example, Service aspect category in restaurant
reviews can be expressed in such terms as staff,
waiter, waitress, server, and etc. Aspect-based
sentiment analysis includes several stages, such as
revealing aspect terms and their categories, extrac-
tion of sentiments expressed toward found aspects,
and visualization of extracted information.

It is usually supposed that an aspect of an en-
tity is conveyed by a noun or a noun group that

explicitly denotes a property of an entity and does
not contain sentiment within itself, so called ex-
plicit aspects. So, in aspect-based sentiment anal-
ysis evaluations organized in the framework of Se-
mEval conference, only explicit aspects were an-
notated (Pontiki et al., 2014; Pontiki et al., 2015).
However, aspects can be expressed in an implicit
way. For example, the phrase ready to help ex-
presses positive sentiment toward restaurant ser-
vice, without mentioning aspects explicitly.

In SentiRuEval evaluation of aspect-based sen-
timent analysis of Russian texts (Loukachevitch
et al., 2015), besides explicit aspects, so-called
implicit aspects (sentiment words with implied as-
pects) and sentiment facts (phrases with implicit
sentiments and aspects such as answered all ques-
tions) were labeled. These annotations give a
new possibility to study the contribution of vari-
ous types of aspects into the overall sentiment of
users’ reviews and their possible use in sentiment-
oriented summaries. This evaluation is the sec-
ond Russian sentiment analysis evaluation event
after ROMIP sentiment analysis tracks in 2011-
2013 (Chetviorkin and Loukachevitch, 2013).

In this paper, we consider subtypes of aspect
terms and principles of aspect labeling in the
framework of SentiRuEval evaluation. Also, we
present the analysis of manually labeled aspect
terms expressed implicitly and show their useful-
ness for generating sentiment-oriented summaries.

2 Related Work

For studying aspect-oriented sentiment analysis,
several datasets were created. The restaurant re-
view dataset created by Ganu et al. (2009) uses
six coarse-grained aspect categories (e.g., FOOD,

PRICE, SERVICE) and four overall sentence polarity
labels (positive, negative, conflict, neutral). Each
sentence is assigned to one or more aspect cate-
gories together with a polarity label for each cate-
gory.
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Hu and Liu (2004) created the product review
dataset containing 100 reviews for each of five
electronics products. They labeled terms nam-
ing aspects (e.g., voice dialing) together with their
sentiment strength scores. They found that aspects
can be expressed explicitly or implicitly, as the
size aspect in the sentence it fits in a pocket nicely.

Zhang and Liu (2011) argue that there are many
types of expressions that do not bear sentiments
on their own, but they imply sentiment in specific
contexts. One such type of expressions involves
resources, which are important for many applica-
tion domains. For example, money is a resource
in probably every domain, gas is a resource in the
car domain, and ink is a resource in the printer
domain. An expression containing a quantifier
(some, more, large, small, etc.) in combination
with a resource term may often look like a refer-
ence to an objective fact but, in practice, it often
implies a specific sentiment.

In (Gupta, 2013; Tutubalina and Ivanov, 2014;
Zhang et al., 2012), extraction of so-called tech-
nical problems mentioned by users in reviews
was discussed. Technical problems can also be
considered as specific types of sentiment-oriented
facts. Besides, some non-opinionated words can
have negative or positive associations (connota-
tions (Feng et al., 2013)) that their appearance in
a text can imply relevant sentiment, e.g., word hair
has usually the negative connotation in the restau-
rant domain (hair on the plate).

The dataset created by Ganu et al. (2009)
was used as a basis for aspect-based review anal-
ysis evaluation at SemEval in 2014 (Pontiki et
al., 2014). The dataset included isolated, out of
context sentences in two domains: restaurants and
laptops. The set of aspect categories for restau-
rants included: FOOD, SERVICE, PRICE, AMBIENCE,

ANECDOTES/MISCELLANEOUS.

In 2015 SemEval evaluations of the aspect-
based sentiment analysis of reviews was focused
on entire reviews (Pontiki et al., 2015). Aspect
categories of terms became more complicated and
now consist of Entity-Attribute pairs (E-A), for ex-
ample FOOD-PRICE, FOOD-QUALITY. In both cases,
only explicit aspects (comprising named entities,
common nouns, or multiword noun groups) were
labeled and used for systems testing. The ultimate
goal of the ABSA was formulated as generation
of summaries enumerating all the aspects and their
overall polarity (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Sentiment-aspect summary as a goal for
aspect-based sentiment analysis (Pontiki et al.,
2015).

3 SentiRuEval Testing of Russian
Sentiment Analysis Systems

The SentiRuEval evaluation organized in 2014–
2015 was focused on entity-oriented sentiment
analysis of Twitter and aspect-oriented analysis of
users reviews in Russian. For evaluation of aspect-
oriented sentiment analysis systems, two domains
(restaurant reviews and automobile reviews) were
chosen (Loukachevitch et al., 2015).

During the annotation phase, not only explicit
aspects but also aspects expressed implicitly (see
Section 4) were marked up. To each labeled as-
pect, its sentiment (positive, negative, neutral, or
both) and aspect category should be assigned to.
For restaurant reviews, aspect categories included:
FOOD, SERVICE, INTERIOR (including ambience),
PRICE, GENERAL. For automobiles, aspect cate-
gories were: DRIVEABILITY, RELIABILITY, SAFETY,

APPEARANCE, COMFORT, COSTS, GENERAL.
The aspect categories with their sentiment

scores (positive, negative, both, or absent) were
also attached to the whole review.

The participants were to solve one or more of
the following tasks in two domains: automatic ex-
traction of explicit aspects, automatic extraction of
all aspect terms, extraction of sentiments towards
explicit aspects, automatic categorization of ex-
plicit aspects into aspect categories, and sentiment
analysis of the whole review according to aspect
categories.

The labeling of training and test data was con-
ducted with BRAT annotating tool (Stenetorp et
al., 2012). Aspects in each review were labeled by
a single linguist under inspection of a supervisor.
Besides, to check up the quality of aspect labeling,
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several specialized procedures were implemented.
So, some accidental mistakes were found and cor-
rected (Loukachevitch et al., 2015).

Altogether, about 200 reviews were prepared
for each domain as a training collection and addi-
tional 200 reviews in each domain served as a test
collection. Table 1 shows labeled data statistics in
two domains.

Nine Russian groups and individual researchers
were participants of SentiRuEval–2015. The
results of the participants are described in
(Loukachevitch et al., 2015). All data and results
are publicly available.1 In this paper, we analyze
the aspect labeling carried out in the framework of
SentiRuEval.

Restaurants Automobiles
Train / Test Train / Test

Number of 201 / 203 217 / 201
reviews
Number of 2,822 / 3,506 3,152 / 3,109
explicit aspects
Number of 636 / 657 638 / 576
implicit aspects
Number of 523 / 656 668 / 685
sentiment facts

Table 1: Number of aspect terms found in reviews.

4 Labeling Types of Aspects in
SentiRuEval

In contrast to SemEval ABSA labeling, the ulti-
mate goal of aspect labeling at SentiRuEval is to
generate summaries in form of informative key-
words expressing both aspect and related senti-
ment. It was supposed that such summaries can
better convey the mood of users’ opinions than tra-
ditional star-oriented summaries. Keyword-based
interfaces are appropriate not only for desktop
computers, but also for mobile devices.

The similar approach is described in (Yatani et
al., 2011). However, in that work, only sentiment-
oriented adjective-noun word pairs were extracted
(see Figure 2). Besides, extraction of implicit
sentiment and aspects was not considered. The
SentiRuEval labeling was directed to study vari-
ous forms of aspect-sentiment tags that can be uti-
lized for visualization of users’ opinions. From
this point of view, it was found that the labeling of

1http://goo.gl/Wqsqit

several types of aspect-related expressions is use-
ful including explicit aspects, implicit aspects, and
sentiment facts.

Figure 2: Example of the aspect-oriented review
summary as a set of sentiment-aspect keywords
(Yatani et al., 2011).

As in previous works, explicit aspect terms de-
note some parts of an entity (such as an engine, a
compartment, or a trunk of a car) or its charac-
teristics (appearance of a car). They can also de-
note produced products (pasta, desserts), related
services (staff, personnel), or surrounding condi-
tions (music, noise, smell, and etc.). The cost
(price) related aspect is present in most domains.
To form sentiment-oriented keywords, explicit as-
pects should be combined with sentiment words.

Explicit aspects are usually expressed by nouns
or noun groups, but in some aspect categories, it
is possible to encounter explicit aspects expressed
as verbs or verb groups. For example, in restau-
rant reviews, such verbs as eat, drink (FOOD cat-
egory); greet (SERVICE) are often used to express
explicit aspects. In the car domain, frequent exam-
ples of such verbs and verb groups are look (AP-

PEARANCE), speed up, park, hold the road (DRIV-

ABILITY). 2

Verbs expressing explicit aspects can be met
in constructions with sentiment-oriented adverbs
such as ate very well, greeted well, etc. Keywords
in such forms (greeted well) can be presented to
users in sentiment-oriented summaries.

Therefore, in the SentiRuEval data, verbs may
also be labeled as explicit aspect terms. The pres-
ence of verbs in aspect categories varies.

Implicit aspect terms are evident sentiment
words having appraisal as a sense component but,

2These and all further examples are translated from Rus-
sian.
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in the current domain, these words also imply a
specific aspect category. Frequent examples of
implicit aspect terms in the restaurant domain are
tasty (positive+FOOD), polite (positive+SERVICE),
comfortable (positive+INTERIOR), cosy (posi-
tive+INTERIOR), expensive (negative+PRICE).

In the car domain, frequently men-
tioned implicit aspects are beautiful
(positive+APPEARANCE), mighty (pos-
itive+DRIVABILITY), spacious (posi-
tive+COMFORT), comfortable (posi-
tive+COMFORT), reliable (positive+RELIABILITY),
safe (positive+SAFETY), economical (posi-
tive+PRICE). Phrases that included an implicit
aspect term and a negation or intensifier were
also considered as implicit aspect terms (not
comfortable (negative+INTERIOR)).

The importance of these words for automatic
sentiment analysis is in that implicit aspects allow
a sentiment system to reveal the implied opinion
about entity characteristics even if an explicit as-
pect term is unknown, written with an error, or
referred to in a complicated way. In a keyword-
oriented interface, implicit aspects can be pre-
sented alone (tasty), or with the corresponding cat-
egory (tasty food). In Russian, implicit aspects can
be shown in an adverb form: vkusno (tastily).

Sentiment facts are single words or short, syn-
tactically correct phrases that do not mention the
user sentiment directly but inform about user’s
opinion via mentioning facts. In the restaurant
domain, frequent sentiment facts include such ex-
pressions as: large portions, large choice of dishes
(FOOD); waited for a long time, forgot, didn’t bring
(SERVICE); dim lights, plenty of space (INTERIOR);
come again, come back (GENERAL). In sentiment
facts, aspects are also often implicit.

Sentiment facts express the specificity of an ob-
ject under review and can be directly depicted (in
an appropriate form) as sentiment keywords.

In the SentiRuEval data, the amount of reviews
with more than 10% of implicit sentences (con-
taining only implicit aspects or sentiment facts
without mentioning explicit aspects) ranges from
15 to 30% across training and test collections. For
some reviews, the amount of such sentences con-
stitutes up to 40%. Figure 3 shows that more than
a half of the reviews in the SentiRuEval restaurant
training collection (106 of 201) contains sentences
with implicitly expressed aspects.

If we compare the SentiRuEval aspect annota-

Figure 3: The distribution of sentences with only
implicitly expressed aspects in the SentiRuEval
restaurant training collection (201 reviews).

tion with labeling in the framework of SemEval
ABSA-2015 then it can be seen that the ABSA
dataset also contains sentences with implicit as-
pects and sentiment facts but such sentences are
marked with the label target=NULL (Pontiki et al.,
2014; Pontiki et al., 2015) what means an absent
(null) target.

In the NULL-labeled ABSA examples, it is of-
ten possible to mark-up sentiment facts. For ex-
ample, in the following sentence from the ABSA
guidelines marked with NULL target “They never
brought us complimentary noodles, ignored re-
peated requests for sugar, and threw our dishes on
the table”, three sentiment facts could be anno-
tated: never brought, ignored repeated requests,
and threw our dishes.

5 Syntactic Patterns and Semantic
Subtypes of Sentiment Facts

Extraction of sentiment facts is not a simple task
because syntactic structures of sentiment facts are
quite diverse. Their most frequent syntactic pat-
terns are different in two domains (Table 2). It is
important to note that in Verb+Noun patterns, a
noun can be in function of a subject or an object
because of free word order in Russian.

The annotators were asked to label sentiment
facts as minimal syntactically correct phrases in-
dicating an aspect and a sentiment within them-
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Pattern Relative Examples
Frequency

Restaurants
Adj+N 6.0% broad windows

cold kebab
V+N 4.0% changed ashtrays

confused orders
not+V 3.7% not greet

not bring
Automobiles
V 16.8% to rattle

to decay
Adj+N 10.8% huge trunk

low rider
N 7.0% noise, rust
V+N 5.8% eats gasoline
not+V 5.8% not break

not regulated

Table 2: Most frequent patterns of sentiment facts
in restaurant and automobile domains ordered by
frequency in each domain.

selves but currently this requirement was not fully
observed. Therefore, we can see that in the restau-
rant domain, syntactic patterns seem to be more
diverse and the frequency of the most frequent pat-
terns is lower.

From the lexico-semantic point of view, mul-
tiple cases of RESOURCE-BASED FACTS contain-
ing resource terms described in (Zhang and Liu,
2011) can be revealed among sentiment facts. In
the restaurant domain, one can find the following
kinds of resource terms: time of a restaurant guest;
attention of waiters; three food-oriented resources
including food on a plate, choice in a menu, and
availability of a specific dish; space in a restaurant
room and free tables; and money of visitors.

In the automobile domain, there are such re-
source terms as space in a compartment or trunk;
fuel; and money for purchase, fuel, or mainte-
nance of a car. In both domains, the resource terms
are often mentioned in phrases together with quan-
tifiers (many, small, large, and etc.).

The particle not in a phrase with a not-
opinionated verb often denotes the deviation from
a normal state of affairs (FAILURE FACTS). A sim-
ilar effect appears from the usage of words ab-
sence, absent.

Gradable adjectives, which are a priori not cor-
related with a specific sentiment, in phrases with

explicit aspects often become sentiment facts (cold
kebab, broad windows)(GRADABILITY FACTS).

Words denoting sounds or noises (loud, crackle,
and etc.) can express positive or negative sen-
timent facts in various domains (NOISE FACTS).
They are met in both domains under analysis.

Thus, for automatic extraction of sentiment
facts and utilizing them in sentiment-oriented in-
terfaces, it is useful to extract at least: phrases with
negation particles not containing sentiment words;
phrases with gradual adjectives, and phrases with
quantifiers. A vocabulary with noise- and failure-
meaning words and phrases can be also useful for
extraction of sentiment facts in various domains.

If extracted correctly, a keyword-based senti-
ment summary about a restaurant can include vari-
ous types of aspect terms and look as follows: nice
dessert, broad windows, waited for a long time,
politely, will come again. Each keyword conveys
information about both an aspect and related sen-
timent.

6 Conclusion

The paper studies the diversity of ways to express
entity aspects in users’ reviews and considers sub-
types of aspect terms in aspect-oriented sentiment
analysis. Besides explicit aspect terms, it is pos-
sible to distinguish implicit aspects and sentiment
facts.

These subtypes of aspects were annotated dur-
ing SentiRuEval evaluation of Russian sentiment
analysis systems organized in 2014–2015. The
created annotation allowed us to analyze the con-
tribution of non-explicit aspects to the overall sen-
timent of a review, their frequent patterns and their
possible use in sentiment-oriented interfaces.

The analysis of labeled sentiment facts in the
SentiRuEval data revealed such types of fre-
quent sentiment facts as RESOURCE-BASED FACTS,

FAILURE FACTS, GRADABILITY FACTS, and NOISE

FACTS.
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Abstract

In this work we are solving authorship at-
tribution and author profiling tasks (by fo-
cusing on the age and gender dimensions)
for the Lithuanian language. This paper
reports the first results on literary texts,
which we compared to the results, pre-
viously obtained with different functional
styles and language types (i.e., parliamen-
tary transcripts and forum posts).

Using the Naïve Bayes Multinomial and
Support Vector Machine methods we in-
vestigated an impact of various stylistic,
character, lexical, morpho-syntactic fea-
tures, and their combinations; the differ-
ent author set sizes of 3, 5, 10, 20, 50,
and 100 candidate authors; and the dataset
sizes of 100, 300, 500, 1,000, 2,000, and
5,000 instances in each class. The high-
est 89.2% accuracy in the authorship at-
tribution task using a maximum number
of candidate authors was achieved with
the Naïve Bayes Multinomial method and
document-level character tri-grams. The
highest 78.3% accuracy in the author pro-
filing task focusing on the age dimension
was achieved with the Support Vector Ma-
chine method and token lemmas. An ac-
curacy reached 100% in the author profil-
ing task focusing on the gender dimension
with the Naïve Bayes Multinomial method
and rather small datasets, where various
lexical, morpho-syntactic, and character
feature types demonstrated a very similar
performance.

1 Introduction

With the constant influx of anonymous or
pseudonymous electronic text documents (forum

posts, Internet comments, tweets, etc.) the au-
thorship analysis is becoming more and more top-
ical. In this respect it is important to consider
the anonymity factor, as it allows everyone to ex-
press their opinions freely, but on the other hand,
opens a gate for different cyber-crimes. Therefore
the authorship research –which for a long time
in the past was mainly focused on literary ques-
tions of unknown or disputed authorship– drifts to-
wards more practical applications in such domains
as forensics, security, user targeted services, etc.
Available text corpora, linguistic tools, and sophis-
ticated methods even more accelerate the devel-
opment of the authorship research field, which is
no longer limited to authorship attribution (when
identifying who, from a closed-set of candidate
authors, is the actual author of a given anonymous
text document) only. Other research directions in-
volve the author verification task (when deciding
if a given text is written by a certain author or
not); the plagiarism detection task (when search-
ing for similarities between two different texts or
parts within a single text); the author profiling
task (when extracting information about author’s
characteristics, typically covering the basic demo-
graphic dimensions as the age, gender, native lan-
guage or psychometric traits); etc. In this paper
we focus on authorship attribution (AA) and au-
thor profiling (AP) problems covering the age and
gender dimensions.

Some researchers claim that in the scenario
when an author makes no efforts to modify his/her
writing style, authorship identification problems
can be tackled due to an existing “stylometric fin-
gerprint” notion –an individual and uncontrolled
habit to express thoughts in certain unique ways,
which is kept constant in all writings by the same
author. Van Halteren (2005) even named this phe-
nomenon a “human stylome” in analogy to a DNA
“genome”. However, Juola (2007) argues that
strict implications are not absolutely correct, be-
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cause the “genome” is stable, but the writing style
tends to evolve over time. More stable (e.g., gen-
der) and changing (e.g., age, social status, educa-
tion, etc.) demographic characteristics affect the
writing style, thus making AP a solvable task for
these dimensions.

With the breakthrough of the Internet era lit-
erary texts in the authorship research were grad-
ually replaced with e-mails (Abbasi and Chen,
2008), (de Vel et al., 2001), web forum mes-
sages (Solorio et al., 2011), online chats (Cristani
et al., 2012), (Inches et al., 2013), Internet
blogs (Koppel et al., 2011) or tweets (Sousa-Silva
et al., 2011; Schwartz et al., 2013), which, in
turn, contributed to a development of Computa-
tional Linguistic methods able to cope effectively
with the following problems: short texts, non-
normative language texts, many candidate authors,
etc. The discovered advanced techniques helped
to achieve even higher accuracy in AA and AP
tasks on literary texts (under so-called “ideal con-
ditions”). Although the research on literary texts
have lost popularity due to the decrease in demand
of their practical applications, the results obtained
on literary texts can still be interesting from the
scientific point of view, as it may perform some
kind of a baseline function in the comparative re-
search. In this respect we believe that our present
paper, which focuses on literary texts, will deliver
valuable results. Besides, the obtained AA and
AP results will be compared with the results pre-
viously reported on the Lithuanian language cov-
ering other functional styles and language types.

2 Related Works

Despite archaic rule-based approaches (attribut-
ing texts to authors/characteristics depending on
a set of manually constructed rules) and some
rare attempts to deal with unlabeled data (Nasir
et al., 2014; Qian et al., 2014) automatic AA
and AP tasks are tackled with Supervised Ma-
chine Learning (SML) or Similarity-Based (SB)
techniques (for review see (Stamatatos, 2009)).
In the SML paradigm, texts of known author-
ship/characteristic (training data) are used to con-
struct a classifier which afterwards attributes
anonymous documents. In the SB paradigm, an
anonymous text is attributed to the particular au-
thor/characteristic whose text is the most simi-
lar according to some calculated similarity mea-
sure. The comparative experiments prove superi-

ority of the SB methods over the SML techniques,
e.g., Memory-Based Learning produced better
results compared to Naïve Bayes and Decision
Trees (Zhao and Zobel, 2005); the Delta method
surpassed performance levels achieved by the pop-
ular Support Vector Machine method (Jockers and
Witten, 2010). However, the SB approaches are
considered to be more suitable for the problems
with a big number of classes and limited training
data, e.g., the Memory-Based Learning method
applied on 145 authors outperformed Support Vec-
tor Machines (Luyckx and Daelemans, 2008), ap-
plied on 100,000 candidate authors outperformed
Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine and Reg-
ularized Least Squares Classification (Narayanan
et al., 2012). In our research we have at most
100 candidate authors, 6 age and 2 gender groups,
therefore the SML approaches seem to be the most
suitable choice. Besides, many AA and AP tasks
are solved using the popular Support Vector Ma-
chine method, which in the contemporary compu-
tational research is considered as the most accu-
rate, thus the most suitable technique for differ-
ent text classification problems (e.g., superiority
of Support Vector Machine is proved in (Zheng et
al., 2006)). However, a selection of classification
method itself is not as important as a proper selec-
tion of an appropriate feature type.

Starting from Mendenhall (1887) the first sty-
lometric techniques were based on the quanti-
tative features (so-called “style markers”) such
as a sentence or word length, number of sylla-
bles per word, type-token ratio, vocabulary rich-
ness function, lexical repetition, etc. (for review
see (Holmes, 1998)). However, these feature types
are considered to be suitable only for homoge-
neous and long texts (e.g., entire books) and for
the datasets having only a few candidate authors.
The first modern pioneering work of Mosteller and
Wallace (1963) –who obtained promising AA re-
sults on The Federalist papers with the Bayesian
method applied on frequencies of a few dozens
function words– triggered many posterior exper-
iments with various feature types. In the contem-
porary research the most widespread approach is
to represent text documents as vectors of frequen-
cies, which elements cover specific layers of lin-
guistic information (lexical, morpho-syntactic, se-
mantic, character, etc.). The best feature types are
determined only after an experimental investiga-
tion.
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Since most AA and AP research works deal
with Germanic languages, providing no recom-
mendations that could work with the morpholog-
ically rich, highly inflective, derivationally com-
plex languages (such as Lithuanian), having rela-
tively free word order in sentences, our focus is
on the research done for the Baltic and Slavic lan-
guages, which by their nature and characteristics
are the most similar to Lithuanian.

The AA experiments for the Polish language
were performed with the literary texts of 2 au-
thors using the feed-forward multilayer Percep-
tron method (with one or two hidden layers) and
the sigmoid activation function trained by the
back-propagation algorithm (Stańczyk and Cyran,
2007). The experiments with lexical (function
words), syntactic (punctuation marks), and combi-
nation of both feature types revealed superiority of
syntactic features. Eder (2011) applied the Delta
method on the Polish, English, Latin, German
datasets each containing 20 prose writers and then
compared obtained AA results. A bootstrap-like
procedure –testing a large number of randomly
chosen permutations of original data with the k-
Nearest Neighbor method in each trial and calcu-
lating an average accuracy score– helped to avoid
fuzziness with unconvincing results. The best re-
sults for the Polish language texts were achieved
with a mix of word unigrams and bigrams, with
word unigrams for English, with a combination of
words and character penta-grams for Latin, with
character tri-grams for German.

Kukushkina et al. (2001) applied first-order
Markov chains on the Russian literary texts writ-
ten by 82 authors. All matrices –containing tran-
sition frequency pairs of text elements– composed
during the training process for each candidate au-
thor were later used to compute probabilities of
anonymous texts. The researchers investigated
word-level (an original word form or it’s lemma)
character bigrams, pairs of coarse-grained or fine-
grained part-of-speech tags and obtained the best
results with word-level (in the original form) char-
acter bigrams. Kanishcheva (2014) presented the
implemented software able to solve AA tasks
for the Russian language. The offered linguistic
model is based on statistical characteristics and
can fill the lexical database of the author’s vocab-
ulary. Any attribution decision is taken after cal-
culations of a proximity value between texts.

For the Croatian language the AA task was

solved using the Support Vector Machine method
with the radial basis (Reicher et al., 2010). The
researchers used 4 datasets (newspaper texts of
25 authors, on-line blogs of 22 authors, Croat-
ian literature classics of 20 authors, Internet fo-
rum posts of 19 authors). They tested a big va-
riety of features and their combinations: func-
tion words, idf weighted function words, frequen-
cies of coarse-grained part-of-speech tags, fine-
grained part-of-speech tags with normalized fre-
quencies, part-of-speech tri-grams, part-of-speech
tri-grams with function words, other features (in-
cluding punctuation, frequencies of word lengths,
sentence-length frequency values, etc.). The best
results were achieved with a combination of func-
tion words, punctuation marks, word and sentence
length frequency values.

Zečević (2011) investigated byte-level charac-
ter n-grams on the Serbian newspaper dataset of
3 authors. The researcher explored an influence
of the author profile size (varying from 20 up
to 5,000 most frequent n-grams) and the n-gram
length (up to 7). All n-grams were stored in a
structure called a prefix tree; an author attribution
decision was taken by the 1-Nearest Neighbor al-
gorithm based on the distance metric combining
the dissimilarity measure and the simplified pro-
file intersection. The best results were achieved
with the n-grams of n > 2 and the profile size
larger than 500. In the posterior work (Zečević
and Utvić, 2012) researchers added 3 more can-
didate authors to the dataset and investigated an
impact of syllables using the simplified profile in-
tersection similarity measure. However, syllables
were not robust enough to outperform byte-level
character n-grams.

Other research works (as for the Slovene lan-
guage in (Zwitter Vitez, 2012)) demonstrate po-
tentials to solve AA or AP tasks. They represent
available text corpora, linguistic tools and discuss
possible methods, feature types, an importance of
AA and AP tasks, etc.

For the Lithuanian language the AA research
was done with 100 candidate authors and two
datasets of parliamentary transcripts and forum
posts (Kapočiūtė-Dzikienė et al., 2015). The re-
searchers explored the Naïve Bayes Multinomial
and Support Vector Machine methods with a big
variety of feature types: lexical, morpho-syntactic,
character, and stylistic. The best results on the par-
liamentary transcripts dataset were achieved with
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the Support Vector Machine method and morpho-
syntactic features; on the forum posts dataset –
with the Support Vector Machine method and
character features. The previous AP research on
the Lithuanian language was done with parliamen-
tary transcripts focusing on the age, gender, and
political attitude dimensions (Kapočiūtė-Dzikienė
et al., 2014). The best results on the age dimen-
sion were achieved with the Support Vector Ma-
chine method and a mix of lemma unigrams, bi-
grams, and tri-grams; on the gender and political
attitude dimensions – with the Support Vector Ma-
chine method and a mix of lemma unigrams and
bi-grams.

Hence, AA and AP research using classifi-
cation methods is done on parliamentary tran-
scripts (representing normative language) and fo-
rum posts (representing non-normative language)
for the Lithuanian language, but there are no re-
ported results on literary texts so far. Since a pur-
pose of this paper is to perform the comparative
analysis with the previous research done on parlia-
mentary transcripts and forum posts, AA and AP
tasks with literary texts will be solved by keep-
ing all experimental conditions (concerning meth-
ods and their parameters, feature types, author set
sizes, dataset sizes, etc.) as similar as possible.

3 Methodology

In a straightforward form, both AA and AP prob-
lems fit a standard paradigm of a text classification
problem (Sebastiani, 2002).

Thus, text documents di belonging to the
dataset D are presented as numerical vectors cap-
turing statistics (absolute counts in our case) of
potentially relevant features. Each di can be at-
tributed to one element from a closed-set of can-
didate authors/characteristics, defined as classes
C = {cj}.

A function ϕ determines a mapping how each
di is attributed to cj in a training dataset DT .

Our goal is to find a method (by combining
classification techniques, feature types, and fea-
ture sets) which could discover as close approxi-
mation of ϕ as possible.

3.1 Datasets

186 literary works (in particular, novels, novel-
las, essays, publicistic novels, drama) taken from
the Contemporary Corpus of the Lithuanian Lan-
guage (Marcinkevičienė, 2000) cover the period of

37 years from 1972 to 2012. These literary works
were split into text snippets containing 2,000 sym-
bols (including white-spaces), thus an average text
document length varies from ∼283 to ∼290 to-
kens. Although the average text length does not fit
the recommendations given by Eder (2010) (2,500
tokens for Latin and 5,000 for English, German,
Polish or Hungarian) or Koppel et al. (2007) (500
tokens), these texts are not as extremely short as
used in, e.g., in Luyckx (2011) or Micros and Per-
ifanos (2011) AA research works, where reason-
able results were achieved with only ∼60 tokens
per text.

After previously described pre-processing, we
composed 3 datasets:

• LIndividual, which was used in our AA task
(see Table 1). The experiments with this
dataset involved balanced/full versions and
the increasing number of candidate authors
(3, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100).

• LAge used in our AP task by focusing on
the age dimension (see Table 2) contains 6
age groups (≤29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69,
and ≥70).1 The age group of any author was
determined by calculating a difference be-
tween the author’s birth date an the publish-
ing date of his/her literary work. An opposite
to the related research works (e.g., (Schler et
al., 2006) or (Koppel et al., 2009)) we did not
eliminate intermediate age groups, thus we
did not simplify our task. The experiments
performed with the balanced dataset versions
(unless there was not enough text samples in
the “main pool”) of 100, 300, 500, 1,000,
2,000, 5,000 text documents in each class.

• LGender used in our AP task focusing on the
gender dimension (see Table 2) contains 2
gender groups (male and female). The exper-
iments performed with the balanced dataset
versions of 100, 300, 500, 1,000, 2,000,
5,000 text documents in each class.

A distribution of 100 authors by their age and
gender is given in Table 3. The LAge and LGen-
der datasets contain randomly selected texts, pro-
viding no meta information about their authors.

1The chosen grouping is commonly used in the so-
cial studies, e.g., in the largest data archive in Europe
(http://www.gesis.org), as well as in the Lithua-
nian Data Archive for Social Science and Humanities
(http://www.lidata.eu).
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Numb. of
classes

Numb. of text
documents

Numb. of
tokens

Numb. of distinct
tokens (types)

Numb. of distinct
lemmas

Avg. numb of
tokens in a doc.

3 450 128,622 39,306 20,099 285.83
2,156 612,030 105,200 42,347 283.87

5 750 214,117 58,282 26,846 285.49
3,099 877,788 136,798 51,638 283.25

10 1,500 430,849 84,838 35,424 287.23
5,102 1,456,039 176,146 64,001 285.39

20 3,000 867,657 133,163 52,005 289.22
8,661 2,492,637 236,505 84,566 287.80

50 7,500 217,6019 229,726 84,952 290.14
16,317 4,721,452 343,827 124,117 289.36

100 15,000 4,347,165 332,251 120,676 289.81
25,564 7,395,147 436,686 159,175 289.28

Table 1: Statistics about LIndividual: an upper value in each cell represents the balanced dataset of 150
texts in each class, a lower value– imbalanced (full). The set of authors is the same in both dataset
versions.

Dataset Numb. of text
documents

Numb. of
tokens

Numb. of distinct
tokens (types)

Numb. of distinct
lemmas

Avg. numb of
tokens in a doc.

LAge 27,264 7,912,886 454,165 165,432 290.23
LGender 10,000 2,899,837 271,189 99,242 289.98

Table 2: Statistics about the balanced LAge and LGender datasets containing 5,000 text documents in
each class. The LGender dataset is not completely balanced due to the lack of texts in the age groups of
≤29 and ≥70.

≤29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 ≥70
Male 5 13 13 13 13 12

Female 7 8 6 4 3 3
Total 12 21 19 17 16 15

Table 3: Distribution of authors by their age and
gender.

3.2 Machine Learning Methods
In order to compare obtained AA and AP results
with the previously reported, experimental con-
ditions have to be as similar as possible. Thus,
the choice of classification method was restricted
to Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NBM) (introduced
by Lewis and Gale (1994)) and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) (introduced by Cortes and Vap-
nik (1995)). Both SML techniques are used in the
recent AA and AP tasks due to their advantages.

3.3 Features
The choice of features (by which documents are
represented) is as important as the choice of clas-
sification method. To find out what could work
with the Lithuanian literary texts, we tested a big
variety of different feature types, covering stylis-
tic, character, lexical and morpho-syntactic levels:

• sm – style markers: an average sentence and
word length; a standardized type/token ratio.

• fwd – function words (topic-neutral): prepo-
sitions, pronouns, conjunctions, particles,
interjections, and onomatopoeias, which
were automatically recognized in texts with
the Lithuanian morphological analyzer-
lemmatizer “Lemuoklis” (Zinkevičius,
2000).

• chr – (language-independent) document-
level character n-grams with n ∈ [2, 7].

• lex – tokens and a mix of their n-grams up to
n ∈ [2, 3] (e.g., in n = 3 case not only tri-
grams, but bi-grams and unigrams would be
used as well).

• lem – lemmas and a mix of their n-grams
up to n ∈ [2, 3]. The lemmatization was
done with “Lemuoklis” which replaced rec-
ognized words with their lemmas, trans-
formed generic words into appropriate lower-
case letters and all numbers into a special tag.

• pos – coarse-grained part-of-speech tags
(such as noun, verb, adjective, etc., deter-
mined with “Lemuoklis”) and a mix of their
n-grams up to n ∈ [2, 3].

• lexpos, lempos, lexmorf, lemmorf – the
compound features of lex+pos, lem+pos,
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lex+morf, lem+morf, respectively, and a mix
of their n-grams up to n ∈ [2, 3]. Here morf
indicates a fine-grained part-of-speech tag
composed of coarse-grained tag with the ad-
ditional morphological information as case,
gender, tense, etc.

4 Experimental Setup and Results

All experiments were carried out with the strati-
fied 10-fold cross-validation and evaluated using
the accuracy and f-score metrics.2

For each dataset version (described in Sec-
tion 3.1) the random

∑
P 2(cj) and major-

ity maxP (cj) baselines were calculated (where
P (cj) is the probability of class cj) and the higher
one of these values is presented in the following
figures. The statistical significance between differ-
ent results was evaluated using McNemar’s (1947)
test with one degree of freedom.

In all experiments we used WEKA 3.7 ma-
chine learning toolkit (Hall et al., 2009); 1,000
the most relevant features (using the types de-
scribed in Section 3.3), ranked by the calculated
χ2 values; the SVM method with the SMO poly-
nomial kernel (Platt, 1998) (because it gave the
highest accuracy in the comparative experiments,
done with parliamentary transcripts and forum
data (Kapočiūtė-Dzikienė et al., 2015)) and the
NBM method (described in Section 3.2). Remain-
ing parameters were set to their default values.

The highest achieved accuracies (in terms of
all explored feature types) with both classification
techniques for AA and AP tasks are presented in
Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. For the ac-
curacies obtained with different feature types us-
ing the most accurate classification method and the
datasets presented in Table 1, Table 2 see Table 4.

5 Discussion

All obtained results are reasonable, as they exceed
the random and majority baselines.

If we compare the results in Figure 1 with the
previously reported results on parliamentary tran-
scripts and forum posts (Kapočiūtė-Dzikienė et
al., 2015), SVM is not the best technique in all
cases here. Despite it slightly outperforms NBM
on the smaller datasets (with <20 candidate au-
thors), but under-performs on the larger ones. We

2F-scores show the same trend as accuracy values in all
our experiments, therefore we do not present them in the fol-
lowing figures and tables.

suppose that the simple NBM technique coped
effectively with our AA task due to the follow-
ing reasons: used literary texts are more homoge-
neous (a literary work/author rate is 1.86), longer
(∼1.34 and ∼6.88 times longer compared to par-
liamentary transcripts and forum posts, respec-
tively), have more stable vocabulary, and clearer
synonymy compared to parliamentary transcripts
(covering a period of 23 years) or forum posts
(covering a bunch of different topics). Moreover,
the writing style of each author in literary works
is expressed more clearly, therefore the drop in the
accuracy when adding new authors to the dataset
was not as steep as with parliamentary transcripts
or forum posts. Even with 100 candidate authors
the accuracy on literary texts almost reaches the
threshold of 90% (see Figure 1) exceeding the re-
sults of parliamentary transcripts and forum posts
by ∼18.6% and ∼54.6%, respectively. Besides,
the dataset balancing boosted the accuracy on par-
liamentary transcripts and reduced on forum posts,
but gave no noticeable impact on literary texts.
Since literary texts written by the same author are
very similar in style, new texts added to the dataset
could not make any significant impact.

Zooming into the feature types in Table 4 al-
lows us to state that lexical information dominates
character on the smaller datasets (having ≤50
candidate authors). However, when the number
of candidates is small (≤20) many different fea-
tures (based on character, lexical, lemma or com-
pound lexical and morpho-syntactic information)
perform equally well; with 50 – only unigrams of
lemmas (sometimes complemented with part-of-
speech tags) are significantly better compared to
the rest types; with 100 – only character tri-grams
are the best. The most surprising is the fact that the
character feature type gave the best results on the
largest dataset. Typically when dealing with mor-
phologically rich languages and normative texts,
morphological features are the most accurate (e.g.,
on Greek (Stamatatos et al., 2001) or on He-
brew (Koppel et al., 2006) texts). The Lithua-
nian language is not an exception, i.e., the exper-
iments with parliamentary transcripts showed that
token lemmas (or their n-grams) is the best feature
type, whereas on forum posts (where the morpho-
logical tools could not be maximally helpful due
to the text specifics) character features gave the
highest accuracy. On the other hand, a robustness
of character n-grams is not very surprising: i.e.,
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Figure 1: The accuracy (y axis) dependence on a number of candidate authors (x axis). Each column
shows the maximum achieved accuracy over all explored feature types. Grey columns represent the
NBM method, white – SVM, black parts represent the higher value of random/majority baselines.

Figure 2: The accuracy (y axis) dependence on a number of instances in each class (x axis). For the other
notations see the caption of Figure 1.

character n-grams can capture lexical preferences
without any need of linguistic background knowl-
edge; moreover, we used document-level character
n-grams which incorporate information about con-
tiguous words. Besides, literary texts are not too
complicated for AA tasks, therefore shorter char-
acter n-grams (tri-grams in our case) are enough to
capture author’s style differences without mapping
too obviously to specific words.

The SVM method outperformed the NBM
method on the larger datasets (having more in-
stances in each class) in all AP tasks (see the
results on LAge and LGender presented in Fig-
ure 2 and on parliamentary transcripts reported by
Kapočiūtė et al. (2014)). The results obtained with
literary texts focusing on the age dimension do not
contradict the results achieved with parliamentary
transcripts: the highest boost in the accuracy is
reached on the largest datasets (containing 5,000
instances in each class). The results obtained with
literary texts focusing on the gender dimension are
absolutely opposite, i.e., the best performance on
literary texts was demonstrated with the smaller
datasets, on the parliamentary transcripts – with

the largest. We suppose that this unexpected situa-
tion (when the smaller datasets seem more optimal
for capturing the gender characteristics) happened
when instances were randomly selected from the
“main pool”, i.e., if the first selected instances
were the most typical for the writing style of males
and females, less characteristic instances added
afterwards could only degrade AP performance.
However, the precise answer to this question is
possible only after a detailed error analysis which
is planned in our future research. Nevertheless the
dataset of 100, 300 or 500 instances in each class
is too small to be recommended for any AP tasks.

Zooming into Table 4 allows us to state that to-
ken lemmas is the best feature type on LAge. Be-
sides, lemma information (in particular, a mix of
lemma tri-grams, bi-grams, and unigrams) gave
the best results on parliamentary transcripts as
well. Marginally the best feature type dealing
with the largest LGender dataset is token lem-
mas complemented with the part-of-speech infor-
mation; with the smaller LGender datasets vari-
ous lexical, morpho-syntactic, and character fea-
ture types demonstrated high and very similar per-
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Feature
type

LIndividual (balanced) LIndividual LAge LGender3 5 10 20 50 100 3 5 10 20 50 100
sm 0.616 0.380 0.249 0.163 0.089 0.045 0.635 0.441 0.312 0.195 0.114 0.072 0.245 0.560

fwd 0.942 0.825 0.823 0.701 0.575 0.442 0.966 0.874 0.862 0.751 0.634 0.480 0.445 0.710
chr2 0.989 0.965 0.973 0.896 0.874 0.782 0.990 0.978 0.979 0.911 0.895 0.836 0.649 0.811
chr3 0.998 0.992 0.986 0.932 0.934 0.892 0.998 0.991 0.989 0.920 0.921 0.891 0.722 0.859
chr4 0.998 0.991 0.985 0.922 0.896 0.756 0.997 0.988 0.986 0.914 0.896 0.791 0.726 0.858
chr5 0.993 0.983 0.973 0.915 0.833 0.662 0.995 0.987 0.979 0.906 0.854 0.703 0.698 0.849
chr6 0.987 0.980 0.962 0.897 0.787 0.633 0.993 0.984 0.968 0.894 0.824 0.672 0.678 0.843
chr7 0.987 0.977 0.958 0.884 0.761 0.611 0.992 0.985 0.961 0.884 0.795 0.639 0.656 0.834
lex1 1.000 0.993 0.993 0.937 0.928 0.841 0.998 0.994 0.991 0.933 0.909 0.820 0.753 0.884
lex2 1.000 0.991 0.991 0.933 0.916 0.840 0.998 0.994 0.989 0.929 0.895 0.777 0.745 0.885
lex3 1.000 0.992 0.991 0.934 0.916 0.841 0.998 0.994 0.989 0.929 0.895 0.775 0.745 0.884

lem1 0.998 0.989 0.993 0.943 0.952 0.889 0.999 0.990 0.991 0.940 0.940 0.882 0.783 0.889
lem2 0.998 0.991 0.992 0.936 0.941 0.886 0.999 0.991 0.990 0.936 0.925 0.837 0.771 0.884
lem3 0.998 0.988 0.991 0.938 0.941 0.885 0.999 0.989 0.990 0.937 0.925 0.834 0.769 0.884
pos1 0.702 0.632 0.549 0.356 0.218 0.143 0.890 0.641 0.553 0.368 0.209 0.142 0.340 0.616
pos2 0.882 0.768 0.784 0.612 0.516 0.408 0.891 0.780 0.789 0.641 0.529 0.430 0.437 0.649
pos3 0.909 0.797 0.817 0.691 0.615 0.516 0.909 0.801 0.818 0.689 0.618 0.533 0.441 0.648

lexpos1 1.000 0.992 0.993 0.940 0.925 0.838 0.998 0.994 0.990 0.933 0.908 0.814 0.750 0.883
lexpos2 1.000 0.991 0.991 0.934 0.910 0.839 0.998 0.993 0.990 0.927 0.892 0.776 0.741 0.880
lexpos3 1.000 0.991 0.990 0.936 0.911 0.837 0.998 0.993 0.989 0.927 0.892 0.774 0.741 0.878

lempos1 0.998 0.989 0.993 0.943 0.951 0.888 0.999 0.990 0.991 0.940 0.938 0.880 0.741 0.890
lempos2 1.000 0.992 0.991 0.938 0.939 0.887 0.998 0.992 0.989 0.935 0.924 0.840 0.770 0.885
lempos3 1.000 0.989 0.991 0.937 0.939 0.886 0.998 0.992 0.990 0.934 0.923 0.835 0.771 0.882
lexmorf1 1.000 0.991 0.995 0.939 0.926 0.838 0.998 0.994 0.990 0.933 0.907 0.814 0.749 0.882
lexmorf2 1.000 0.992 0.989 0.935 0.912 0.835 0.997 0.993 0.989 0.927 0.890 0.772 0.740 0.880
lexmorf3 1.000 0.991 0.990 0.935 0.911 0.835 0.997 0.992 0.989 0.927 0.890 0.771 0.739 0.879

lemmorf1 1.000 0.992 0.991 0.937 0.932 0.850 0.998 0.994 0.991 0.932 0.913 0.828 0.754 0.886
lemmorf2 1.000 0.988 0.989 0.930 0.916 0.850 0.998 0.993 0.988 0.927 0.894 0.783 0.745 0.875
lemmorf3 1.000 0.988 0.990 0.930 0.916 0.849 0.998 0.994 0.988 0.926 0.895 0.782 0.746 0.876

Table 4: The accuracy values achieved on LIndividual with NBM; on LAge and Gender with SVM and
5,000 instances in each class. In each column the best results are presented in bold, the results that do
not significantly differ from the best one are underlined.

formance. Besides, the best feature type on par-
liamentary transcripts is a mix of lemma bi-grams
and unigrams. However, a robustness of lemmata
is not surprising having in mind that we were deal-
ing with the morphologically complex language
and normative texts.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we report the first authorship attribu-
tion and author profiling results obtained on the
Lithuanian literary texts. The results are com-
pared with previously reported on parliamentary
transcripts and forum posts.

When solving the authorship attribution task we
experimentally investigated the effect of the author
set size by gradually increasing the number of can-
didate authors up to 100. The best results dealing
with the maximum author set were achieved with
the Naïve Bayes Multinomial method and charac-
ter tri-grams. The results exceeded the baselines
by ∼88.2% and reached 89.2% of the accuracy.

When solving the author profiling task we ex-
perimentally investigated the effect of balanced

dataset size by gradually increasing the number of
instances in each class up to 5,000. The best re-
sults for the age dimension were achieved with the
maximum dataset, token lemmas, and the Support
Vector Machine method; for the gender dimension
very good performance was demonstrated already
with the small datasets, using lemma unigrams and
the Support Vector Machine method. The results
focusing on the age and gender dimensions ex-
ceeded baselines by ∼60% and ∼50% reaching
78.3% and 100% of the accuracy, respectively.

The comparative analysis show that it is much
easier to capture age, gender and individual author
differences with literary texts than with parliamen-
tary transcripts or forum posts.

In the future research we are planning to make
the detailed error analysis, which could help us to
improve the accuracy; to expand the number of au-
thors and profiling dimensions.
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Abstract

Statistical analysis of parliamentary roll
call votes is an important topic in politi-
cal science because it reveals ideological
positions of members of parliament (MP)
and factions. However, it depends on the
issues debated and voted upon. There-
fore, analysis of carefully selected sets of
roll call votes provides a deeper knowl-
edge about MPs. However, in order to
classify roll call votes according to their
topic automatic text classifiers have to be
employed, as these votes are counted in
thousands. It can be formulated as a prob-
lem of classification of short legal texts in
Lithuanian (classification is performed us-
ing only headings of roll call vote).

We present results of an ongoing research
on thematic classification of roll call votes
of the Lithuanian Parliament. The prob-
lem differs significantly from the classifi-
cation of long texts, because feature spaces
are small and sparse, due to the short and
formulaic texts. In this paper we inves-
tigate performance of 3 feature represen-
tation techniques (bag-of-words, n-gram
and tf-idf ) in combination with Support
Vector Machines (with different kernels)
and Multinomial Logistic Regression. The
best results were achieved using tf-idf with
SVM with linear and polynomial kernels.

1 Introduction

Increasing availability of data on activities of gov-
ernments and politicians as well as tools suitable
for analysis of large data sets allows political sci-
entists to study previously under-researched top-
ics. As parliament is one the major foci of at-
tention of the public, the media and political sci-
entists, statistical analysis of parliamentary activ-

ity is becoming more and more popular. In this
field, parliamentary voting analysis might be dis-
cerned as getting increasing attention (Jackman,
2001; Poole, 2005; Hix et al., 2006; Bailey, 2007).

Analysis of the activity of the Lithuanian par-
liament (the Seimas) is also becoming more pop-
ular (Krilavičius and Žilinskas, 2008; Krilavičius
and Morkevičius, 2011; Mickevičius et al., 2014;
Užupytė and Morkevičius, 2013). However, over-
all statistical analysis of the MP voting on all the
questions (bills etc.) during the whole term of
the Seimas (four years) might blur the ideologi-
cal divisions that arise from the differences in the
positions taken by MPs depending on their atti-
tudes towards the governmental policy or topics
of the votes (Roberts et al., 2009; Krilavičius and
Morkevičius, 2013). Therefore, one of the impor-
tant tasks is creating tools to compare the voting
behavior of MPs with regard to the topics of the
votes and changes in the governmental coalitions.

One of the options to assign a thematic category
to each topic is manual annotation. However, due
to a large amount of voting data and constantly in-
creasing database (there are up to 10000 roll call
votes in each term of the Seimas) it becomes com-
plicated. Better solution may be introduced by us-
ing automatic classification with machine learning
and natural language processing methods.

Some attempts to classify Lithuanian docu-
ments were already made (Kapočiūtė-Dzikienė et
al., 2012; Kapočiūtė-Dzikienė and Krupavičius,
2014; Mickevičius et al., 2015), but they pursue
different problems, i.e., the first one works with
full text documents, the second tries to predict fac-
tion from the record and the last one is quite sparse
(only the basic text classifiers are examined). This
paper presents a broader research which aims to
find an optimal automatic text classifier for short
political texts (topics of parliamentary votes) in
Lithuanian. The methods used are rather well
known and standard with other languages than
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Lithuanian. However, due to specific type of an-
alyzed short legal texts and high inflatability of
Lithuanian language (Kapočiūtė-Dzikienė et al.,
2012) these methods must be tested under differ-
ent conditions.

New tasks tackled in this paper include experi-
ments with: (1) different features, namely bag-of-
words, n-gram and tf-idf ; (2) different classifiers:
Support Vector Machines (Harish et al., 2010;
Vapnik and Cortes, 1995; Joachims, 1998), in-
cluding different kernels (Shawe-Taylor and Cris-
tianini, 2004), and Multinomial Logistic Regres-
sion (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012); (3) identifying
the most efficient combinations of text classifiers
and feature representation techniques.

Automatic classification of Seimas’ voting titles
is a part of an ongoing research dedicated to cre-
ating an infrastructure that would allow its user to
monitor and analyze the data of roll call voting in
the Seimas. The main idea of the infrastructure
is to enable its users to compare behaviors of the
MPs based on their voting results.

2 Data

2.1 Data Extraction

All data used in the research is available on the
Lithuanian Parliament website1. In order to con-
vert data into suitable format for storage and anal-
ysis, a custom web crawler was developed and
used. The corpus used in the research was gen-
erated applying the following steps: (1) The ob-
ject of analysis are the titles of debates in Lithua-
nian Parliament; (2) Following a unique ID (which
is assigned to every debate in Seimas) every de-
bate title was examined (no titles were skipped);
(3) The analyzed time span goes from 2007-09-10
to 2015-04-14; (4) Only titles of debates that in-
cluded at least one roll call voting were selected
for the analysis. Using such approach 11521 text
documents were retrieved.

2.2 Preprocessing and Descriptive Statistics

In order to eliminate the influence of functional
words and characters (as well as spelling errors),
the documents were normalized in the follow-
ing way: (1) Punctuation marks and digits re-
moved; (2) Uppercase letters converted to low-
ercase; (3) 185 stop words (out of 3299 unique
words) were removed.

1URL: http://www.lrs.lt

Descriptive statistics of the preprocessed text
documents are provided in Table 1.

Length Words Characters

Minimum 2 19
Average 33 264

Maximum 775 6412

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the corpus.

2.3 Classes
In order to achieve proper results of automatic
text classification, clearly defined classes must be
used. To fulfill this requirement classification
scheme of Danish Policy Agendas project2 was
followed. Regarding the size of the analyzed cor-
pus, 21 initial thematic categories were aggregated
into 7 broader classes.

A set of 750 text documents were selected (see
below) and manually classified to build a gold
standard. To avoid bias in automatic classification
towards populated classes, the amounts of docu-
ments belonging to classes should not be signifi-
cantly different, therefore the text documents were
not selected randomly. Instead approximately 100
of objects for each class (aggregate topic) were
picked from the debates of the last term of the
Seimas (from 2012-11-16). See Table 2 for the
number of text documents in each class.

Class No. of docs

Economics 126
Culture and civil rights 121
Legal affairs 106
Social policy 107
Defense and foreign affairs 82
Government operations 104
Environment and technology 103

Total 750

Table 2: Corpora.

3 Tools and Methods

3.1 Feature Representation Techniques
Bag-of-words. When using this method, the terms
are made of single and whole words. Therefore,

2URL: http://www.agendasetting.dk
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the dictionary of all unique words in the corpus
needs to be produced. Then a feature vector of
length m is generated for each text document in the
data, where m is a total number of unique words
in the dictionary. Feature vectors contain the fre-
quencies of terms in the text documents.

N-grams. Using this method text documents are
divided into character sets (substrings) of length
n insomuch as the first substring contains all the
characters of the documents from the 1st to n-th
inclusive. Second substring contains all characters
of the document from 2nd to (n + 1)-th inclusive.
This principle is used throughout the whole text
document, the last substring containing characters
from (k−n + 1)-th to k-th, where k is the number
of characters in the text document. This process is
applied to each text document and a dictionary of
unique substrings (considered as terms) of length
n (n-grams) is generated. Character sets is one of
several ways to use n-grams. However, character
n-grams tend to show significantly better results
in this case (Mickevičius et al., 2015) than word
n-grams, therefore it was decided to discard word
n-grams in the study.

tf-idf. The idea of tf-idf (term frequency - in-
verse document frequency) method is to estimate
the importance of each term according to its fre-
quency in both the text document and the corpus).
Suppose t is a certain term used in a document d,
which belongs to corpus D. Then each element in
the feature vector of d is calculated using (1), (2)
and (3) formulas:

tf (t,d) = 0.5+
0.5 · f (t,d)

max{ f (w,d) : w ∈ d} (1)

idf (t,d,D) = log
N

1+ |{d ∈ D : t ∈ d}| (2)

tfidf (t,d,D) = tf (t,d) · id f (t,d,D), (3)

where f (t,d) is a raw term frequency (count
of term appearances in the text document),
max{ f (w,d) : w ∈ d} is a maximum raw fre-
quency of any term in the document, N is a total
number of documents in the corpus, and |{d ∈ D :
t ∈ d}| is a number of documents where the term
t appears. The base of the logarithmic function
does not matter, therefore natural logarithm was
used. The term itself was defined as a single sepa-
rate word (identically to bag-of-words method).

3.2 Text Classifiers
Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Harish et
al., 2010; Vapnik and Cortes, 1995; Joachims,

1998). A document d is represented by a vec-
tor x = (w1,w2, . . . ,wk) of the counts of its words
(or n-grams). A single SVM can only separate 2
classes: a positive class L1 (indicated by y = +1)
and a negative class L2 (indicated by y = −1).
In the space of input vectors x a hyperplane may
be defined by setting y = 0 in the linear equation

y = fθ (x) = b0 +
k
∑
j=1

b jw j. The parameter vector is

given by θ = (b0,b1, ...,bk). The SVM algorithm
determines a hyperplane which is located between
the positive and negative examples of the training
set. The parameters b j are estimated in such a way
that the distance ξ , called margin, between the hy-
perplane and the closest positive and negative ex-
ample documents is maximized. The documents
having distance ξ from the hyperplane are called
support vectors and determine the actual location
of the hyperplane.

SVMs can be extended to a non-linear predic-
tor by transforming the usual input features in a
non-linear way using a feature map. Subsequently
a hyperplane may be defined in the expanded (la-
tent) feature space. Such non-linear transforma-
tions define extensions of scalar products between
input vectors, which are called kernels (Shawe-
Taylor and Cristianini, 2004).

Multinomial Logistic Regression (Aggarwal
and Zhai, 2012). An early application of re-
gression to text classification is the Linear Least
Squares Fit (LLSF) method, which works as fol-
lows. Let the predicted class label be pi = A ·Xi +
b, and yi is known to be the true class label, then
our aim is to learn the values of A and b, such that
the LLSF ∑n

i=1 (pi− yi)
2 is minimized.

A more natural way of modeling the classifi-
cation problem with regression is the logistic re-
gression classifier, which differs from the LLSF
method by optimizing the likelihood function.
Specifically, we assume that the probability of ob-
serving label yi is:

p(C = yi|Xi) =
exp(Ā · X̄i +b)

1+ exp(Ā · X̄i +b)
. (4)

In the case of binary classification, p(C = yi|Xi)
can be used to determine the class label. In the
case of multi-class classification, we have p(C =
yi|Xi) ∝ exp(Ā · X̄i +b), and the class label with the
highest value according to p(C = yi|Xi) would be
assigned to Xi.
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3.3 Testing and Quality Evaluation
Training and testing of the classifiers was per-
formed using 750 selected text documents with
training:testing data ratio being 2:1. All selected
documents were ordered randomly and a non-
exhaustive 6-fold cross validation was applied.

Standard evaluation measures of precision(
Pn = TPn

TPn+FPn

)
, recall

(
Rn = TPn

TPn+FNn

)
and F-

score
(

Fn = 2·Pn·Rn
Pn+Rn

)
were used for each class and

overall, and where

• True positive (TP): number of documents cor-
rectly assigned class Cn;

• False positive (FP): number of documents in-
correctly assigned to class Cn;

• False negative (FN): number of documents
that belong, but were not assigned to Cn;

• True negative (TN): number of documents
correctly assigned to class, different than Cn.

Baseline accuracy was calculated using the fol-

lowing equation ACCB = 1
N2

m
∑

i=1
Ni

2, where N is the

total number of documents in the training dataset,
Ni is the number of documents in the training
dataset that belong to class Ci, and m is the number
of classes. In this case: ACCB = 0,151.

4 Experimental Evaluation

4.1 Method Selection
3 variations of the most popular feature selection
methods were used, see statistics in Table 3.

Feature set Unique terms
Overall Per doc

bag-of-words 3130 0,27
3-gram 3995 0,35
tf-idf 3130 0,27

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the feature sets.

Due to good performance (Mickevičius et al.,
2015) SVM classifier was examined more in
depth. Multinomial Logistic Regression was se-
lected as a second classifier in order to test its suit-
ability to Lithuanian political texts.

Logistic Regression is a powerful method with
no parameters that would be crucial to adjust.

SVM is quite the opposite with the following
changeable parameters: kernel function, degree
(for polynomial kernel only), cost and gamma (for
all kernels except linear).

Parameters were tuned using cross-validation
to find the best performance thus determining the
most suitable values for each parameter. Cost and
gamma parameters were picked of a range from
0.1 to 3 by a step of 0.1, and 6 different kernel
functions were tested: linear, 2 to 4 degree polyno-
mial, Gaussian radial basis and sigmoid function.

4.2 Classification Results

After the parameter tuning phase the most suitable
parameter values were found and maximal classi-
fication quality (F-score) was achieved with each
tested classifier and feature representation method,
see Table 4.

Classifier b-o-w 3-gram tf-idf

SVM linear 0.716 0.683 0.825
SVM pol. 2 deg. 0.701 0.613 0.815
SVM pol. 3 deg. 0.646 0.593 0.815
SVM pol. 4 deg. 0.589 0.567 0.815
SVM radial 0.610 0.169 0.728
SVM sigmoid 0.325 0.091 0.057
LogReg 0.696 0.667 0.793

Table 4: Best performing classifiers, F-score.

Five classifier and feature representation
method combinations produced exceptionally
good results in comparison to other combinations.
It is easy to see that tf-idf features are superior
to bag-of-words and n-gram regardless of the
classifier.

The aforementioned classifiers were subjected
to deeper analysis where precision, recall and F-
score measures were estimated for each class. The
results are shown in Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 while
averaged F-score for each of the 5 best classifiers
are depicted in Table 4.

Best performing classifier for each class is de-
picted in Figure 1. Further analysis did not yield
information about certain classifier being unsuit-
able due to neglect of one or more classes. Consid-
ering a narrow margin that separates the quality of
tested classifiers (the highest F-score is 0.825, the
lowest is 0.793) it would be fair to consider all 5
of them being equally suitable for classifying roll
call votes headings of the Lithuanian Parliament.
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Class Prec. Rec. F-score

1 0.978 0.913 0.944
2 0.936 0.835 0.883
3 0.649 0.710 0.678
4 0.846 0.846 0.846
5 0.863 0.824 0.843
6 0.777 0.732 0.754
7 0.591 0.898 0.713

Table 5: SVM, linear kernel, tf-idf.

Class Prec. Rec. F-score

1 0.973 0.892 0.931
2 0.936 0.839 0.885
3 0.699 0.757 0.727
4 0.810 0.813 0.811
5 0.893 0.765 0.824
6 0.698 0.750 0.723
7 0.612 0.867 0.718

Table 6: SVM, 2 degree polynomial kernel, tf-idf.

Class Prec. Rec. F-score

1 0.973 0.895 0.932
2 0.940 0.839 0.887
3 0.703 0.757 0.729
4 0.805 0.813 0.809
5 0.886 0.765 0.821
6 0.701 0.750 0.725
7 0.609 0.857 0.712

Table 7: SVM, 3 degree polynomial kernel, tf-idf.

Class Prec. Rec. F-score

1 0.973 0.895 0.932
2 0.940 0.839 0.887
3 0.703 0.757 0.729
4 0.805 0.813 0.809
5 0.880 0.765 0.818
6 0.700 0.746 0.722
7 0.609 0.857 0.712

Table 8: SVM, 4 degree polynomial kernel, tf-idf.

5 Results, Conclusions and Future Plans

1. Tf-idf feature matrix produced significantly
better results than any other feature matrix.

Class Prec. Rec. F-score

1 0.911 0.934 0.922
2 0.905 0.839 0.871
3 0.837 0.698 0.761
4 0.874 0.774 0.821
5 0.826 0.654 0.730
6 0.725 0.693 0.709
7 0.428 0.939 0.588

Table 9: Multinomial Logistic Regression, tf-idf.
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Figure 1: Best classifier for each class, F-score.

2. Linear and polynomial kernels produced the
best results when using SVM classifier.

3. Support Vector Machines and Multinomial
Logistic Regression are suitable for classifi-
cation of titles of votes in the Seimas.

These results are part of a work-in-progress of
creating an infrastructure for monitoring activi-
ties of the Lithuanian Parliament (Seimas). Future
plans include investigation of other text classifiers,
feature preprocessing and selection techniques.

Certain titles of the Seimas debates present a
challenge even for human coders due to ambigu-
ity. For that reason multi-class classification and
analysis of larger datasets (additional documents
attached to the debates and votes) are planned in
the future. A critical review and stricter definitions
of classes, as well as qualitative error analysis are
also included in the future plans.
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